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[Cover] Jess Roskelley leads onto the corniced summit of Idiot Peak (10,700'), the south 

summit of Mt. Huntington (12,240'), Alaska. After making the first ascent of Huntingon’s 

complete south ridge via Gauntlet Ridge (Alaska Grade 6 A0 M6 95°, ca. 8,500', 2017), 

Roskelley and Clint Helander spent two nights on the summit, waiting out a storm. Clint 

Helander  l  [This Page] Robert Chevalier on the summit of la Meije (3983m), Dauphiné Alps, 

France in 2002, with the north face of Le Râteau (3809m) in the background. Mario Colonel
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[Photo] Timmy O’Neill on the North America Wall, El Capitan. 

On the climb, the photographer recalls “congregating on tiny 

ledges in the calm between snow flurries,”an experience 

shared by the first ascensionists in 1964. Jeff Johnson
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C O N T R I B U T O R S

ERIN SMART grew up skiing and 

climbing in the Cascades and has 

since traveled to ranges around the 

world including the Himalaya and the 

Alps. As an IFMGA mountain guide, 

she now lives in La Grave, France, and 

spends the majority of her life within 

the elements that inspire her most.

CHIP BROWN is the author of Afterwards, 

You're a Genius and Good Morning Midnight. 

He has written for many magazines including 

Outside, National Geographic, Men’s Journal, 

Esquire, The New Yorker, Harper's, and The 

New York Times Magazine. He lives in New York 

City with his wife, the editor and author Kate 

Betts, and their two kids, Oliver and India.

CHARLIE LIEU serves on the Board of 

Directors for the Access Fund. Despite over 

twenty years of climbing on six continents, 

she believes her ultimate “sporting” 

accomplishment is her dubious 1995 

crowning as “All You Can Eat Spaghetti 

Champion.” She holds dual masters’ degrees 

in engineering and operations from MIT.

KARN KOWSHIK has travelled all over 

the Indian Himalaya, guiding 6000-meter 

peaks. He has also been a journalist on the 

crime beat, worked at a rock-climbing café 

in Ladakh, and run a flood rescue and relief 

operation in Kashmir. He resides in Bhimtal, 

with his partner Juhi and an aspiring 

search and rescue dog named Argos.

After four years in the US Navy, ANA 
BEATRIZ CHOLO became a news reporter 

for the Los Angeles Times, Chicago Tribune 

and the Associated Press. A single mom 

of three, she’s a writer, diversity advocate 

and volunteer for Latino Outdoors, 

a national nonprofit. She dreams of 

climbing rock and snow around the world.

Born on Vancouver Island, MARC-ANDRÉ 
LECLERC began climbing in the North 

Cascades of southern British Columbia 

when he was ten years old. From that point 

on, he let his school grades suffer in favor 

of an alpine education. He has gone on to 

make several first ascents in Squamish, 

the Canadian Rockies and Patagonia. 





Elisabeth Revol, Nanga Parbat 
Winter Expedition 2013 Non Ox and Alpine Style
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A child stood on a mountain pass at twi-
light. Alone, he’d hiked up meadows that 
shimmered ever higher until they vanished 
into a rose-hued sky. Soon, he was beyond 
exhaustion; no longer feeling capable of 
moving his legs, he seemed to float. At the top, 
a sign read Marmot Pass, 6,000 feet. Before 
him, the earth descended into darkness. Black 
silhouettes of mountains smoldered against 
the last flare of light. 

He remembered a line from the Kipling 
poem, Go and look behind the Ranges– / Some-
thing lost behind the Ranges. He conjured up 
old daydreams: the rainforests of the Amazon, 
the vast ice fields of the polar regions, The Roof 
of the World. But this was something more—
he felt as if the reflections of the sunset pierced 
his bare skin to his soul. 

Decades afterward, in his memoirs, he 
strove to put this experience into words: 

Suddenly it came to me that out there in 
those black peaks under the purple and red and 
orange and yellow sky, there were no roads at all. 
This was what they meant by ‘wilderness.’… I 
was all by myself. There was no sound except the 
river, way down below in the night. There was 
no wind, everything was as still as in a painting, 
and me too. The flowers and rocks and grass had 
the colors of the sky. Night was coming up from 
the valley. I felt like somebody not me, some char-
acter in a fairy tale, under some kind of spell. 

For Harvey Manning, that impression of 
being spellbound by the wild lasted from 
that Boy Scout trip until his death in 2006. 
He later wrote, “In that 1938 sunset atop 
the pass, the first sunset of my life I felt were 
answers—answers to questions I didn’t yet 
know enough to ask.” 

When a doctor told him he had a heart 
condition that could kill him at any moment, 
he dedicated himself to living as intensely as 
possible. As a young mountaineer in the Cas-
cades and the Olympics, he wandered over 
isolated summits and through roadless valleys, 
sensing, again and again, glimmers of that 
mysterious inner realm. Once, he lost his foot-
ing and fell for hundreds of feet down a glacier 
until all he heard were the notes of unseen 

water. “Life—abundant, exuberant, transcen-
dent,” he concluded upon his survival. “That’s 
what Marmot Pass was all about.”

By the 1950s, he grew keenly aware that 
mining and logging companies were tearing 
away at the edges of these ranges. He began 
composing articles and guidebooks to convey 
the beauty of the hills and thus enlist his 
readers in the protection of wild lands. His 
public advocacy helped lead to the creation 
of North Cascades National Park and the 
passage of the Washington State Wilderness 
Act. In his private life, Manning also created 
more whimsical story maps, including a series 
of elaborate hoaxes published under pseud-
onyms—intended, seemingly, to bewilder and 
to prod climbers to see the mountains in unfa-
miliar, deeper ways.  

I’d first learned of Harvey Manning as one 
of the perpetrators of the “Riesenstein Hoax” 
of 1962. After a flight over the inner ranges 

of Alaska, Austin Post brought back photos of 
surreal rock spires that, it seemed, no climb-
ers had yet visited. His friends Manning and 
Edward LaChappelle wrote a fictitious story 
about the remote “Riesenstein Peaks of British 
Columbia.” Perplexed, the editors of Summit 
published it as if it were a true account, luring 
readers with route lines of failed attempts and a 
hand-sketched map that read UNEXPLORED. 
It took years for a few climbers to realize that 
these peaks were actually the Kichatna Spires 
and to mount their first expeditions there. 

Ever since I read about the anecdote in 
Andy Selters’ Ways to the Sky, I’ve become a 
seeker of imaginary ranges, curious to under-
stand the reasons for their persistent appeal. 
This January, while gathering stories about the 
Riesenstein, I spoke with one of Manning’s 
friends, Dale Cole, who recounted the cre-
ation of an earlier fictitious mountain with the 
beguiling name of “No Name Peak.”  

In  Manning and his climbing partners 
sat by a large campfire on the edge of a glacier. 
Before them, the east face of Southeast Mox 
arched like an otherworldly castle tower. It was 
hard to imagine that anyone could climb its 
steep and twisted grey stone. They were deep 
in a region of the North Cascades that few 
mountaineers visited, concealed behind dense 
forests and tangled brush. 

The indomitable Fred Beckey had been 
on the summit of course—he’d been nearly 
everywhere. In 1941, when he made the 
twenty-three mile approach with his brother, 
Helmy, the peak didn’t yet appear on his maps. 
It looked “spectral” to him, surrounded by 
black clouds and serpentine mists. “A climb-
er’s dream, waiting to be made real, to be 
conquered,” he described it in Challenge of the 
North Cascades. But even after he’d climbed the 
crumbling stone of its airy northwest face, the 
peak still seemed like a shadowy nightmare. 

Now, while the sun set behind the spire, 
Manning began to talk about the changes he’d 
noticed with the rise of the outdoor industry 
in the postwar years. As Cole later wrote in 
a 2006 edition of The Wild Cascades, Man-
ning felt that climbers were forgetting the 

T H E  S H A R P  E N D
THE WORLD AS IT IS NOT  |  KATIE IVES
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“true value of the mountains,” preoccupying 
themselves with self-aggrandizing conquests 
and expensive gear. Some recent journal arti-
cles appeared so full of exaggerations that it 
no longer seemed clear how far their authors 
were drifting from the facts…. And with that 
thought, an idea stirred in his mind. 

“And before I knew it,” Cole told me, “he 
was talking about this imaginary climb going 
up Mox Peak.” Back at Harvey’s house on 
Cougar Mountain, they transformed South-
east Mox into “No Name Peak,” and Cole drew 
dotted lines on a photo of the east face, showing 
the attempts of a fictitious party. They altered a 
map, moving the mountain a few miles away 
from its real location to the headwaters of No 
Name Creek. Manning fabricated a story about 
its “discovery,” purportedly written by a climber 
named “Paul Williams” (which was, in fact, 
the name of his non-climbing father-in-law). 
Having missed the deadline for the American 
Alpine Journal, they sent it to Summit. They 
would play a prank on “competitive peakbag-
gers,” Cole explains, “by sending them looking 
for things that weren’t there.” 

The story, as the imagined Paul Williams 
told it in the May 1960 issue of Summit, 
began with an enticing proclamation about 
the many unclimbed towers still hidden 
within the trail-less regions of the Northwest 
forests. According to him, a Forest Service 
employee named Arthur Short had glimpsed 
an immense, unfamiliar cliff while fighting a 
fire near Arctic Creek. Upon his return home 
to Portland, he persuaded Williams and other 
friends to follow him back into the woods. 
Stumbling through rain-soaked brush, they 
got lost in the mist, and they thought they’d 
arrived in the wrong place. When the clouds 
parted, the mysterious peak appeared like an 
apparition in a fantasy tale. The group reached 
a high point below the “big bulge” where the 
east face reared up, too daunting for them to 
go farther. Nonetheless, they claimed to find 
solid rock, fissured with cracks for pitons. 
“Although we did not conquer No Name 
Peak,” Williams concluded, “we are sure that 
the Great Wall of No Name Peak will eventu-
ally be ranked as one of the finest and most 
difficult climbs in the North Cascades.” 

A month after the publication of the arti-
cle, the Cascades climber Dee Molenaar wrote 
to Summit explaining the current name and 
actual whereabouts of Mox Peaks. When Fred 
Beckey returned to attempt the fabled east face 

in 1968, he wrote to Manning with less opti-
mism than the fictional characters had: “No 
good—bad rock and limit where cracks go.” 
Yet a sense of reality clung to the hoax, and its 
story remained interwoven with the history of 
a wall that continued to appear almost mythi-
cal: mist-wreathed, hazardous, perhaps forever 
unclimbable. It took until 2005 for Mike 
Layton and Erik Wolfe to complete a real first 
ascent to the top of the east face, over terrifyingly 
loose, steep and often unprotected  stone—and 
until 2008 for Rolf Larson and Eric Wehrly to 
establish a route that continued to the summit 
of Southeast Mox. In the Northwest Mountain-
eering Journal, Layton reported encountering 
a button-head bolt that he assumed to be left 
by the Williams expedition—as if that attempt 
had, in fact, taken place. 

As I continued my research, I found other 
coincidental details that seemed, strangely, to 
corroborate the No Name Peak story. When 
I sent a copy of the May 1960 Summit article 
to Mike Layton, he responded, “The topo on 
the hoax looks remarkably similar to the initial 
portion of our climb (more or less) and their 
high point is pretty much where we saw the 
old bolt.” On a 2005 CascadeClimbers.com 
thread about Southeast Mox, someone posted, 
“The Paul Williams mentioned in the article is 
my father-in-law.” This real Paul Williams, I 
learned, had been an active Cascades climber 
around 1958, a founding member of Seattle 
Mountain Rescue. He appeared, at first glance, 
like someone who resembled the protagonist of 
the quest: an ardent conservationist himself, he 
had once led an Arctic expedition to look for 
signs of John Franklin’s party (vanished during 
a search for the Northwest Passage) and guided 
a group of clients who hoped to find traces of 
Noah’s Ark on Mt. Ararat.  

Paul Williams’ son, Brian, assured me that 
his father couldn’t have been involved in the 
No Name Peak story: he was not from Port-
land, and he had no climbing partners with 

the names of the characters in the Summit arti-
cle. So, whose traces were found on Southeast 
Mox? Were they from Beckey in 1968? Or from 
someone else? In a 1964 satirical article in The 
Mountaineer, a certain “H. Hawthorne Man-
ning” slyly expressed his pity for overworked 
editors who struggle to find the truth behind 
hoaxes such as “the ‘No Name Peak’ fraud” and 
the “‘Reisensteins’ [sic] disgrace…. Fact and fic-
tion read the same in print.” After I’d emailed 
many Cascades climbers, Alan Kearney sug-
gested that I ask Alex Bertulis, who told me that 
he and Scott Davis might have left that bolt as 
they retreated during “inclement weather” in 
the 1980s. I find myself imagining that Man-
ning might have quietly laughed if he’d known 
that we were still talking about the mystery 
after all these decades. 

And there are still more enigmas that 
remain unsolved. When Manning died in 
2006, he left behind stacks of unpublished 
manuscripts, with stories of other hidden 
ranges along the borders of reality, fantasy and 
dreams. In one such narrative, he described a 
character who “was given a map by a dying 
prospector and followed it to a cave whose 
walls and floor and ceiling were glittering crys-
tal quartz veined with eighteen-carat gold.”

Manning’s daughter Claudia recalls a hike 
that they took near Snoqualmie Pass, when 
she was young. The sun beat down on them as 
they walked along a logging road, past stumps 
of trees, and then up a steep mountainside. “I 
just turned to Daddy at one point and I said, 
‘You know, Daddy, you get no place exploring.’ 
He thought that was so funny. Then we got to 
the top of the peak and then there was this lake 
below that wasn’t on any map…. He said, ‘See, 
Claudia, you do get places going exploring.”  

I’m intrigued by the idea of experiencing 
“no place” as a “place.” Perhaps by slipping 
the bounds of ordinary cartography, we start 
to glimpse something elsewhere—that “deep 
wilderness” that Manning’s son Paul says his 
father sought, a realm found only when you 
get truly lost. Over time, Manning lost inter-
est in climbing to summits, and he began to 
explore the flanks and bases of mountains 
instead, searching for unnoticed cols and val-
leys, finding areas of overwhelming wonders 
that he kept secret or deliberately obscured in 
his books. In his journals he noted the flow-
ers he saw, along with other marks. “The 
little Xs were the places where his heart had a 
murmur,” Paul says. “He marked them down 
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every day of his life.” Ever conscious of the 
possibility of death, among his many imagin-
ings of the wild, Manning had also created a 
map of the human heart. 

“So, did I ever feel any remorse about any 
of this?” Cole said to me as we talked about 
No Name Peak. “Of course not. In fact, as I 
look back at that time, it really provides some 
wonderful memories.” 

Today, in our era of pernicious “fake news,” 
Manning’s hoaxes have an aura of innocence. 
Ultimately, the climbers he lured to the “Great 
Wall of No Name Peak” received, in return, 
an unforgettable experience of the wild. Mike 
Layton recalled a sense of good fortune at his 
part in the history, the chance to be immersed 
in “the excitement of adventure, the beauty 
of such a remote area and the camaraderie of 
friendship.” Something else might still arise 
from the story: a reminder of the need to ques-
tion our preconceptions about the objective 
truth or completeness of maps, both physical 

and symbolic, to search for what lies in the gaps 
between what is represented and what is not. 

In Mapping Men and Empire, Richard 
Phillips pointed out the often unfulfilled 
potential for the “geography of adventure” to 
become “spaces of resistance,” settings for the 
transgression of “boundaries and conventions” 
and for the expression of ideas that might oth-
erwise be suppressed. To do so, we have to 
broaden our gaze to different kinds of cartog-
raphies: from those of the original inhabitants 
to the diverse ways that individuals encoun-
ter a landscape. “There are many varieties of 
wilderness experience,” Manning wrote in 
The Wild Cascades: Forgotten Parkland. Yet, he 
added, each one supports the need for such 
public lands to remains “undiminished.” 

To clarify some of his words, Cole emailed 
me, “Harvey Manning and I spent much time 
thinking on how we could make the world a 
better place. A hoax now and then seemed a 
likely way.” Manning, he said, loved to quote 
from “A Shropshire Lad,” a poem written by 

A.E. Housman in 1896: 

Ale, man, ale’s the stuff to drink
For fellows whom it hurts to think: 
Look into the pewter pot
To see the world as the world’s not
And faith, ‘tis pleasant till ‘tis past: 
The mischief is that ‘twill not last. 

Some nights when he felt like reminisc-
ing, Manning said to Cole, “Let’s look into 
the pewter pot,” and they’d head down to the 
basement of Manning’s house to drink his 
homebrewed beer. It was still a little green and 
it tasted like yeast, but they drank and talked all 
night about mountains, memories and dreams.   

Imaginary ranges invite us “to see the 
world as it is not.” But they could also show us 
how the world could be. 

[This article is part of a book project on imaginary moun-

tains. For more on the Riesenstein and Summit, see the 

author’s articles in Alpinist 36, 49 and 54. For acknowl-

edgements and sources see Page 8—Ed.]  

[Opening Page] The altered map from the May 1960 Summit article, “An Unclimbed ‘No 

Name Peak,’” showing the imaginary location of the mountain. As Ronald Peattie pointed 

out in Mountain Geography, surprisingly few people agree what a “real”  mountain is, 

how high and steep it must be for that term: “To a large extent, a mountain is a mountain 

because of the role it plays in popular imagination.” Courtesy of the American Alpine Club  l  

[Facing Page] Harvey Manning (1925-2006) Cascades, Washington. Larry Hanson  l  [This Page] 

The east face of Southeast Mox Peak, also known as “Southeast Spire.” For a full ac-

count of the first ascent of the Great Wall of No Name Peak, see Alpinist 13. John Scurlock 
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Hero? Irresponsible? None of the Above 

Over the years, I have received many 
questions regarding free soloing, since 
I am caught doing my fair share, albeit 
at a much lower grade level than Alex. 
I have pretty much answered none 
of them as the explanation is neither 
simple nor sexy. Politics, sex and reli-
gion are far more interesting topics I 
can assure you. But with so many will-
ing to opine about Honnold’s recent 
exploits…here it is.

Climbing is not a sport. Those who 
try to equate it to such aren’t really 
climbers in the traditional sense, even 
though they might own the gear, gym 
memberships and occasional sunburns 
to prove it. For most of us, climbing is 
a very personal exploit. I justify my lack 
of contribution to society by writing 
and publishing climbing beta. I don’t 
share information for the wow factor. 
I do it for exploitation—to eat, sleep 
and climb at will, to pretend I am con-
tributing something to society as minor 
as it might be. For climbing is one of 
the most self-centered pursuits of all. To the 
purist, it has nothing to do with saving the 
world or improving the planet or benefiting 
our fellow human. It is about fulfilling indi-
vidual desires. 

If Alex can exploit what he loves (climb-
ing) to eat, sleep and climb in style, who could 
say no to that? What I like about Honnold is 
he has never pretended otherwise. His free solo 
of El Capitan was always about him, period. 
There is nothing to be shared with anyone 
else, because there really is no one else who 
can even comprehend it. He is honest about 
that fact. And for anyone to have the opin-
ion that he is setting a bad example or that he 
is giving the “sport” a bad name is ludicrous. 
Traditional alpinism has nothing to do with 
competition—whether against nature or your 
fellow human. It is very difficult to describe, 
I admit. Tom Brady has a much more easily 
defined opponent every time he steps onto 
the field. Football is a zero sum game as most 
sports are. Climbing big routes is not. We are 
not battling Mother Nature. Most of us aren’t 

comparing our abilities or skills to those of 
others. Besides the influences of the surround-
ing wildlife, natural beauty and fresh air, 90 
percent of what we experience is deeply rooted 
in our own psyche. Sometimes we are just 
excising our personal demons.

But again, as climbers, we are absolutely 
contributing nothing to society as most 
humans define it. We are not saving souls. We 
are not treating patients. The vast majority of 
us aren’t making much of a living off it. The 
only relevancy of Honnold’s achievement is to 
enjoy and admire it as a personal achievement 
for him, even if you cannot comprehend it or 
if you choose to have no interest in it at all. 
Please do not idolize any climber. None are 
heroes. What an absurd word to be associated 
with climbing—seriously. Adopt the word 
“mentor” instead, I beg you.

I have met several of the legends. The 
men and women who pioneered climbing in 
the US. They include some of the more self-
ish individuals you could ever meet. That is 
not a put down, I consider myself in the same 
boat. I love nothing more than to turn off 

the rest of the world, say fuck you and 
climb till my heart’s content. Several of 
you might know how much I admire 
Jorge Urioste. That admiration has 
everything to do with Jorge as an intel-
lectual (he was a professor for forty-five 
years), as a world-citizen extraordinaire 
(fluent in many languages), as a mentor 
and as a husband and father. Sure we 
love talking about climbs, but we enjoy 
talking religion and politics more. As 
great a route setter and adventurer as 
he is, he has accomplished way more 
for society in his non-climbing roles. In 
other words, he has made sacrifices. If 
he hadn’t, he would have done nothing 
but climb. That path would have been 
easy and involve zero sacrifice for him. 
Of course modern filmmakers tend to 
make their movies about fulltime pro-
fessional climbers, although Jorge’s life 
is vastly more entertaining as a story. 
But then, we did collectively hand over 
the Presidency to an egomaniac, didn’t 
we…. Such is our society today.

I am selfish. Honnold is…well…
selfish. There is nothing wrong with 

this. We are animals. We are healthy in that we 
realize we must first and foremost serve our-
selves to be of any value to anyone or anything 
else. The banker and lawyer and doctor do the 
same thing. The only difference is that they 
affect others way more than we do in their 
chosen pursuits, for good or bad. As climbers, 
our pursuits are much more inner driven and 
personal in nature.

Please save the hero card for folks who 
actually sacrifice their wants and needs for 
others. On the same token, don’t hold Hon-
nold accountable for others wanting to free 
solo. But officer, I was watching NASCAR 
all day yesterday and I guess I just got carried 
away….  If you want to call Honnold a hero 
for his environmental advocacy and his char-
ity work, go right ahead. In fact, the next 
time you get to meet him, I can assure you 
he would rather talk about those topics than 
about climbing. Trust me. 

—Dow Williams, from the wilds
For an in-depth account of Alex Honnold's free solo of El 

Capitan, see Derek Franz's June 8 article on Alpinist.com 
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What Humans Do 

It is always a pleasure to 
come across a reference 
to Dora Keen (my Great 
Aunt Dodie). I picked up 
my copy of Alpinist 58 to 
read the story about Royal 
Robbins (1935-2017), and 
memories flooded out. 
Aunt Dodie left a 100-year 
trust fund for her nieces and 
nephews, and their children 
(me) and my children. The 
trust was not a lot, but it 
was to be used for education, adventure and 
travel. 

While budgets were tight, there was 
always a bit from Aunt Dodie to subsidize 
special activities, such as a trip into Baja with 
two adults and seven children on foot and 
mule in the 1970s to search for petroglyphs 
reputed to exist in a remote canyon area—or, 
for my sister, eight months of living in Europe 
to dance with the ballet. In 1994 we under-
took an expedition to raft the Copper River 
in Alaska—a single oar boat with no guides, 
just siblings and our dad. My own son, Kean, 
was then safely growing in my womb, still 
five months from birth. A younger brother, 
Joran, became a cash-winning dog musher in 
Alaska, while another is a bush pilot. 

Even when I was ten, I towered over 
Dodie. She must have been ninety years old 
at the time and less than five feet tall. She 
was on her way to Hong Kong (she said she 
would “die with her boots on,” and she cer-
tainly did that). We grew up as a clan with 
travel, wilderness, alpine regions, and climb-
ing in our blood. My brother Luke left 
school in Berkeley, where we grew up, to live 
in Camp 4 and climb in Yosemite. Perhaps 
it was in our blood, but surely Aunt Dodie 
played her part. 

There was, of course, comedy and trag-
edy along the way. Dodie and Handy were 
forced into a shotgun wedding because of the 
scandal that emerged in Philadelphia (her 
hometown) when it was learned that they 
had spent five nights in a snow cave together. 
If you see photos of the ascent up Blackburn, 
you see Dodie dressed in woolen skirts and 
other heavy apparel. I would guess that no 
clothing came off while they were waiting 
out the storm. Still, they were banished to 
a farm in remote Vermont. My own Uncle 

Keen (one of Dora’s neph-
ews) died at age thirteen 
when he slipped on a rock 
filling his canteen and was 
swept off of Vernal Fall.  

I was struck by the 
Ursula Le Guin quote in 
the article, “On the maps 
drawn by men there is an 
immense…terra incognita 
where most women live. 
That country is all yours 
to explore, to inhabit, to 
describe…. We are volca-
noes. When we women 

offer our experience as our truth, as human 
truth, all the maps change. There are new 
mountains.” Dodie did not just inspire 
climbing. She inspired us to create dreams 
of our own, dare to make them real, and 
strive for the top, even given failure, tragedy, 
and hardship. I fought for an education as 
a chemical engineer before women did that, 
and I have a career making genetically engi-
neered medicines. 

Dora Keen and persons like her inspire 
men, women and all people to dream, to 
forge into the unknown. Because that’s what 
humans do. It’s where living is done. 

—Abigail Freeman Karin,  
Dora Keen’s grandniece, California

In Memory of Ueli Steck (1976–2017)

Although I did not know Ueli Steck very 
well, I had the good fortune to meet him 
on five different occasions—the first time at 
Everest base camp in 2013 just before the 
infamous conflict with the Sherpa climb-
ers, and then a year later in the Cordillera 
Blanca outside the national park office at the 
entrance of the Llanganuco Valley, where he 
and his wife and an expedition cook were 
looking at a map and trying to figure out 
what they were going to do. Ueli had just 
been denied entry to the national park 
because he wasn’t with an “official mountain 
guide.” 

He could have gotten around that issue 
if he’d brought his Swiss Alpine Club card, 
which would have allowed him in without 
a guide. His wife had hers, but he’d left his 
back in the hostal in Huaraz. My Peruvian 
UIAGM certified mountain guide spent 
thirty minutes trying to convince the park 
official to let Ueli in by explaining who Ueli 

was and what his climbing accomplishments 
were—but to no avail. How ironic to find 
Ueli in this predicament.

Six months later at the American Alpine 
Club Annual Dinner in New York City, I met 
Ueli again, and I mentioned to him that I’d 
heard he’d been caught in an avalanche in 
Peru. He told me that he and his wife had 
climbed the Southwest Face of Artesonraju, 
and after descending below the bergschrund 
at the bottom of the face, he’d triggered a slab 
avalanche that swept him downhill and fully 
buried him. His wife was also carried down, 
but she was unharmed, and she followed the 
climbing rope to locate Ueli and dig him out. 
He was the first to admit that he had made a 
mistake by not paying attention to the snow 
conditions that nearly took his life.

What was always so amazing about being 
around Ueli—besides witnessing his climb-
ing abilities and hard work—was the chance 
to glimpse the fire in his eyes, the excitement 
in his heart, the need to get outside and be 
in the mountains. I always thought Ueli’s 
athleticism could be considered on the same 
level as that of Usain Bolt or Michael Phelps. 
Ueli was on the same level as Reinhold Mess-
ner or Jeff Lowe when it came to visualizing 
new ideas, new climbs, new possibilities. And 
Ueli had the humbleness of golfer Arnold 
Palmer: world renowned and yet easy to talk 
with, no matter who you were.

During the two weeks following Ueli’s 
death, I found myself thinking about him 
daily. So many people—from armchair 
mountaineers to high-level alpinists—had 
been moved by his passion and drive and 
abilities. As I read what was written in his 
online condolence book (http://www.uel-
isteck.ch/en/rip), I was amazed by how many 
non-climbers he had inspired to change their 
lives as well.  

His example of how climbing should be 
done in the Himalaya—on his own power, 
without using supplemental oxygen or fixing 
ropes or hiring high-altitude support staff to 
carry his gear—stood out the most. He tried 
to keep alpinism simple to see if he had the 
ability to complete his goals under his own 
power—relying on his athleticism and expe-
rience against all odds. Go light and go fast, 
to minimize the risks and to gain all the 
rewards of new possibilities.

He will surely be missed by everyone in 
many ways.

—Brad Johnson, Ridgway, Colorado 
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When seasons change, you don’t.

move. 
don’t remove.
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Shunyata 
Spiti Valley, Himachal Pradesh, India

Approach

Ancient languages of India refer to it as 
Prāna. In Chinese, it’s Chi and in Japanese, it’s 
Ki. It’s a difficult word to translate into Eng-
lish. “Life force” comes close, but Prāna also 
means “energy,” the cosmic vibrations that 
make up your being. 

In India, many believe that places have 
energy—which is why we believe Meru is the 
center of the world and that the Ganga puri-
fies us. 

It is rare that mortals stumble into a place 
where their energy is perfectly in sync with that 
of the landscape. I am one of the fortunate. I 
first felt that connection with the soul of the 
Earth almost twenty years ago, in the remote, 
barren, cold and deeply spiritual Spiti Valley. 

Spiti Valley is in the northeast corner of 

Himachal Pradesh. It is an extension of the 
Tibetan plateau, and part of the Trans-Hima-
laya. There is only one major road through the 
region. North from Shimla, it rises until it’s 
just a narrow dirt track carved into the moun-
tainsides—with no guardrails. One icy slip 
will send a car hurtling hundreds of meters 
into the Spiti River. Beyond Kaza, the capi-
tal of the region, the passes are all above 4500 
meters and snowed over for half the year. 

I first visited Kaza at the age of sixteen or 
seventeen. Back then, in the outdoor industry, 
training and experience weren’t as valuable as 
the willingness to work for free. I was willing, 
and I had a keen eye for birds. These qualities 
got me a gig leading a group of wildlife enthu-
siasts into Spiti. 

I was born close to the Western Ghats, an 
old, low mountain range, 2000 kilometers 
south of the Himalaya, made up almost entirely 
of basalt. I was used to a wilderness filled with 
trees, deer, wild boar, leopards—and millions 

of tiny insects. In Spiti, we saw no mammals. 
We saw no trees. There were no bugs to swat. 
The land, from afar, appeared barren. The 
average altitude of the valley was 3600 meters. 
It seemed unlikely that anything could survive 
in this hypoxic desert. The sun shone through 
the rarified sky, burning my skin and leaving 
scars on the slopes. 

Far overhead, a lammergeier vulture 
soared. One of the world’s largest birds, it 
drops carcass bones onto rocks so it can eat 
the marrow, leaving the meat to lesser scaven-
gers. This harbinger of death showed me there 
was life. Over time, my eyes began to attune 
themselves to this brown world. I learned to 
see the moving forms of bharal, or blue sheep, 
on steep, rocky slopes. I noticed the pugmarks 
of a big cat on the sandy ground—it had to be 
a snow leopard. The shrill screams of marmots 
alerted me to the struggles of predators and 
prey. The human-like gobbling noise of snow 
cocks stopped scaring me. As I stayed longer, 
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I observed the blooming of tiny 
flowers that lived just a few days 
and coincided with clouds of 
small butterflies.  

Hidden high in the muddy 
peaks, I saw little caves used by 
aging Buddhist monks in search 
of liberation from the cycle of 
birth and death. Cut off from 
the distractions of city life, I 
began to look inward. The vast-
ness of the place, for reasons I 
could not understand, forced 
introspection.

I also climbed the first hills 
I saw. Panting in the thin air, I 
concentrated on every breath, 
in and out. Later, I learned that 
this is the basic Buddhist medi-
tation practice, Anapanasati. This was how I 
fell in love with summits—as I realized that 
when you climb to the top of a Himalayan 
peak, you look out on a colossal landscape, 
filled with even more summits. Climbing is an 
exercise in the destruction of ego. 

At age twenty-five, longing for the moun-
tains, I quit my job as a journalist on the crime 
beat, and I hitchhiked back into the valley. I 
found myself at the Ki Gompa, an old mon-
astery perched above 4000 meters, its walls 
built into the contours of the land. The monks 
invited me in, and I ended up staying for a few 
weeks. Everyday, they packed me lunch, and 
I walked in the hills. One day, as I scrambled 
up a stony trail to the village of Tashigang, I 
tried to go as fast as I could. At the top, I lay 
down, struggling to breathe. I pulled my hat 
over my eyes and began to doze off. I felt a 
shadow glide over me. I opened my eyes: two 
massive lammergeiers were circling just over-
head. I scampered. I didn’t want to be a feast 
for vultures. 

Gradually, I took on harder challenges, 
which drew me away from Spiti. The valley 
had few peaks that required technical skill. 
Kanamo is only a 6000-meter hill, which 
a fit walker can climb in a day. Chau Chau 
Kang Nilda is a sharp 6303-meter pyramid of 
rock and snow, but local residents believe that 
climbing it brings rain that ruins their crops, 

so you can only make an ascent during a tiny 
window after the summer harvest and before 
the winter freeze. 

I got a job at a climbing gym in Ladakh, 
and I guided easy 6000-meter peaks. In my 
free time, I began attempting alpine routes 
beyond my ability and worked to raise my 
skills. But I kept returning to Spiti. I followed 
the trails above Kaza all the way to Ladakh 
over the Parang La. I took tourists there, 
watching as they bought marine fossils from 
an old meymey (grandfather), stone remnants 
of the ancient Tethys Sea. I told them it was 
my attraction to the Buddhist culture that 
brought me back, because I couldn’t explain 
that I felt a pull. 

The land called to me. And as my iden-
tity slowly became that of a climber, I became 
more aware that the brown desert was drawing 
me to it, though I still wasn’t sure why. On 
each visit, I looked for climbs. But, scoured by 
sun and winds for eons, the rock had crum-
bled. The mountains were made of sand. 

Discovery

In December , for the first time, I vis-
ited the United States, and I became aware 
of my place as an Indian person in the world. 
At a Black Lives Matter march in Brooklyn, I 
grew conscious of the color of my skin. And 
in the North American ranges, I realized how 

different concepts of wilder-
ness could be. Maps were easily 
available in the US, though you 
could walk for days in the 
mountains without passing a 
village. In India, the people 
who live in remote regions are 
an integral part of the land, but 
there less effort to aid recreation 
in wild spaces. 

In the North Cascades, I 
found that I could fall in love 
with a peak outside of the 
Himalaya: Mt. Shuksan, which 
jutted like a tooth above the 
dense forests.    

In New England, I learned 
to climb waterfall ice. 

Before then, I’d climbed 
miles of ice, but all of it was glacier ice. In 
the Adirondack Mountains of New York, a 
legendary local climber, Ian Osteyee, decided 
to teach me on a twenty-foot patch of frozen 
water on the side of the road. By the end of the 
day, we’d climbed Positive Thinking, a 420-
foot classic climb that started out too thin to 
place ice screws and went up a steep pillar. I’d 
never seen such formations before. 

On glaciers, I could almost always expect 
a perfect axe placement on the first swing. 
The surface was often smooth and even, with 
plenty of room to build comfortable anchors 
and almost no fear of ruining an ice screw by 
hitting rock. On frozen waterfalls, the ice was 
sometimes only a few centimeters thick, inter-
spersed with brittle waves and bulges. I had to 
fight for every ice screw. My axe bounced off if 
I didn’t aim it perfectly. And even when I did, 
the ice frequently shattered.  

I was always afraid, sometimes of dying. 
But I found I could adapt. I learned to 

be gentler, tapping instead of swinging where 
the ice was delicate, striving for precision and 
moderation instead of pure force. Ian taught 
me that keeping a calm mind was crucial. To 
quiet my thoughts, I had to concentrate on 
my breathing. This awareness was enough to 
slow my rapid, panicked gasps, and as I stayed 
focused, I came closer to the Buddhist ideal 
of Shunyata. Emptiness. Oneness. I began to 
feel that I was part of the landscape, no longer 

[Previous Page] Ki Gompa (monastery) in Spiti Valley, Himachal Pradesh, India. In Buddhist 

Monasteries of Himachal, historian O.C. Handa speculates that construction on the 

monastery began in the fourteenth century. Abhijeet Singh l  [This Page] Karn Kowshik 

belays Bharat Bhushan up the first pitch of Baby Steps (HWI4). Kowshik explains, 

“HWI stands for Himalayan Water Ice. The grading essentially came out of our lack of 

experience with the WI grade.... We found it difficult to compare.... We weren’t sure if 

the climb was hard or it was just the altitude.” So they factored altitude into the grade. 

He adds, “We realize it is very subjective grading, and expect it to evolve.” Nishit Shah 
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connected to the earth only by points of metal, 
but from the center of my being. This was 
what I’d sensed when I first walked up the hills 
of Spiti. This was why I loved climbing.

Back in Ian’s warm house, the connection 
with my breath and the earth broken, I 
dreamed of establishing such climbs in the 
Indian Himalaya. During the early days of 
mountaineering on our subcontinent, Western 
climbers, often working for the British Raj, 
established many of the first ascents, claiming 
summits like a form of conquest and filling 
history books with their names. Today, our 
generation of Indian alpinists has access to 
some of the same resources and equipment 
as our foreign counterparts, but it is hard to 
break free of that colonial past—there are fewer 
unclimbed peaks left. Perhaps the steep, hidden 
waterfalls could be bastions where we could 
make our stand. Some of the last first ascents.

But, first, I had to find them.

Spiti

In the United States, I encountered solid ice 
at only 500 meters above sea level. But India is 
largely a tropical country. In the hills where I 
grew up, winter temperatures rarely fall below 
10°C. Snow and ice coat the big peaks of the 
Himalaya, yet the inner parts of the range are 

difficult to access during the cold months of 
the year, when blizzards cover the roads and 
the high passes close. Mountain villages empty 
as the residents head to warmer places lower 
down the hills. Hotels shutter their doors. I’d 
heard of frozen waterfalls near the resort town 
of Manali, at around only 2000 meters, but 
they generally melted after a few days. 

I’d seen waterfalls in Spiti in the summer, 
however, and I knew that daytime tempera-
tures in winter could fall to -20°C. Back in 
India at the end of January, I called my climb-
ing partner Bharat Bhushan. “We’ve got to 
go to Spiti now,” I said. Bharat has never said 
“No” to me. This time was no different. 

Bharat grew up in a Himalayan village, 
herding his goats in the mountains, and he’d 
taught himself climbing techniques from 
YouTube videos. We’d met during a govern-
ment-organized mountaineering camp. After 
establishing a new route on 6360-meter Khang 
Shilling, we’d fixed ropes for another govern-
ment team on an unclimbed peak, where we’d 
barely escaped catastrophic rockfall. Although 
Bharat had since worked as a mountaineering 
instructor for NOLS in Alaska, he didn’t own 
his own ice tools or crampons. Back in India, 
he rented gear from Delhi, and he wore the 
white, Army surplus, plastic boots so familiar 
to Indian mountaineers. 

My other climbing partner, Prerna Dangi, 
is a Pahadi—a person from the mountains—
but she grew up in the capital. She began rock 
climbing in college and became one of the 
few Indian women who practice alpine-style 
mountaineering. 

She’d worked hard, reaching out to her 
college’s elite alumni network, to fund her 
recent expedition to Denali, and she’d used 
part of the money to outfit herself in the latest 
gear. So Bharat left his clunky boots at home, 
deciding that it would be better to take turns 
using Prerna’s lighter pair. 

Soon the three of us found ourselves driv-
ing toward Spiti—our first foray into the 
winters of the deep Himalaya. After much 
struggling with snow-chains, we reached 
Kaza. In a mud house belonging to a friend of 
a friend, we huddled around a blazing wood 
stove. Outside, the diesel in our car froze, and 
the engine didn’t start again until 9 a.m. 

When the local residents heard we were 
looking for frozen waterfalls, they told us, “Just 
go down to the river,” referring to the stream 
that ran through Kaza. Unfortunately for us, 
the only vertical section was two feet high. We 
tried explaining that we were looking for long, 
steep waterfalls. “But why?” they said. 

After much shaking of heads, they agreed 
that the closest waterfall was Shela Nala. 

Pete’s Farewell To motorists as they zoom by the shimmering blue lakes and steep talus fields 
of New York’s Adirondack Mountains, the Pitchoff Chimney Cliff seems simply to grow from the valley 
below—a bulge of speckled dark grey stone that rises out of dense forests of birch and maple and then 
vanishes in the rearview mirror just as quickly as it first appeared. Climbers, who draw closer, find themselves 
entranced by Pitchoff ’s solid rock, sharp edges and clean, meandering cracks that lead to a perch high above 
the jagged boulder field below. ¶ In October 1979, nineteen-year-old college student Peter Lewis and his 
roommate Mark Arsenault topped out on this cliff after the first recorded ascent of a new route through 
a puzzle of awkward, off-balance moves up fragmented white-grey blocks and a steep, yet perfectly hand-
sized crack. Ropes coiled and bags packed, the duo shuffled across the cliff edge toward the descent trail. As 
Peter stepped out onto a bare slab to avoid some nearby shrubbery, he slipped on a small patch of wet moss 
and began skidding toward a tangled mass of oversized stones a couple hundred feet below him. Thirty feet 
beneath the top of the cliff, Peter landed flat on his feet on a small belay ledge—at the cost of two snapped 
ankles. ¶ Mark, familiar with the cliff ’s sheer drop-off and the jumble of boulders at its base, assumed the 
worst. He started down the descent gully, intending to head into Lake Placid and phone the police. To his 

N A M E S A K E
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astonishment, he heard Peter call out to him. With the help of Dacks local Alan Jolley, Mark helped Peter 
scramble over the series of blocky ledges to the top of the cliff. From there, Peter shuffled and butt-scooted 
his way along the trail to the parking lot, and Mark drove him to the emergency room in Saranac Lake. ¶ 
A couple of days later, as Peter sat down in the cafeteria at Paul Smith’s College, a beautiful dark-haired 
woman walked past him. He had been watching her for weeks, he recalls, but he was “a geeky kid who never 
had a girlfriend…too much of a goofball to even introduce himself.” Instead, without thinking, Peter reached 
out with one of his crutches—and caused her to trip. She fell to the floor amid a debris of plates, silverware 
and her ill-fated lunch. After pulling herself up, she shouted curses in Peter’s face before she stormed out of 
the cafeteria. ¶ Karen and Peter married nearly thirty-five years ago. Peter and Mark named the route they 
climbed together The Disputed (aka: Tripping Karen) in honor of the serendipitous aftermath of Peter’s 
fall. The route near that small patch of wet moss had, coincidently, already been named Pete’s Farewell some 
years earlier. ¶ “So that’s basically it: my name is Pete, I pitched off Pitchoff, and fared very well.”  These 
days, whenever they drive through town, Peter and Karen stop at the pull-off below the cliff, look up, and 
appreciate the luck and the irony of that fateful day. GABY PILSON

Formed from an overflowing aqueduct, it 
was steep and narrow at the top and fanned 
out at the bottom. The sight of it filled me 
with excitement: some eighty meters high, the 
white bulges gleamed opalescent against the 
pale gold rock. 

Since Bharat and Prerna shared one pair 
of boots, there was no question of the three of 
us climbing to the top. Instead, we toproped 
and practiced techniques on the lower sec-
tions, while I repeated Ian’s lessons verbatim 
to my friends. Used to running up glacier ice, 
Bharat seemed surprised each time his feet 
skittered off. Much fitter than I, he made his 
own adjustments, slamming his crampons 
in harder and relying more on his strength.  
Prerna, primarily a rock climber, adjusted 
even more quickly: for her, it was like learning 
a new kind of climbing, not relearning what 
was second nature. She took smaller steps than 
Bharat, looking for balance and safety, but still 
progressing upward.

A small avalanche submerged Bharat while 
he was climbing. “Are you OK?” I shouted. 
“Yes” came the reply as he reappeared, still 
hanging on to his tools, now dusted with 
snow. As usual, Bharat was unfazed. Nonethe-
less, we got off the ice fast. Later, we theorized 
that a group of bharal or ibex set off the slide. 
In terms of history, we had achieved nothing. 

But I considered that day to be a success. We 
had taken “climbing” to where it had probably 
never been before: the winter of Spiti. 

By the next winter, I had failed on multiple 
big mountain routes, and I was running out of 

money. I mulled giving up trying to climb full 
time. Instead of going back to Spiti, I spent 
time with my partner as she completed a PhD, 
and I got a dog. 

Meanwhile, Bharat returned to the valley 
with a small group of explorers to hone his 

[Photo] Entrance to the Ki Gompa in Spiti Valley. Historian O.C. Handa notes that the complex contains rooms “huddled 

together precariously” and “narrow trench-like passages” that connect “winding flights of steep steps.” Karn Kowshik 
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skills, soloing twenty- to thirty-foot waterfalls 
until he improved his confidence and his foot-
work. Two other climbing teams visited Spiti 
that winter. Among them, the photographer 
Abhijeet Singh and the apple farmer Pranav 
Rawat completed the first ascent of Shela 
Nala. In the film they made, The Fall, the ice 
morphed from thick blue flows to a silken grey 
strands near the top, where water ran loud 
beneath the surface. They spoke of their fear 
and of how they’d pushed past it. All I saw, 
though, was a climb that I felt should have 
belonged to me. My desire had transformed 
into something selfish.  

In February 2016 Bharat took the bus into 
Spiti before the first snowfall. I followed a few 
days later, with Argos, my new dog, and Nishit 

Shah, a boulderer who had a fear of ropes. For 
the past couple of years, Nishit had to work in 
his family’s ceramics factory, and he had only 
climbed indoors. Now, he hoped that by try-
ing something new that scared him he could 
get back to the adventurous life he loved. 

This time, when the car refused to start, 
a local mechanic rigged a pressure cooker to 
blow steam into my tank. Nonetheless, we still 
couldn’t get the engine warm enough to run 
before 9 a.m., and we knew we had to get back 
to Kaza before the sun set and the car stalled 
again. This winter had been unusually dry. The 
waterfalls had formed as isolated white strips 
in a desert of brown mud. For hours, we prac-
ticed on short bits of ice, and then we drove 
to a small hydroelectric project at Lingti Nala, 

where frozen spray caked the sides of a canyon, 
creating strange, bulbous shapes. Bharat and I 
considered it unsafe to lead: the main stream 
was still wet and there was a high possibility 
of finding ourselves in a huge, flowing water-
fall, so we took turns toproping again. Nishit 
shouted, dangled and thrashed as he overcame 
his anxieties. Even Argos learned how to slide 
on the ice and to use his claws for traction. 

After all that practice, however, I had even 
less confidence than before. The desert ice 
formed in wafer-thin layers that readily crum-
bled, and we either had to scratch the surface 
with our crampons, or bash them in really 
hard. Only Bharat appeared somewhat at ease 
on the vertical ice, though he, too, looked 
downcast. We had ruined one of the ice screws 
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by trying it out. I felt terrible because replac-
ing it would take a fair chunk of our income 
and months to order it from the United States. 

I knew we hadn’t done enough to prepare 
for a first ascent, but our time in Spiti was 
limited: at any moment, blizzards might arrive 
to trap us in the valley. When I look back now, 
I realize that I didn’t even gaze around. I can 
say nothing of the beauty of those narrow 
canyons, where we were probably 
the only winter visitors. I didn’t 
pay attention to the way the snow 
sparkled in the bright sun or how the 
light created shifting hues across the 
mountains and the ice. I had only 
one thing in my mind: to establish 
new routes.

Baby Steps

One morning, after a bowl of 
thukpa—soupy noodles with vege-
tables—we unwrapped the tarp we’d 
tied around the car and let the engine 
heat up; then we drove halfway to 
the Ki Gompa and parked by the side 
of the road. We hiked up a dry nala, 
or a water channel, for an hour. Somewhere 
along the way, we lost Nishit, only to see him 
walking back toward the car. Much yelling 
and some barking later, we convinced him to 
rejoin us, since he had our camera. 

Ahead, a frozen waterfall rose in per-
fect steps like a giant god’s staircase. Nishit 
declared the altitude was too much for him, so 
he would focus on taking pictures of whoever 
climbed it. Bharat started up. After a short 
break on a ledge about ten meters up, he con-
tinued over a steep, ridged section. With each 
swing, small fragments rained down. Eventu-
ally, he returned to the ledge to rest and to 
gaze at the ice, as if charting a path. He placed 
another screw, seemingly as a placebo—since 
if he fell, he’d still hit the ledge. I knew he was 
going to power through when I saw an almost 
imperceptible shift in his body language, by 
now so familiar to me, like the faint twitch of 
an irritated dog’s lip, noticeable only to those 
who know the dog. He swung one axe with 
a resounding thwack, slammed his crampons, 
and coasted on to a dry, flat patch of scree. 

After I joined him, we walked about thirty 
meters to another short iceflow, where he 
handed me the screws. As I traversed toward 
the center of the fall, the ice thinned. Shadows 
of black rock appeared behind the surface. I 
tried using a stone for a foothold, only to feel 
it shift. I moved up and down the diaphanous 
sheets, unable to place a screw. If I fell, I’d hit 
the ground hard. The only option was to trust 

my tools, and just go. I took a deep breath and 
tried to calm myself. I pulled out a tool and 
sunk it in again, just to be sure. I moved. The 
placements held.  

With every step, the ice became less of 
a monster to fight, and I moved with more 
assurance. I stopped looking, continuously, for 
somewhere to place a screw. Instead, these few 
moments of flow showed me where this sort of 
climb can take a person—to that heightened 
level of awareness and consciousness, where all 
that exists is the current moment.

When I belayed Bharat to the top, he put 
his hand up for a high-five and said, “Good 
job. We did it,” in a monotone voice. He’s 
not one to speak much while climbing, but 
the depth of his words echoed in my mind. 
I whooped with joy. We found a way to walk 
down to the base. Nishit, his hands in his 
pockets, walked stiffly up to greet us. “Did 
you do it?” he asked. He looked nearly frozen. 
Argos, however, showed no sign of being cold, 
and he jumped on us with excitement, as if he 
hadn’t expected us to return. 

Around the wood stove, later that night, 
Bharat and I named our little climb Baby 
Steps—to signify that we’d only just begun a 
journey. The idea of a perfect route lingered in 
our minds: a long line of ice up a steep, brown 
mountain, an image that embodied something 
of the essence of Spiti. A blend of exploration 
and technical skill, I also thought, where we 
could showcase ourselves as climbers to the world.

A Feast for Vultures

After a day off, we decided to try 
the waterfall above the Ki Gompa. Its 
flow was part of an old water supply, 
rendered obsolete by modern plumb-
ing. As we clambered up a rocky 
gully, a young monk yelled from a 
monastery rooftop that there was no 
way to go where we were headed. We 
responded with the false bravado of 
Himalayan climbers, and we strug-
gled onward, laden with packs and 
boots, over steep, ice-crusted boul-
ders. By the time we reached the 
start of the waterfall, only two or 
three hours of light remained, so we 

cached our gear and fixed a rope to make the 
approach easier.

The next morning, we set up a pulley sys-
tem to haul the forty-kilo dog back up the 
steepest rocks. At the base, I anchored Argos 
to a screw for his safety and our own. Above 
us, trickles of water froze into elaborate flut-
ings of thick ice. We expected it to be brittle, 
and it lived up to that expectation. Each kick 
of Bharat’s crampons sent the ice flying, until 
he began placing his frontpoints in the grooves 
between flutings with the grace of a rock 
climber. Just as he moved out of sight, I saw 
one foot, briefly, slip. 

Following him, I found the ice turned to 
slush near the top. I raked an axe through mud 
and loose rock, unable to discover anything 
solid. All I could do was to emulate Bharat’s 
confident example and put all my strength 
into my feet.

Bharat had built an anchor in the gentle 
slope before the second pitch. We were above 
4000 meters, now, and my breaths felt heavy. 
“Take your time,” Bharat said, his words slow 

[Previous Page] Karn Kowshik climbs in the Lingti Valley as Bharat Bhushan belays 

from above. For a profile of the “HimAlpinists,” Indian climbers attempting to change 

the national tradition of siege-style mountainering to alpine style, including Kowshik, 

Bhushan and Prerna Dangi, see Maya Prabhu’s article “Notes from the Frontier” in 

Alpinist 54. Nishit Shah l  [This Page] The author’s car at a gorge a few kilometers north of 

Kaza. In Spiti: Adventures in the Trans-Himalaya, Harish Kapadia notes, “The road to Spiti 

was once considered the most troublesome journey in the Himalaya.... Now it is possible 

to reach Spiti in a taxi, or in your own vehicle or in a comfortable bus.” Karn Kowshik 
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and calm. It seemed as though he could see 
my nervousness. For the first time on this 
trip, I paused to look around. The narrow, 
steep gully enclosed us like a cloister. Fro-
zen waterfalls gleamed above and below. The 
clouds, colder now, started to descend, tak-
ing us toward the gloaming. Far beneath us, 
the monks chanted Buddhist scriptures in the 
Ki Gompa. We were deep in the Spiti winter, 
playing with its hidden treasures, with the ice 
that would soon melt and break, seeping into 
the dry earth and giving birth to the grasses 
and flowers that sustained life through the 
summer. Ice is the soul of this valley, I 
realized. Elusive and ever-changing, it 
remains fundamentally unconquerable, 
impossible to possess.  

Vultures hovered, checking us out. 
I felt a kinship with them: we were 
both looking for things hard to find, 
but very much present. In the dim 
light, the second pitch glowed smooth 
and bright as a mirror. Already tired, 
I knew I would have to climb effi-
ciently. I slowed my breathing. That 
sense of flow wasn’t an experience that 
I could only stumble upon, I found. It 
was a state of mind that I could guide 
myself into—and as I did, I felt, once 
more, the mysterious call I experienced 
when I first came to Spiti, almost like 
an unseen horn, blown at a monastery 
puja: deep, dull, resonant, but inaudi-
ble to anybody else.

From the top of the climb, I could 
see the monastery again in its faded, 
earthy paint sprinkled with snow. Years 
ago, one of the monks had told me, 
“Tibetan Buddhism was made for iso-
lated places like this. As monks, we are 
free from the attachments that most 
people have. We can focus on ourselves 
here, with no external noise.” He meant 
not just the noise of traffic, but also the 
noise of the daily routines, of love and 
attraction, hate and anger. 

The spiritual beauty of this place is 
that it leaves you with no choice except 
to look within, I now understood. On 
that final pitch, any desire for owner-
ship was absent. In its place was the 

endeavor to be fully present, to feel every 
placement and every movement so deeply that 
each placement and movement stops matter-
ing. A calmness passed over me that had eluded 
me for the whole trip. Emptiness is fleeting, 
however, and it began to be replaced by baser 
thoughts when Bharat said, “Now we have to 
get down.” 

For our rappel anchor, we used an old elec-
tricity pole. When we tried to pull the rope, 
from the bottom of the second pitch, we found 
it was stuck. Night was falling. Bharat volun-
teered to climb out of the gully and look for a 

longer, ice-free path to the top. He freed the 
rope, letting me pull it down, and shouted that 
he would walk back down to the monastery. 
I rappelled to a shivering, but deeply relieved, 
Nishit and Argos. We continued on to the 
car—only to find that Bharat had gotten there 
first, as nonchalant as ever. It had been dark for 
over an hour, and we were all triumphant—
and very cold. Fortunately, the car started after 
just a few squeezes of the fuel pump. 

The Journey 

Spiti now had at least three 
established ice climbs. What it still 
lacked was a long, legendary route, 
one that would attract climbers from 
all over the world. Yet as we talked that 
evening by the woodstove, we agreed 
that we had done all we could in a dry 
season. I have no doubt, next winter, 
more teams will arrive in search of their 
own treasures.  

In the meantime, Bharat and I 
decided to look in other parts of the 
Himalaya and to connect with other 
Indians on similar quests. For a long 
time, in sensitive border areas, the 
government had avoided building 
roads. It will soon be possible, however, 
to drive into Zanskar, instead of 
walking for days along the frozen river. 
A new tunnel under the Rohtang La—
the pass of the dead—will open up the 
Lahaul Valley in winter, a cold region 
filled with steep, long waterfalls. 

As we approach these once 
seemingly inaccessible frozen walls, our 
mission is to put the names of our people 
in all the stories about the remaining 
ice climbs in the Indian Himalaya. This 
is a difficult journey, externally. As an 
inner journey, though, it is effortless. It 
is that transient moment of Shunyata, a 
feeling of emptiness that is also a sense 
of oneness. In touch with the breath 
that gives me life, for a brief instant, 
my Prāna is connected to that of the 
earth. And on the ice, that moment is 
a lifetime. 

—Karn Kowshik, Bhimtal, India

[Photo] Bharat Bhushan below A Feast for Vultures (HWI5, Bhushan-Kowshik, 2017). In 

addition to two ice climbs put up by Bhushan and Kowshik, Pranav Rawat and Abhijeet 

Singh have established Shela Nala (WI5) and Lingti Nala (WI4). Singh says another 

waterfall, approximately 900 feet tall, exists near Losar village. No one has yet reported 

climbing this route, which Singh declares “the king of waterfalls in the entire valley.” 

In Spiti, Harish Kapadia notes that the region was highly restricted from 1962 to 1993. No 

foreigners, or even photographs, were allowed. On treks to the region,  Kapadia recalls 

some people hiding cameras from check-point officers “in biscuit tins.” Nishit Shah 
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“The jolt of his fall was unexpectedly strong,” Robinson recalls, “and the rope 

slid up from my hips, off my thick knickers and under my T-shirt to my bare back, 

burning into my skin.” Despite the pain, Robinson held the fall, and Fischer was 

uninjured—a fate not guaranteed to all climbers when hip belays slipped. Although 

his wounds took weeks to heal, Robinson went on to pursue a life of climbing that 

has included, among other accomplishments, a 1973 landmark clean ascent of Half 

Dome without hammering pitons.

Modern-day climbers might struggle to imagine what it’s like to belay or rappel 

without a device. But gear specifically designed for rope braking didn’t exist until 

more than a century after the Golden Age of Alpinism. Well into the 1960s, climbers 

relied on techniques such as the Dülfersitz, Munter hitches, carabiner brakes, and 

arm rappels to descend vertical abysses around the world.  

Sibylle Hechtel, who took part in the first all-female ascent of El Capitan, 

remembers learning the Dülfersitz in the 1960s from her father, Richard Hechtel. 

As you rappelled, all your weight bore down on a single strand of rope wrapped 

between your legs and over your shoulder. The burning friction made for a “horrible 

experience,” she says. 

Meanwhile, on climbing trips together, the German inventors Hermann Huber and 

Fritz Sticht lamented the inadequacies of the shoulder belays common in Europe, 

and they began to dream of a new mechanical brake. While Huber was busy running 

the alpine department at the Salewa gear company, Sticht used the workshop at 

Siemens, where he worked as a product developer, to create prototypes in his off 

hours. By 1968, they were testing their designs together at a gym in Munich and on 

the cliffs in the Frankenjura. “Quite difficult arrangements with falling dummies of 

75 kg,” Huber recalls.   

The resulting Stichtplatte (“Sticht Plate”) was a flat metal square with a single or 

double slot, which Salewa began selling as the Sticht Bremse (“Sticht Brake”) in 

1969. A belayer would push a bight of rope through the slot, then clip the rope to 

her harness with a carabiner. When a climber slipped, the belayer simply pulled 

downward to wedge the rope between the carabiner and the edges of the plate, 

stopping the fall.  

According to climbing historian Steve Grossman, among its many advantages, 

the Sticht Plate facilitated a safer catch of long falls with less effort, and helped 

compensate for greater weight differences between climbers and belayers. 

Nonetheless, users complained that even normal rope movement could yank the 

plate against the carabiner, locking the system at undesired moments. Subsequent 

versions of the Sticht Plate included a spring to prevent jamming. In the 1980s, some 

gear manufacturers replaced the spring with a rigid metal tail. About a decade later, 

the device took on its modern form, composed of two oval-shaped tubes, which 

produced a smoother feed.

Today’s widely varied belay devices include ones with complex assisted braking 

systems, but older methods remain in use. As climbing guide Charlotte Austin points 

out, Munter hitches offer a critical alternative if you drop or forget your device, and 

in crevasse rescues, Munter-mule knots still provide an easy-to-release means of 

transferring the weight of a fallen climber to an anchor.

The invention of the Sticht Plate—along with harnesses and sturdy nylon ropes—

helped make climbing more accessible and popular. “The ethos of ‘the leader must 

not fall’ from the days of Mallory gave way to a willingness to push grades and take 

whippers,” says seasoned climber Chad Nusbaum. “In a way,” Robinson muses, 

“the advent of belay devices began paving the way for sport climbing.” While 

physical tools have undoubtedly advanced safety, we would be wise to remember 

that each time we take a wild fall, our survival still depends on intangibles: the 

instincts, diligence and adaptability of our human belayer.

T O O L  U S E R S
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Sticht Plate  
On a sunny Yosemite day in the early 1960s, 
a young Doug Robinson set out from 
Camp 4 with John Fischer for the Monday 
Morning Slab. After a two-pitch romp up 
the burnished cracks of the Harry Daley 
Route, they decided to toprope the nearby 
Variation on a Theme, a swath of smooth 
granite at the cutting-edge of difficulty 
for its time. Preparing to give Fischer a 
hip belay—then a standard method in 
America—Robinson wrapped the rope 
behind him and pulled it across his hips 
with his hands on either side. As the 
Sierra light sparkled across mottled 
grey stone, he felt relaxed in an airy, 
familiar realm. That is, until Fischer 
lost his footing. CHARLIE LIEU
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The Moth

I woke with a start; the dream world 
promptly replaced by real darkness in my small 
one-room apartment. My alarm wasn’t ringing. 
It was set for four in the morning, so it must be 
very early. I checked the clock on my bedside 
table. The time read barely past two.

I tried to force myself back to sleep. Such 
an early start was surely unnecessary today. 
Two extra hours of rest would be more benefi-
cial, but sleep felt impossible. Sometimes the 
body simply knows better than an alarm.

Perhaps there was some reason that I’d 
awoken then? After all, in the mountains 
timing can be everything.

I climbed out of bed and began preparing 
for my day.

The headlights flickered as I steered my 
vehicle along the winding corners of the 
empty back road. Vague shapes of steep, for-
ested mountains pressed in on both sides of 

the narrow gravel track. I shifted into four-
wheel drive.

My skis, lying loose over the empty pas-
senger seat, bounced and chattered as I 
crawled the vehicle over the bumpy washouts. 
The rough dirt had recently emerged from the 
melting winter snow.

The dawn did not arrive sharply, as on a 
clear morning, but with the creeping, barely 
detectable manner in which sun rises behind 
a thick layer of stagnant fog. The engine came 
to a stop, and my car nestled into its park-
ing spot at the familiar trailhead. I strapped 
my skis to the outside of my creased, mostly 
empty pack, and I began snaking between old-
growth cedars by the light of my headlamp. 
As I wound my way upstream along the edge 
of a fast-moving, pooling river of clear, fresh 
mountain water, I noticed faint evidence of 
old ski tracks in the dying snow—some rem-
nant of an adventure past.

After wading through heavy, wet drifts, I 

clipped my skis to my boots with a decisive 
snap. I continued upward, aided by the soft 
natural light. Between dark evergreens, swirl-
ing fog rose and fell: the classic image of the 
British Columbia rainforest. Thick mists 
veiled the rugged peaks that I knew exist 
someplace beyond.

Shapes and ripples, carved by sun and 
wind, seemed to blend together as the flat light 
played tricks against a homogenous backdrop 
of deep snow. The clouds were so thick, the 
slope so white, that I sometimes traced lines in 
the surface with the tips of my poles to reaf-
firm that I wasn’t about to step off into some 
invisible void.

I stopped above tree line on a small knoll, 
and sat on my pack to eat a second breakfast. 
At times, the mist parted just enough to reveal 
precipitous rock walls, blackish in color, 
draped with more snow. I’d been here before; 
I knew the topography like the streets of my 
hometown and I wasn’t afraid of becoming 
lost. I glided over to the base of a long gully 
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that sliced the upper mountain and provided 
access to the summit ridge.

Clouds floated in and out as I strapped the 
skis to my pack. I began to wade through hip-
deep drifts, excavating a narrow, trench-like 
passageway. Above the bergschrund the walls 
closed in; the slope steepened. Something 
ahead seemed out of place. But what was it? 
I drew nearer. A moth. Lying dead, gently 
frozen in the snow.

 I remembered a climb in the Smoke Bluffs 
named The Moth. When I asked the first 
ascensionist, Andrew Boyd, about it, he told 
me that he’d been about to place his foot on an 
edge when he saw a moth camouflaged against 
the grey stone. He used a different hold and 
spared the moth its fragile life. He named the 
route in honor of that small winged creature.

Now here, in this cold and volatile place, 
this moth had not been spared. Perhaps it flew 
up on a warmer day, only to be surprised at 
its inability to survive the changing elements. 
I lifted it between my fingers and studied the 
fine details of its lifeless form. The miniscule 
hairs on its body didn’t seem to flutter in the 
wind; if they did, it was imperceptible to the 
human eye. The wings were beautifully pat-
terned like a psychedelic mural, only in flat, 
non-vivid colors.

I set the moth back down in his final 
resting place, trying to leave it just as I’d found 
it. But after I moved a few feet beyond, I 
turned and looked behind: the moth was gone, 
likely trampled in the depths of the trench I’d 
created. Had I done something wrong? I reset 
my gaze on the way ahead and continued.

I was now near the top of the gully; the 
angle increased, but it wasn’t as imposing 
as the new landscape that emerged: snow 

mushrooms perhaps fifteen feet thick clung 
to the wall on both sides, formed by endless 
spring snowfalls. I saw a route that might out-
flank the overhanging cornices, and I began 
breaking trail slowly upward and left, my 
mind focused on one step at a time.

Then a single beam shone through a tiny 
opening in the clouds that had hung so heavy 
in the air. A ray of warm, dangerous light 
from the mid-April sun. No, not now, please, 
I pleaded with the clouds, but the elements 
took no notice. The sun cast its beam directly 
on the cornices that loomed so ominously 
overhead and that now threatened to collapse 
at any moment.

I continued my traverse—my only option 
to evade the fall line—keeping my gaze on 
the precarious snow mushrooms, aware of the 
increasing hazard. The slope remained steep, 
and it was important that I watch my footing 
very carefully. I was looking down, forming 
my next step when I heard a terrible noise: a 
loud and ominous crack.

That single ray of sun had let loose a mush-
room the size of a refrigerator. It crashed well 
to my right, and for a moment I was certain 
that it would miss me, that it would continue 
straight down the center of the gully I had so 
wisely avoided.

But then. No.
The momentum of the falling cornice 

carried it across the gully, like an enormous 
bowling ball down a steeply inclined lane. A 
bowling ball, and I was the pin. No longer 
concerned with the accuracy of my footing, I 
made motions to run farther left, but in the 
heavy snow, I felt stuck in place, as if trapped 
in one of those nightmares where any attempt 
to flee is restricted to slow motion. That 
terrible pinwheeling refrigerator kept coming 
closer, and in one last moment of desperate 
optimism I hoped that it would break into 
pieces before it reached me. I braced myself 
as best I could.

It hit me, and at once I knew that the 
bowling ball was fully intact. First, I was lifted 
up, and then I began somersaulting as my 
momentum carried me head over heels, wildly 
out of control. Falling. Confusion. I could feel 
the snow all around me moving and sliding in 
a heavy cohesive mass. The entire gully must 
be sloughing, and I was caught in the heart of 
it. Soon I could be joining the moth.

With each somersault, I tried to splay my 
limbs in all directions to regain some sort 
of control. I almost gave up, almost allowed 

myself to go limp. The forces were impossibly 
strong, and there was almost no use in resist-
ing, but I gave one last effort and heard my 
voice yell through the confusion. Clawing and 
kicking with all the strength I could muster, I 
began to feel myself slowing. I swam on my 
belly, trying to stay afloat as the mass of snow 
drifted quietly beneath me.

Everything stopped. I was lying still, 
near where I had found the moth. The place 
remained unchanged—aside from the long, 
singular track left by the collapsed mushroom 
and the sporadic imprints where my body had 
impacted the snow. I lay still long enough to 
realize that I was unhurt.

I looked up: one ski pole stuck out of the 
snow above me; the other was gone. My skis 
were still on my pack, though two of the straps 
had ripped off during the fall.

Then I saw that the sunbeam was back, 
shining on an even larger cornice. I weighed 
my options: turn and run on foot, or put on 
my skis and escape even faster. I quickly pulled 
my skis off my pack and clipped my left foot 
in, but the toe piece for my right foot wouldn’t 
work. Was it broken?

My gaze darted to the cornice, then back 
to my toe piece. “Come on, you piece of shit!” 
I yelled. Panic rose in my voice. A minute felt 
like an hour. I bashed at my binding with 
the one remaining pole until a piece of ice 
fell from beneath the toe piece. In a flash, I 
clipped my right foot in, and I was carving 
my way down the slope, staring dead ahead, 
focused on reaching the safety of tree line.

I was moving so fast that instead of glid-
ing back up the knoll, I simply crashed into 
its side, thrown to my back by the sudden 
change in angle. I lay in the snow; safe, alive, 
as the dense clouds enveloped the mountain 
once again.

My car was only one hour away. Soon I 
would be back to daily life. In the valley, the 
farmhands were surely busy hustling black-
and-white dairy cows from green pastures to 
the barn for milking. The shopkeepers were 
ringing familiar customers through the tills 
of small-town bakeries and corner stores. I 
would take a walk through the lush, soothing 
rainforest surrounding some pristine lakeside. 
There it would be springtime. The air would 
be warm, and the tulips would be coming 
to full bloom; not frozen, still, dead, like the 
moth. Then, after some rest, I would return to 
the precarious mountaintops.
—Marc-André Leclerc, Agassiz, British Columbia Ph
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The Accidental Mountaineer

April , . Despite the wind and clouds, 
our small plane glided smoothly toward an 
amphitheater of snow and ice, coming to a 
stop on “Glacier One”—the name that local 
climbers and pilots used for a fork off the Ruth 
Glacier on the southeast side of Denali. As far 
as I could see, the Alaska Range consisted of 
one towering ice and snow-capped granite cliff 
after another. For the first time, I was wearing 
my bulky mountaineering boots. To me, they 
resembled what an astronaut might wear on 
the moon. I climbed down the wobbly, metal 
ladder of the plane, willing myself not to mis-
step, and then I sank into the deep, soft drifts.

I was one of six female military veterans 
who had traveled to this place to learn glacial 
travel techniques in preparation for climbing 
Denali the following June. From here, my 
home city of Los Angeles, with its barrage 
of noise and exhaust fumes, seemed almost 
unimaginable. The forty or so miles between 
us and the town of Talkeetna might as well 
have been four hundred. There were no trees 
for miles around—only a series of jagged, 
snow-covered rocks that formed a single track 
around our base camp. Flurries whirled so 
thick that the world seemed on the brink of 
vanishing. Gradually, the snow stopped, the 
wind stilled, and everything became quiet and 
calm, much like an infant falling asleep.

Two days later, our group headed to an area 
that overlooked the Great Gorge, a wide valley 
teeming with aqua-blue crevasses. I caught a 
glimpse of Denali through a layer of delicate 
clouds. From this vantage point, it faded into a 
background of other nondescript peaks.

“It doesn’t look like all that,” I remarked to 
Rob Gowler, an Alaska mountain guide who 
was our videographer. He chuckled. “That’s 
called the Alaska factor. The Alaska Range is 
so big that it makes everything look small.”

I let that idea sink in while I gazed at the 
mountain. The broad, west shoulder seemed 
to form a gleaming boulevard to the summit. 
Despite Rob’s logical explanation, I refused to 
feel intimidated.

Over the next several days, as we practiced 
with avalanche beacons, knots and crampons, 
and learned how to perform crevasse rescue 
and create snow blocks, I felt as if I’d been 
given access to a secret and exclusive world. 
On our last night, Beth Cleary, one of our 
guides, declared that she was going to sleep 
outside because it was “warm.” I wasn’t so 

sure. I’d felt cold overnight even while wearing 
multiple layers of clothing and an enormous 
puffy down jacket under a minus 40-degree 
bag. “Warm” was on a sunny beach about 
two miles from my house. But how often do 
you get to sleep out on an Alaskan glacier? I 
trudged to my tent and pulled out my sleeping 
pad and bag. The others had already packed 
themselves into what had been our kitchen: a 
shoveled-out hole in the snow.

Later that evening, I poked my head out 
of my sleeping bag. An unnerving rumble 
punctuated the stillness of the night—small 
avalanches were tumbling down the snow-
capped mountains that encircled us. Enormous 
chunks of ice exploded in the distance as the 
moon cast an eerie glow. An occasional giggle 

from one of the other sleeping bags and the 
muffled sound of boots shuffling through the 
sugary snow blended into the soundtrack of a 
place that was beginning to feel more famil-
iar, almost like home. I wish my three children 
could see this someday, I thought.

Three summers before, I’d flown over Denali 
after a race I ran in Anchorage. I couldn’t see 
the summit through the clouds, but the pilot 
pointed out base camp, where I could barely 
make out tents in neon green, bright red and 
tangerine orange. “They can spend weeks out 
there waiting for a weather window,” he said. 
I could never do that, I thought. Or could I? I 
was a single mom with limited free time. Yet 
the dream of climbing the mountain lingered 
in my mind.

Then in February 2017, I received a text 
from my friend Graciela Cabello, the former 
national director of Latino Outdoors, a 
national nonprofit I volunteer for. “Check 
out the email about Denali I sent,” she wrote. 
A small group of female military veterans, 
including Kirstie Ennis, a retired Marine with 
an above-the-knee amputation, was planning 
to climb Denali as part of a program to inspire 
and empower women in service. Funded by 
Building Homes for Heroes, the organizers 
were looking for more women to join their 
team. Only three months ago, I’d summited 
a technical snow climb for the first time. I 
applied anyway, even though the other team 
members were half my age. I felt as if the rest 
of my life hinged on this trip.

I spoke with the expedition leader, Katelyn 
Sheehan, over the phone two days later. When 
I heard her throaty laugh, it was as though 
I’d found a younger version of myself. She 
was loud and had a penchant for silly humor. 
Before the Easter holiday, she texted me 
an image of two chocolate bunnies facing 
each other. The one missing a bite out of its 
backside said, “My butt hurts.” An Air Force 
veteran, Katelyn spent four years as a frontline 
crisis counselor for rape victims in Mumbai 
and Nepal. When she told me she had already 
decided to add me to her team, I screamed for 
two minutes. 

Months later, when the expedition members 
were chosen from the training team, I asked her, 
“Did you only pick me because I’m Latina?”

“Hell no!” Katelyn replied. “I want you on 
the mountain because you are qualified, you 
have the right attitude and the right energy…. 
You’re right for the team.” But, she added, “I 
also love the fact that you entered boot camp 
the year I was born.”

I am the most accidental of all mountain-
eers. After graduating from high school, I 
spontaneously joined the Navy. I spent two 
years living on a ship in Scotland tending to 
the supply needs of nuclear submarines, and 
another two years managing a construction 
warehouse and driving a forklift on an air base 
in Puerto Rico. When I returned to civilian 
life, right before starting college, I had a shot-
gun wedding on my then-husband’s family 
dairy farm in Tennessee. I worked as a newspa-
per reporter for a decade before I transitioned 
to media relations. Since then, I’d been living 
a busy and, for the most part, domesticated 
life with my four-year-old autistic son and his 
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dad. My two older kids had recently graduated 
from high school. If it weren’t for two major 
events in 2012, I’d probably still be taking after-
noon walks to Main Street in a quaint beach 
town in Orange County and sitting down for 
dinner every night with my son and his father, 
planning family car camping trips to Yosemite. 

In July of that year, my mother discov-
ered she had Stage IV lung and bone cancer. 
My mother had immigrated from São Paulo, 
Brazil to New York in 1965. To her, family was 
everything. Framed photos of aunts, uncles 
and cousins adorned my childhood home. An 
old cuckoo clock kept the time, a gift from a 
Colombian aunt who lived in Germany. Images 
of Pope John Paul II and Mother Teresa lined the 
walls, along with framed platitudes that spoke 
to the power of persistence and positive think-
ing. My youngest son adored his grandmother, 
and she adored him. She was teaching him Por-
tuguese, and he was beginning to understand 
everything she said. She was proud of the stain-
less-steel stove in the cramped, slightly cluttered 
kitchen. In her flowered housedresses, she was 
always the last to sit down to eat, and the first to 
get up to clean. She’d don yellow rubber gloves 
to scrub the pots, wipe the stove, and wash and 
dry all the dishes while the rest of us watched, 
sluggish after a heavy meal of arroz com feijão or 
bife à milanesa.

After her diagnosis, I took unpaid leave 
from my job at a statewide community orga-
nization, and I dove into a new role—acting as 
my mother’s chauffeur and navigating oncology 
appointments and health insurance hassles. Her 
voice, once strong and authoritative, turned 
into a hoarse whisper. Her frame thinned, and 
she developed a stoop from the back pain.

One day, while we stood in her kitchen, 
I felt an intense need to touch her, to know 
she was still there. I put my arm around 
her, though I knew her entire body ached. 
“Aninha, doi,” she said in Portuguese using the 
diminutive of my name. “It hurts.”

She reached into the cupboard to find my 
mug, the one that had my name spelled right 
(Ana, with only one “n”). It felt as if we were 
participating in a final ritual: The Last Time 
My Mother Made Coffee For Me. I watched 
her pour the coffee, spoon out a large quantity 
of sugar and lots of cream.

“Vê se você gosta.” See if you like it.
It tasted like warm coffee ice cream.
“Você é a única que sabe fazer como eu 

gosto.” You are the only person who knows how 
to make it how I like it. I turned away to hide 
my tears.

On the night she entered hospice, I curled 
up into a ball on the living room couch as my 
partner held me and did his best to comfort 
me. The next day, I asked him if he would be 
there for me at the end of my life. He said he 
couldn’t. He was unhappy. The following day, 
my mother slipped into a coma and died two 
days later, and there was no one to hold me.

Trauma wasn’t new to me. When I was a 
Navy sailor, I was raped. Afterward, I made a 
suicide attempt. For years, I didn’t talk about 
my experiences because of the shame I felt. It 
was as if I were trapped in a dark underpass with 
no light at the end. Or maybe it was a hole. 
Now its walls seemed to close over me again. 
Whatever it was, my mind couldn’t escape. 
Hadn’t I gotten better after all these years? After 
becoming a mother? At times, now, I forgot to 
breathe, and I caught myself gasping for air.

Because I’d taken unpaid leave, I was unable 
to afford a separate apartment. My former part-
ner slept on the couch. Friends told me to take 
it one day at a time. They had no idea that I was 
trying to survive from one minute to the next. 
My youngest son was my only solace. It was a 
full-time job to calm his outbursts and teach 
him how to play like other children. With him, 
however, I felt useful. On weekends alone, I 
didn’t know what to do with my spare time. 
One day, I took off running. A chilly gloom 
had settled over the San Gabriel River Trail, a 
place where I’d spent many happy hours riding 
bikes with my son and his father. An industrial 
power plant loomed over the trail as my feet 
thudded against the pavement. At my core, I 
knew I had to rework the story of my life.

Transformation can be slow. Mine had 
started in early 2012 when I took my first 
backpacking trip to Sequoia National Park, 
before my mother became sick. I felt a fore-
boding sense of fear and an inexplicable and 
intense desire to build up my defenses in the 
outdoors. Despite my body’s experience with 
military exercises and childbirth, I still felt 
jarred by the two-mile hike to our campsite. 
Within three years, however, I was climbing 
Fourteeners in the Sierra. In late 2016, record-
setting snowstorms turned our local mountains 
into an alpine paradise. Every mountain above 
5,000 feet was blanketed in white, including 
Mt. San Antonio, commonly known as Mt. 
Baldy, the highest peak in Los Angeles County. 
I had climbed it during the summer, but never 
during winter in heavy snow.

The day after Christmas, I headed up 
Baldy with my friend Josh LeRoy, stocky and Ph
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blond, with pageboy locks and a peculiar charm 
that comes from living a seemingly unencumbered 
life. Childless and single, he spends most week-
ends climbing. Past the parking lot, the winding 
fire road was slick with black ice. I strapped cram-
pons onto my old backpacking boots. Instead of 
drinking from my water bottle, I dug my hands 
deep into the fresh drifts, wanting to absorb part 
of this wild place into my body—the pine trees 
and rocks, the dirt and snow—as if I were still a 
Catholic schoolgirl taking communion in church.

Still 1,600 feet below the ridgeline, we tried to 
take a shortcut, only to flounder in knee-deep drifts. 
“Look at it this way,” Josh called, “You’re getting 
more of a workout.” I don’t need more of a workout, I 
thought. I’m already getting plenty. I started making 
my way over to a trail where other climbers were 
kicking steps upward in a single file. I sunk into 
pockets of even deeper snow. This is probably what it 
feels like to be in the ocean and not know how to swim. 
I tried to remain calm while I dug myself out.

Gauzy gray and yellow clouds materialized on 
the horizon to block the light. It would be dark in 
a few hours, and Josh told me that he was thinking 
of turning around. My feet throbbed, and my quads 
ached. I was so out of breath I could barely speak. I 
planted my ice axe firmly, and I looked below to see 
how far I had come. The San Gabriels spread out in 
a tableau behind me: smaller mountains amassed, 
one on top of another. Towering pine trees looked 
like tiny scrub brush.

“Let’s keep going,” I urged. I didn’t have my 
son that week, but I would have to return to work 
the following day. Who knew when we would get 
another opportunity with such perfect snow? And 
for the millionth time, I wondered if I was self-
ish to climb in pursuit of my mental well-being. 
Yet each step represented a minor victory: the kind 
I needed, now, as I faced my future as a single 
mother of a preteen autistic son.

It was bitterly cold at the summit. In each 
direction I turned, I saw white. Our local moun-
tains, including San Gorgonio, San Jacinto, San 
Bernardino, seemed unrecognizable, unlike the 
grass-tumbled hillocks I was used to seeing in the 
summer months. This was Josh’s third attempt. 
Giddy that he had finally made it, he talked non-
stop, but I kept thinking of Denali. If I think this is 
cold and tough, what would Denali be like? Would I 
ever be able to handle it?

Morning light glistens over the vast Ruth 
Glacier. It’s our last full day of the course. Beth 
calls us to attention. “OK ladies, let’s get roped 
up.” A few minutes later, we are all clipped in to 
our rope and traversing across a glacier. It’s slow 

going—one snowshoe in front of the other. The air 
feels crisp on my nose, the only part of my body 
that is exposed. I focus on matching the pace of 
the person in front of me and keeping the rope 
in front of me looking like a smiley face—where 
it’s not dragging and it’s barely touching the snow.

A few times, I need to remind myself just to 
glance around me. I’m still surrounded by end-
less mountains, but I’ve begun to notice how the 
contours of each one are unique. I feel an intense 
gratitude for simply being on this glacier. A dozen 
more peaks emerge on the horizon. The sky is an 
azure color, like the warm, jewel-toned waters of 
the Caribbean, and the snow is a dazzling white. I 
want to jump for joy, but I can’t. I’m part of a rope 
team, and I have snowshoes strapped onto my feet. 
The thought makes me giggle, and an image of my 
mother flashes through my mind.

My son’s fourth birthday party, and my partner 
and I had rented a bounce house for the backyard. 
The doorbell rings and my mother and father appear 
holding a pirate cake and presents. She gives me a 
warm hug and kiss and calls for her grandson. He runs 
straight into her arms. He won’t go in the bounce house 
without my mother, so he grabs her hands and leads her 
inside. I double over laughing as I watch them become 
a frenzied blur of synchronized motion. Beads of sweat 
run down their flushed faces. She’s laughing, too—a 
roaring, boisterous laugh that brings tears to her eyes.

As I set one foot in front of the other, the monot-
onous rhythm lulls me deeper into reveries. I see a 
lonely girl in her bedroom lying on her bed, read-
ing and dreaming. A chaos of noise bursts outside 
the plain wooden door covered with stickers of rock 
bands and clippings of favorite movies. Her parents 
are fighting—again. On windy nights, while every-
one is asleep, she sneaks into the backyard to stare 
at the sky and listen to the melodic rustling of the 
leaves on the orange tree. She wishes that she could 
step inside her books, into remote lands filled with 
stories of adventure and brash heroes and heroines 
overcoming adversity with aplomb.

Ahead of me, now, the orange dots of our base 
camp appear. The light is fading. I’m fulfilling a 
promise made to myself years ago that I would 
abandon the fear and hesitation of my past, that I 
would consciously jump into the pool of life with 
no regrets and swim with my goggles off and eyes 
wide open. Snow crunches beneath my boots, and 
I look down to where they are surrounded by tiny 
yellow diamonds, glistening in the sun. The lead 
on our team calls for us to stop and I reiterate her 
command. My voice rings out, strong and clear 
as crystal, soaring across the glacier and into the 
coming night.

—Ana Beatriz Cholo, Los Angeles, California





A Narrative, Shared

The mountains extend like a library, spine 
after spine silhouetted against the blue and 
rose of a gently warming sky. Granite shelves 
rise weathered and sun bleached, volumes of 
stone dust-jacketed with off-white, glacial ice.

An unclimbed wall opens before me—the 
first page of a book, lightly creased. Perhaps 
with some faint cracks here and there. Are they 
deep enough to nestle a wire? A small cam? Do 
they offer enough security to lure me upward? 
Always, it seems, the essence of climbing lies 
just beyond the vanishing points of my limits. 
Yes, this is where I’d like my story to begin.

The first rays of sun flash white across the 
wall, as if a gust of wind is flicking quickly 
through the book’s pages, one after another, 
forwards or backwards, I can’t tell. Did the 
earlier passages lead to this moment? Or was it 
already written in my future? Blinking against 
the glare, I try to clear my mind. Or, at least 
the part of it I need for this. Breathe. Focus. I 
rub the tips of my fingers against the cold rock 
to acknowledge its presence, place the toe of 
my shoe against a shallow divot to test its fric-
tion. I squint and take another deep breath.

There’s a rustling behind me: my friends 
David and Elke resettle their bodies into an 
alcove beneath the east face of East Twin, in 
Aotearoa’s Darran Mountains.

To my right, an arch of pitted, glacial ice 
shadows the rock. Droplets of meltwater leave 
dark streaks across patches of lichen. “Perhaps 
there might be easier,” Elke says in a quiet 
voice. “A bit more featured, don’t you think?”

“Thanks,” I reply. “But that looks pretty 
slippery to me. I reckon I’ll have a go further 
left.” Even though that way appears a bit harder. 
Quite hard, actually, but surely not too bad. 
My fingers brush a hardened slab of bedrock 
thrust skyward, twisted and faulted, rasped 
smooth by a glacier, most of which has long 
since melted into the Hollyford River and on 
to the Tasman Sea.

The harsh screech of a kea calls like a warn-
ing. I focus on David’s soothing words. His 
voice echoes faintly in the alcove as he belays. 
It doesn’t matter what he says—just his pres-
ence and his tone comforting.

“Looking good, Paul. Yep, I reckon that 
crack up there could take some gear. Defi-
nitely…. No? Well, maybe the one a bit 
higher and to your left. Keep going mate. It’ll 
be fine.”

Studying the ripples that stretch across the 

grey, mottled wall, I imagine the stone is wait-
ing to be filled with my words, a story told 
with my body and mind. I keep climbing in 
the direction that David suggested. No real 
holds, but enough friction to apply a second’s 
pressure and move on. I glance down. Just for 
a moment: Nope, no going back that way. At 
least I won’t die if I fall, not yet. More cautious 
now, my fingertips search the slab again. I look 
at David. If I can read the doubt on his face, 
then he can certainly see it on mine: There is no 
gear! One slip and….

Maybe if I jump out far enough I’ll clear 
the rock and land on the glacier, sliding safely 
down soft snow. Didn’t the legendary Yabo do 
something similar, only with trees? Can’t go 
up. Can’t go down. My fingertips are tiring, my 
calves tightening. There’s no story anymore: 
only a jumble of rushed words; none of them 
make sense.

Out left is an overlap to the wall, a wide 
crack filled with loose leaves of rock. I strug-
gle to make even the smallest of movements 
toward it. Moments later, I’m back at the base, 
slumping on a stack of boulders next to David 
and Elke. I can’t recall what I did in the crack 
or how I managed to climb down. I swear 
off trying to do new alpine rock routes alto-
gether—no, definitely this time, I insist with 
a relieved smile. David stares with a faraway, 
unsettled gaze over the gentle curve of the lake 
and valley.

Elke asks if she can give the pitch a shot. 
I hand her the ends of the ropes. She studies 
the rock, and then frowns and moves a few 
paces right until she is beneath the dripping 
ice. Without pausing, she smears up the first, 
wet meter, then another, stopping only when 

she reaches the edge of a spine.
Elke calls down: “I think you might need 

to pass me the hammer.”
“What?”
“The hammer. Pass it up.”
David and I glance at each other, my 

friend’s mouth slightly open in surprise. Using 
an ice hammer to climb rock in the height of 
summer seems unorthodox. But I stand on my 
toes to pass the tool to Elke. With it clasped 
in her hand, she eases her weight up half a 
meter onto another crisp wedge in the rock. 
Then she steadies herself, swings and thunks 
the hammer into the rotten, overhanging ice. 
Gripping the shaft with one hand, she smears 
her climbing shoes up the wet, almost feature-
less slab.

I hold my breath. To my surprise, the pick 
of the hammer and Elke’s shoes remain firmly 
placed. David mutters a few quiet words—of 
thanks, I think, but I can’t quite hear.

Elke leans in to the rock, balancing on thin 
slivers so she can wriggle the hammer free, and 
then she imbeds it in ice again farther up. This 
might actually work.

A breeze brushes the stone. The kea cries 
out; it sounds as if the bird has found a perch 
on the ridge above us. Elke maneuvers herself 
to a stance past the tongue of ice where the 
rock becomes more featured. She clips the 
hammer to her harness, and just before disap-
pearing around a corner, gives us a thumbs-up 
and a huge grin. The wall glistens in the sun-
light. The ropes follow her, across the base 
of the slab and up under the ice, tracing the 
invisible words that she has left written here. 
My story becomes her story.

—Paul Hersey, Dunedin, New Zealand
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62° North, 143° West

In the ash-light of a white-out,
we wound our way up the glacier,
through a maze of chasms
and contorted towers.

At the crest of a cliff a second labyrinth
appeared above the first: a basin
of blue-gray ice, groined with voids
and uncrossable seams.

No way forward—and when the serac
we’d climbed collapsed behind us—
no way back. Nothing
to be done that night but anchor.

A yellow tent on a frozen reef,
a pot of soup and unsound sleep.
Distended night rolled into day
and night again, and then more day

as undifferentiated as the vapor in which
we waited, and always, endlessly,
under the hail and moaning wind,
the seismic shriek of ice on stone,

the rocket crack of arches fracturing,
the bowel-and-bone tremor of cave-ins
coursing like a pulse. All night
the harp-like tent lines trembled.

On the fourth morning, unreprieved,
we set out east into a crevasse
baited like a trap, roped down a hundred feet
onto a fragile shelf of spindrift,

then trespassed deeper into a soundless
souk of water-cut alleys no wider
than a coffin, of blue vault walls veering
into darkness like the hulls of foundered ships.

Far above, a crease of light
gleamed faintly as if it were something
we had imagined, or prayed for,
a door painted on the ceiling of a crypt,

our passage back to that tender, utmost
morning when we might walk again
carelessly in the moss and the phlox
and the sunlight unboxing our shadows.

—Chip Brown, New York City, New York



Autumn is the best time for training in the mountains. 
Whether you’re pushing your limits, exploring new trails 
or training for your winter adventures – our lightweight, 
breathable speed hiking gear will support you every
step of the way.
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Who Was Fine, By the Way

They used two ropes for this rug. Purple and 
orange. Short. Perhaps fifteen meters each. I 
stand on the rug in the morning under a grey 
sky. The rug feels good on my socked feet. Per-
haps I wouldn’t like it under bare feet. It’s a 
clean house, but you know how things go: the 
settling of bacon grease and cooking oil, aero-
solized by many breakfasts. Ropes collect dust, 

and then they are floor mats.
The rope rug beneath me is ovular. Mine 

was circular—but that was long ago. I think, 
now, I wouldn’t be so hasty to retire that 
rope. It was red and yellow, and fuzzing a bit 
around the edges. I suspect there was life in 
it still. I was young then, and I had no idea 
how durable things could be: sun-bleached 
tat wrapped like old skeins around gnarled 
trees; rusted pins protruding from fissures like 
broken bones; a blown-out pair of shoes that 
still sticks to polished stone. Over time, you 
learn to put your faith in such objects when 
there’s no other choice, just as you learn to 
weather the cyclic ebb and flow of the space 
between partners, pitch after pitch, to trust 
the fuzzed rope that connects you to hold. But 
I also recall an empty circle in the middle of 
that rug, where the rope wasn’t supple enough 
to bend flush to its flank. I found this void 
disquieting, and I plied my fingers to massage 
out that halting rigidity. It was the kind of 
work that only time and patience could do. 
Had I used the rope longer, let the fibers grow 
suppler with age, maybe they would have been 
better able to stay in touch at the center.

Standing there in the kitchen at my friend’s 
house in Bishop, I think about my old rope 
rug. It must be somewhere. At least, I doubt it 
has popped out of existence altogether. Gone 
to a landfill, perhaps, or reclaimed for the 
earth by fungus and mold. Maybe it’s stuck 
in a dusty closet, in my parents’ house. Who 
knows. I only hope, wherever it is, it’s doing 
someone some good. Maybe I’ll find it during 
my time back East, back home.

As I walk the dog out to the canal, I wade 
through a haze of last night’s dream: an old 
actor in an old movie that never existed. I didn’t 
belong in the shot, but then, there I was. They 
kept the cameras rolling and incorporated me 
into the narrative. I can’t remember the arc 
terribly well except that there was a girl and 
a golden medallion I found on the bottom of 
the pool, which I was supposed to give to her 
because we were in love. We knew it wouldn’t 
last—it seemed everybody did. She would 
leave with another actor, get married, carry 
on, let life slip away into the nebulous future 
as it always does. But one day she would find 
the medallion, which she had long ago mis-
placed, and it would recall to her a thing once 
lovely and pure and true.

Last night, my girlfriend Megan and I 
stood alongside the road, Reno far behind us. 
The cars both looked like crushed sardine cans. 
Ours was not one of them. Before the melee of 
ambulances and police and fire engines with 
their sirens blaring and lights flashing, it was 
quiet, and you could see the stars twinkling 
high above. Megan and I quickly decided to 
split up: she would drive down the dark road 

to somewhere with signal to call 911. I would 
stay to see if the passengers of the two crushed 
vehicles would be alive or not by the time help 
arrived, or if perhaps they were already dead.

In the first car sat a woman—she looked 
to be in her twenties—with a broken foot. 
She was basically trapped in there, the doors 
were destroyed, and she was unable to move 
much without major pain. But she seemed 
fine, otherwise, and kept asking when the cops 
were going to come. Her boyfriend, who had 
been driving, had pain in his ribs, and he was 
complaining of difficulty breathing. I asked 
him to attempt a deep breath. He did, and it 
was productive and apparently painless. So I 
asked him to continue taking slow, calm, deep 
breaths and to put warm clothes on his girl-
friend. Then I told the young couple I’d look at 
the passengers of the other car and come back.

The passengers of the other car were not 
in it—they were on the side of the road. They 
were another young couple, on vacation from 
Britain. The woman from car number two 
had a banged-up face—though not too bad—
and spoke of a hurt shoulder blade, a broken 
finger, chest pain and difficulty breathing. She 
said she was going into shock. I looked her in 
the eye and asked her to take a few slow deep 
breaths. I told her not to worry. Some color 
returned to her skin. Thinking it would help, 
I mentioned that, in fact, she and her boy-
friend (who was fine, by the way) were both 
rather fortunate, given the circumstances and 
the state of the vehicles. Then she said, “Oh 
my God—they could have killed us.” I think 
it was the first moment she grasped that fact, 
and her face turned ashen white again.

By the time the men in suits arrived on 
scene, Megan was back with our car. She stared 
wide-eyed at the firemen manipulating the 
giant pair of scissors they call the Jaws of Life 
to create a hole in the first car and extricate the 
young woman. We waited for all the flashing 
lights to disappear as the ambulances rumbled 
away with their new cargo, and then we drove 
on to Bishop. It wasn’t raining or snowing, 
but you could feel something like that in 
the air—that certain sensation when the sky 
settles deeply upon you like a cold comforter 
that your body heat has not yet warmed. Tioga 
Pass was closed again, so it was snowing some-
where. When we got to Lee Vining, I asked 
Megan to drive. I was suddenly very tired, and 
in the car I fell asleep.

You think about all that stuff—dreams 
and real life alike—in a moment, a memory, 



a recollection. It just lasts a minute. It seeps 
over you like a bottle of maple syrup at room 
temperature. It feels like it should. It feels like 
a womb, like a tepid bath, like a sensory depri-
vation chamber. It feels like being submerged 
in a moment that never happened, and one 
that did, and it washes over you in an instant 
or a series of instants, and then it is gone, 
except for some residue that settles among the 
nooks and crannies of the frontal lobe, or the 
hippocampus, or wherever stuff like that goes. 
It was a gloomy memory, but not an unpleas-
ant one. It was gloomy and comfortable like a 
late autumn day with frost on the ground in 
the morning and the smell of snow in the air, 
and woodsmoke rising from the brick chim-
neys of old houses: maple, cedar, oak.

I looked east, and what felt like all of 
Nevada rose up before me in desolate, barren 
leviathans—the backs of so many tectonic 
monsters lifted up from magma seas and frozen 
in time and space and sunlight. Now they wore 
blankets of clouds and fog and appeared ster-
ile and decrepit under the burden of a metallic 
sky. Tioga the dog looked at me quivering, so 
I tossed the ball for him. He shot out from the 
ground like a bolt of lightning from a black 
thunderhead, raced toward the ball, caught it 
on a single bounce, raced back, and pooped 
nearly at my feet. I picked up the poop in 
a bag, played fetch a bit longer, and then 
brought Tioga, the ball, and the poop bag back 
to our friends’ house. I tossed the poop in the 
trash, fed Tioga, and so things go. The world 
proceeds along accordingly, in an entirely pre-
dictable and not unpleasant manner.

Looking west as Tioga ate, I was nearly 
stopped in my tracks by the shock of blue 
sky hanging above the Sierra crest outside of 
town, and the mountains I recall in drab earth 
tones illuminated in crystalline white. Ridges 
stood out starkly; lines emerged that previously 
blended in with a monochromatic background. 
Everything called to me. I felt myself yearning 
to be up there, in some vague sense. Up among 
that glimmering light and the shocking blue 
sky. Up there in the cold, in the unsurefoot-
edness of the slippery talus and snowed-over 
sages. Last night, after the rain, we could smell 
the whole desert sighing sage deeply. I wanted 
to bathe in that like a memory, like a present, 
like a bottle of maple syrup. I wonder how it 
will be living in Vermont, I thought. I wonder 
what happened to that old rope rug.

—Chris Kalman,  Fort Collins, Colorado

Ruth

Love and regret go hand in hand in this world 
of changes swifter than the shifting of the clouds 
reflected in the mirror of the sea. 

—Joseph Conrad

There are moments in our histories that 
remain as alive in memory and influence as 
when they first occur. Just as wood, vanished 
in the undertows of a turbulent current, sud-
denly reemerges, these occasions drop away 
and resurface to swirl with the movements 
within and without us. It was only a matter 
of time for me. I was sitting alone at my table, 

when your call came. The sound of your voice 
was clear and clean as new snow or Sierra 
granite. You told me you were going north, to 
the Ruth. And in the moment of your voice, 
I recognized the threads that had pulled so 
much of my life together. For real adventure 
is not entertainment but a narrative of some-
thing more, of life weaving itself.

Your news first triggered an obvious envy, 
even feelings of ambition—perhaps desperate, 
I’d bargain to join you. But the most power-
ful emotions came in the recall of my days 
there, and of the days and years that followed. 
And of course, in the regrets. My journey to 
the Ruth was the story for me of how place 
and character are one and the same, of how 
my nature led to what happened, and of how 
what happened drew the outlines of the map 
of what I have now become. And I want to tell 
you of it all.

It was April, and I was twenty-one.
You see, at this point I had been climb-

ing for seven years. It was that wonderful 
early time as a climber when each action, each 
thought, is shaped by dreaming of possibilities 
as yet unknown. Like all climbers I suppose, 
sometimes I was anxious; I didn’t always like 
the mystery and the longing. I wanted to get 
on with it, to tip my ideas over into actual 
achievements. But with every piece of new 
knowledge and experience, there was also the 
loss of an innocence and wonder that I later 
came to miss terribly. And in those days, I 
was still trying to define a life, trying to write 
myself with that same voice I heard in the 
books of my heroes, to create my own stories. 
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And so Alaska was the place I’d decided on; it 
was full of the myths of others.

Truth be told, I’d tried to grab the dream 
of Alaska once already, eleven months earlier, 
but I’d watched ashamed as those plans evapo-
rated. Loneliness, love; the pull toward home. 
And the fears from my family—all of these 
forces created their own kind of inner hypoxia 
before I even set foot on Denali. After check-
ing in with my father, I hung up the receiver 
in a dusty phone booth in a parking lot in Tok 
and just turned around and pointed the van 
back south. I couldn’t explain that failure to 
myself. How could I explain it to anyone else? 
My months of preparations, the thousands of 
kilometers that rolled under my wheels—all 
this stood in sharp contrast against the hard 
evidence of my retreat, suggesting painfully 
that the ambition, the dream and the idea was 
merely a fiction.

I’d lost my focus, and with it, I’d lost 
cash and time. But worse than that, I had 
squandered away the alpinist’s currency of 
confidence and intent.

So, at twenty-one, I tried again, this time 
to climb above the Ruth Glacier. But part of 
me was unsure if returning north was just the 
closing of a circle, a kind of hubris to defy the 
archetype of the self that emerges, sometimes, 
when courage fails. En route from Seattle to 
Anchorage that April, I gazed through the plane 
window as the sun set over the Gulf of Alaska. 
Looking back now all these years, I can still see 
the ghostly shapes of the St. Elias Range—a 
siren call across the water to an ocean of glaciers 
and mountains as far as my eyes allowed. I had 
no idea of the significance of what was already 
in motion in and around every area of my 
life. My eyes drew to the shadowy bulk of the 
largest peak. It was Logan. Fifteen years after 
my trip to the Ruth, I would become obsessed 
with solving some riddle spoken inside me by 
the vision of that mountain. Fifteen years later, 
I would come to know that my attempts on 
Logan stemmed partly from a desire for its 
heights and partly from a nostalgia for those 
months of my life at twenty-one.

But more on that later. For the moment, 
right now, I was headed to the West Fork 
of the Ruth Glacier! I was a member of an 
expedition under the leadership of a climber 
I’d greatly admired, whose mentorship I’d 
sought, and who was himself connected to 
a few narratives that had shaped my earliest 
climbing desires. This route above the Ruth 
was a story I wanted to be a part of: as I lay 

awkwardly in the tail section of the ski plane, 
his interest in this nameless, numbered peak 
and his encouragement were all I thought I 
needed from life. I was finally throwing my 
own first arrow of intention and deliberate 
action into the Alaska Range.

You already know that the climb we did 
was breathtaking. For me, like so many things 
of meaning, it was beautiful and it was also 
terrifying. Cold mid-April nights. Open biv-
ouacs on chopped-out ledges. Memories of 
tiptoeing across narrow ridges of snow would 
haunt me for years to come and would later 
become a part of my undoing in the St. Elias.

When you called, there was a sudden flash 
in my mind—as if I were watching the climb 
from above it all, detached from myself—so 
that even now as I tell you this, I see

high above the glacier, a climber heads steadily 
up a long snow couloir that leads in turn to a mas-
sive overhanging granite block on the ridgeline. 
His rope slithers down to me, along with the snow 
he clears away to allow tool and screw placements 
in the old black ice underneath. The mountains 
around us seem gigantic, heavy and immoveable. 
Yet they soar, effortless, like huge frozen clouds 
lifting from oceans of snow. My breathing, my 
heartbeat, my life. Sounds and moments made 
small in the overwhelming largeness…

I remember now the night before that 
image. We’d reached a good intermediate 
campsite, a lull in the ridge, where we could 
unrope and forget our fears of dropping boots. 
Finally, we’d stepped beyond the foreshorten-
ing effect of the lower mountain and we could 
glimpse the last snow and ice slope that led 
to the top, its surface catching the last of the 
evening light. But there was still a lot of chal-
lenging ground between here and there. And 
bravado probably accompanied our belief that 

just because we could see it, we would easily 
be on the summit tomorrow. This was a hope 
that wasn’t supported by facts. We were in a 
big place, grovelling with our packs, our cram-
pons constantly scraping against rock through 
the powder snow. All four of us were good 
climbers, but with the exception of our experi-
enced leader, we were new to Alaskan alpinism 
and moving slowly.

I realize now he probably knew that reach-
ing the summit would take longer and would 
be harder than we thought; maybe he just 
didn’t want to diminish our esprit de corps. 
Either way, we’d learn a lesson about over-
confidence in the Alaska Range. So, the next 
day, we climbed hard for hours until we made 
a bivouac well after midnight on a platform of 
ice that took over an hour to chop. We hud-
dled together, anchored by a cluster of pins 
hammered into a frozen crack. It was colder 
than before, the sterile and steely-tasting cold 
that accompanies higher places.

Recalling that moment, I close my eyes. I 
watch myself pass chunks of snow ever so care-
fully to the pot balanced on the stove that sits 
on my partner’s lap. So vivid are the gestures 
and their intent, from that moment forward, I 
am never casual with cooking or even drinking 
a coffee. A stove in such places is a lifeline. I cel-
ebrate the importance every time I hold a cup.

Back to that day, before the bivouac, I had 
a tense exchange of words with one of my part-
ners. We were paused on a ledge, getting ready 
to start a particularly steep traverse. I’d com-
mented casually, but not without some angst, 
about the likelihood that I’d miss my connect-
ing flight back to Vancouver. His own stress 
boiled over. When I look back—and prob-
ably at the time—the whole discussion seems 
ridiculous. But in those early years I was in love 
with a dark-haired, blue-eyed woman. I think 
she loved me too, in those days at least.She 
often gave me little talismans as reminders to 
carry on my trips. But I knew she was scared. 
And as much as I wanted to experience the 
climb, I also didn’t want to be selfish, to sub-
ject her to fear, to the cruelty of waiting with 
no news. She was set to meet me in Vancouver, 
a celebration to conclude my trip. I have a pho-
tograph: her brightly colored scarf a reminder 
of happiness amid my gear in the snow. That 
and a few other pictures are the only images I 
have left of her, more than twenty years later, 
ghostly forms in the vapor trail of our love’s 
eventual end. Living on a different continent 
now, she is completely unaware of the impact Ph
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of those moments on my life.
As you know, we eventually made the 

summit. Only the wind of an approaching 
storm stirred the cold Alaskan twilight. When 
I looked out into the dark—in shock and dis-
belief at where I was—the air seemed to press 
deep into the stone and ice of Huntington, 
the Rooster Comb and Hunter. All of Denali 
and the depths of the Ruth. At that moment, 
I knew friends would probably be gathered in 
the café back home, surrounded by the com-
fortable browns of worn wood tables and the 
orange of dim candles; flickering shadows and 
lights cast against smiling faces.

The inevitable storm came a few hours later, 
while we slept on the summit. And after we 
waited a day in a whiteout, so did the descent. 
We saw our pilot amid the clouds looking for 
us. I would, of course, make it to Vancouver. 
Back to my love, wearing my concern for her 
feelings draped invisible around me, and wear-
ing the opinions my partners seemed to have 
formed about a man who worried about such 
things during an expedition.

And I would return feeling enlightened 

and confused. Aged, though I’m not sure 
if that’s the right word or if I’m co-opting 
someone else’s story as I tell you this. In any 
event, I was scared of what I’d seen, but I also 
wanted to go back. At night, I was haunted by 
dreams that I was still there, in all of it—the 
fear and addiction, the spectacular and dan-
gerous landscape. I would awake only to find 
myself in the midst of moving pillows to the 
other end of the bed. In my mind, they were 
rucksacks to be taken from the tent. A strange 
somnambulism, an imprint from the Ruth 
and that mountain, created through the inten-
sity and rote of my recent actions.

But I need to tell you more. You should 
know that while I was away that April on 
the Ruth, there was an awful thing that was 
happening back home. So, when I returned, 
transformed from a climb and place unlike 
anything my young mind had yet known, I 
was forced to change again, and the impact 
was forever. Climbs are never removed from 
the other parts of our lives, despite what we 
tell ourselves, despite how we say that climb-
ing is life itself. On a beautiful sunny day in 

May, I learned that during my absence one 
of my closest childhood friends had become 
quadriplegic, his car struck by a drunk driver.

In an unlikely spring storm a few days 
later, I watched as fat May snowflakes pelted 
the windshield of my van. I ate lunch, stared 
right through a newspaper and returned to 
work, only to pass out, my vision melting into 
blackness. I remember now how the ambu-
lance tires splashed on slick dark pavement 
and how I awoke and impressed everyone 
by correctly stating my name and my date 
of birth. At that moment, the Ruth and any 
return was far away. And the only thing I 
felt from it all was a painful reminder of a  
permanence: my friend’s loss and my own. 
Many of the dreams of the past, as well as 
promises of the future, would no longer exist 
for either of us in the same way again.

I kept climbing. In the years that followed 
the Ruth, other relationships came and went. 
Like many of my generation, I was married 
for five years, and then I got divorced. Later, 
I entered a new relationship with a green-eyed 
woman; it seemed as though I’d thought about Pa
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her for a long time even before we first met. 
She was at once fiercely intelligent, gentle and 
caring, and she possessed a richness of habits 
that were contained in the movements of her 
hands, in the way she said certain words, how 
she walked, and other details too numerous 
to describe here. But there were moments of 
turbulence in us, setting off ripples as rocks do 
when dropped in a pond. Some of them were 
there before we’d even come together. And of 
course, the plan to return north was always 
in my mind, simmering for years—over a 
decade—until it burst forth one spring.

It was then that I would enter the story of 
Mt. Logan, another chapter in my search for 
whatever it was the north seemed to promise. 
Perhaps it would provide an order to things that 
would irrevocably correct or give shape to my 
life. For the trip, I chose a partner with whom 
I’d shared some of my most formative climb-
ing moments. We’d met back in the days in 
and around my trip to the Ruth. He’d climbed 
Denali about the same time, and attempted the 
West Rib. Logan was the next logical step in 
our alpine desires. But it was not to be.

I would like to tell you all the details of 
that failed climb. Or of how I felt inside when 
it was over; quickly, suddenly, as if it never 
happened. Of the ear infection I contracted, 
the irony of the resultant labyrinthitis; how it 
affected my movement through the maze of 
crevasses in the fog as we approached the start 
of the route, and how it worsened as I tried to 
find my balance on those narrow ridges while 
carrying a big pack. Or maybe I would talk, 
instead, of the road to Kluane to get there. 
How the Alaska Highway pulled under and 
behind us, flowed like a river. How a young 
Métis woman made my partner and me each 
a small leather pouch containing some of 
her grandfather’s tobacco. “For guidance and 
protection,” she told me as she 
handed them to us along with a 
falcon feather.

I could also tell the story of 
how I was pulling the weight of 
a growing bag of shadows long 
before the training started, before 
I even pointed my skis forward 
to haul my sled. The resistance 
of my family, the politics of my 
job, my life. And the green-eyed 
woman and the tough and alienat-
ing choices I would make—to go 
ahead with the trip even though I’d 
miss her university convocation. 

While she was alone on the stage receiving her 
first degree, I sat in a tent in the clouds, chas-
ing that same old dream. This hurt her as I 
left; it hurt her even more as she thought of it 
while I was gone and when I came home.

And after my failure, I would go back to do 
it all again the very next year, missing her next 
university convocation—this time for an accel-
erated graduate degree—another important 
milestone in her life. I returned to Logan, and 
as I tell you this I know it was probably also 
to the memories of the Ruth. I arrived on the 
mountain quicker than if everyone had actu-
ally wanted me to be there. I got higher this 
time, but the weight behind me was just too 
great, and my resolve left—and so did the nec-
essary snow conditions—after a knife-edged 
ridge. I failed the dream my climbing partner 
and I had held for those years. My love for the 
green-eyed woman, my love for the mountain, 
my love for my climbing partner and for that 
vision. A dissonance in all directions.

This gravity I try to describe for you, mis-
calculated as it was, is now something like a 
poem I’d once written. You must understand 
that while she and I were apart I thought of 
her and of the many roads that intersected 
between us. These lives of ours as roads, lines 
of gravel or asphalt, came from other land-
scapes, and for now, joined together on a map. 
But we were haunted by a fierce and unforgiv-
ing cartography. A road on a map can show 
arrivals or departures. Ours showed how we 
would eventually come to lose each other 
between our choices and options. Journeying 
alone, I kept tight the cord that bound me to 
her. Not to let my ship loose, to wander too far 
from its mooring. A cord, however thin, that 
extends all that distance from a high mountain 
back to home is heavy. Removing such things 
was perhaps a technique of mastery that held 

the key to success in the myths of others.
And so I sailed through those days on the 

ridge like this: crossing waters but always with 
a view back to her as a land on the horizon. 
You see, that geography of skin, voice and 
tears that I was held to was as visible as earth. 
When I was cold and I closed my eyes at night, 
sometimes it shone like a lighthouse in the dis-
tance. Images of dark houses lit by soft lamps; 
their gentleness, predictability, security. So I 
went away, but I never left.

When I came home, it was as a man with 
knowledge of the New World, who had seen a 
glimpse of it inside and around him. I feared 
and loved that frozen ocean, those colossal 
hulking masses of rock and ice and snow where 
the north meets the sea. Yet once I left I feared 
an earth of flatness even more. Where extremes 
of landscape and feeling would be absent, 
where I believed in the chance of dragons wait-
ing for me at the world’s edge. It’s been years, 
and now I’ve told you all of the story, and it’s 
never left me. The totality of it, the anagnori-
sis I’ve never fully escaped from. Though you 
know how I’ve tried. And in the city, I still 
search the sky, the horizon, for large objects 
rising from the ground. I hunt for that sense 
of scale. Sometimes my eyes wander upward, 
to buildings and monuments. Seeing the dis-
tances and the heights, gauging and measuring 
all I see against those mighty peaks that con-
tinue to change me. I tell myself I am a hunter 
still, but perhaps I am just lost forever.

There are the climbs we finish, and the 
climbs we don’t. The puzzle pieces of our 
lives cast along ridges, glaciers, even across 
the table at which I now sit, they all shape 
us. The knowledge of your coming trip to the 
Ruth, that powerful place; it draws me back 
and pulls me forward. So now, every waking 
hour of every day, all I can think about is 

when I will return. I hope it’s not 
the same for you, but somehow I 
know part of it will be.

...our faces marked by toil, 
by deceptions, by success, by love; 
our weary eyes looking still, look-
ing always, looking anxiously for 
something out of life, that while 
it is expected is already gone—has 
passed unseen, in a sigh, in a flash—
together with the youth, with the 
strength, with the romance of illu-
sions.—Joseph Conrad, Youth

—Jon Popowich, Edmonton, 
Alberta, Canada Ph
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The three men set out before dawn. They’d slept that night in the lee 

of a great rock, lulled by the scent of junipers. Ahead, the giant ramparts of stone seemed 

even vaster in the dark, almost unimaginable. High above, a small white patch of snow 

glinted like a flag. If they could get that far, perhaps they might reach the summit. Before that 

point, however, rose a wall, smooth and vertical, that a previous expedition found insurmountable. 

Around them, the sounds of humming water filled the cold air with strange music, a low murmur 

as if legions of ghosts rose to watch their progress. There was a threshold, somewhere, between the 

possible and the impossible, between the real and the imagined, and they sought a way across. It 

will not be climbed for centuries, they had been told. But as they continued up the mountain, they 

were moving back and forth between the interlacing myths of the past and the visions of the future.
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We entered the Romanche River valley in the dark. I lay flat atop 
eight duffel bags in the back seat of a small rental car, peering out the 
window. Deep shadows of rock walls emerged through gaps in the trees. 
After the long flight from Seattle to Paris and the seven-hour drive, I 
fell into a trance watching this new world pass by. It was January 2004. 
I’d graduated from high school a year early, and I was about to spend 
the winter in a tiny French town—my first time living abroad. I knew 
almost nothing about where I was heading, except that my older brother, 
Miles, worked there as a ski guide and he found the area “unique.”

Miles was driving, and his girlfriend, Liz, sat in the front seat. “We’re 
almost there,” she said to me as she turned down the music. We entered 
another tight, yellow-lit tunnel, its stone walls arched like the interior 
of a medieval fortress. As the night returned on the other side, I twisted 
my neck to see the mountains. There was a faint glisten of snow high 
above the road. I could just make out a line of peaks. Moments later, we 
passed a sign that read “LA GRAVE—LA MEIJE.” We parked in the 
middle of town, and I crawled out into the cold night. Miles pointed. 
“La Meije is up there.” A dark mass of terrain blocked the stars. A few 
slopes gleamed a muted white. Silhouettes of ridgelines appeared etched 
against the black sky, but it was difficult to imagine the full landscape in 
the moonless night. Still I sensed something, immense and unreachable.

Much later, I’d come across the books of the great French climber 
Gaston Rébuffat, and in his description of this region, I’d begin to 
understand. “Without knowing why,” he wrote in Le Massif des Écrins, 
“without knowing how, you have been captivated. There is the attrac-
tion of the altitude and the uncovered horizons, you knew about that; 
but in this massif, the most vast of all the crystalline massifs in the Alps, 
there is, first of all, without any way of preparing yourself for it, a fasci-
nation with grand spaces.”

The next day we awoke to a squall of blowing snow. With no other 
skiers in sight, Miles and I rode in one of the rainbow-colored cabins 
of the téléphérique to the top station at 3200 meters. This is the only 
lift, here, and the terrain is all unmarked backcountry. Miles put an 
avalanche transceiver under my jacket and turned it on. I skied as fast 
as I could to keep up, worried I’d lose him in the densely flowing haze. 
About 1700 meters lower, as we reached town, he looked me straight in 
the eyes and said, “That’s the only run you get to ski alone, otherwise 
you’ll die.” He was only half kidding.

From the balcony of our apartment, we had an unobstructed view 
of the north face of la Meije. On my second evening, just before the sun 
went down, the mountains emerged from the clouds: a sharp golden 
summit arose, plastered in white above steep glaciers, swollen with 
crevasses and tinted with alpenglow. Rock arêtes, brilliantly lit, pointed 
toward the darkening sky. I watched, utterly spellbound for the first 
time by a mountain, at once infatuated and intimidated. 

Later, I’d learn that many travelers before me struggled to describe 
the enchantment of these contours, the sense of mystery that hovers 
around this peak. In Scrambles Amongst the Alps, the famous Victorian 
mountaineer Edward Whymper suggested it was a disservice even to try:

…one cannot speak in exaggerated terms of its jagged ridges, torrential  
glaciers and tremendous precipices. But were I to discourse upon these 
things without the aid of pictures, or to endeavor to convey in words a 
sense of the loveliness of curves, of the beauty of colour, or of the harmo-
nies of sound, I should try to accomplish that which is impossible; and, at 
the best, should succeed in but giving an impression that the things spoken 
of may have been pleasant to hear or to behold, although they are perfectly 

incomprehensible to read about.
At the time of Whymper’s writing, 1871, many believed the apex to 

be unreachable. Rising to 3983 meters, la Meije is not the tallest peak 
within the boundaries of modern France—or even in its own region of 
the Haut-Dauphiné, in a river basin termed the Oisans—but its pres-
ence in the history of French alpinism is legendary, and its profile formed 
part of the original emblem of the Club Alpin Français (CAF). La Meije 
was the last great Alpine summit to be attained, after many attempts 
on all sides by some of the best mountaineers of the day. In most of the 
early famous stories of first ascents in the Alps, British gentlemen were 
the protagonists, their local guides remaining in the shadow. The team 
that finally reached the top of la Meije was entirely French: the guide 
Pierre Gaspard, an inhabitant of a nearby village, Saint-Christophe-en-
Oisans; his son of the same name; and their client, Emmanuel Boileau 
de Castelnau, a young nobleman from Languedoc.

High on the mountain, they had to remove their heavy boots and 
rely on their toes to stick to the sheer, cold rock. On August 16, 1877, 
the three men stood proudly on the highest point, surrounded by a 
freezing mist, while centuries of human struggles, fascination and long-
ing stretched down, invisible, below their battered feet.

The Rough and Mysterious Alps

Part of the elusive, indefinable quality of la Meije arises from its 
setting in the Massif des Écrins, in a national park on the western edge 
of the Alps, protected from the heavy development in other parts of 
the range. In 2014, in a preface to François Labande’s book, La saga des 
Écrins, the French alpinist Lionel Daudet described the Massif des Écrins 
as a sanctuary of lost time: “It has curiously remained intact, authentic, 
wild…as if fixed in place by the ice…. Neither tarmac nor concrete have 
arrived to hide the beating of this heart of rocks. Its rhythm pulsates 
from long-ago geologic ages.”

Inside the Parc national des Écrins, there are no trains or trams to 
whisk you to the base of climbs. Instead, as you follow trails worn in at 
times by more than a century of human passage, you feel the nuances of 
the landscape and its history through the soles of your own feet. Those 
who reach high summits, as Rébuffat wrote, do so only “after having 
created, known, felt, the distance; and their climb thus takes on another 
dimension, not just of a series of agreeable and aesthetic movements, but 
of something from all their being, a hymn to the earth.”

Until the late nineteenth century, few apart from local residents 
roamed the mountainsides of the Haut-Dauphiné. Although many 
tourists now pass through the region, their traces remain subtler here 
than in the bigger mountain resorts of Zermatt or Chamonix. The two 
nearest cities to La Grave—Briançon and Grenoble—lie 116 kilometers 
apart. Driving in daylight, as you enter the northern edge of the 
Parc national des Écrins, the persistent wildness is evident. Chamois 
and foxes bound across the road. Marmots whistle their warning call. 
Snowfields transform into deep blues and greys of lasting ice. As the 
height of the peaks grows, your gaze is drawn upward, and you have to 
remain disciplined to focus on the tight turns ahead instead of dreaming 
of adventures above.

When you crest the Col du Lautaret, la Meije comes into view, 
and its steep ridges and glaciers stretch like the claws of dragons once 
thought to wander the Alps. From there, the road descends past wild-
flowers toward the icy flow of the Romanche River and into La Grave. 
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Far above the rooftops, la Meije is ever-
present now. The Grand Pic, its highest 
summit, juts like a beak into the sky. 
A ridge extends east over four jagged 
pinnacles to the 3973-meter Pic Cen-
tral, otherwise known as the Doigt de 
Dieu, “The Finger of God.” Between it 
and the 3891-meter Pic Oriental, broad 
layers of ice glisten across a wide col. 
The upper Glacier du Tabuchet shim-
mers as if a frozen pond lay on the edge 
of the rock. To the west, separated by 
a sharp rock buttress, a reflection of 
the Grand Pic is cast against another, 
steeper glacier below—a surreal, upside-
down image that reminds me of the 
elegant chaos of this alpine land.

Out of view from La Grave, but not 
far as the choucas fly, the southern rocky 
slopes of la Meije tumble into the waters 
of the Étançons Valley. Currents of 
melting snow and ice then stream into 
the Vénéon Valley, toward the village 
of La Bérarde, which the eighteenth-
century botanist Dominique Villars once called 
“the last refuge of humanity.” To this day, visitors 
to the area must travel beneath mountainsides 
that might drop stones at any moment. During 
the winter, the road closes just after the small 
town of Saint-Christophe-en-Oisans, leaving 
La Bérarde shut off from the world. In Saint-
Christophe, only one restaurant and hotel stays 
open throughout the year: La Cordée, run by a 
great-great-granddaughter of Pierre Gaspard. 
There, Marie-Claude Turc stands behind her bar 
and serves four-course meals and artful pistachio 
tarts to tourists. Above the wine-stained wooden 
floorboards, scattered alpine souvenirs and books 
preserve memories of countless epic adventures 
in this well-kept, ghost-filled mountain town.

Byways of History

After two more winters under the shadow of la Meije, I began to 
dream of becoming a mountain guide in La Grave. I dedicated my time 
to training throughout Alaska, the Bugaboos, Chamonix and the Cas-
cades. In October 2016, after passing my final exam, I moved to La 
Grave with the intention of making a home here. I treasure watching the 
sun set from my porch, as the fiery light rises up the golden arêtes of la 
Meije; but it’s not only the technical terrain that enthralls me. 

The unique aura of these peaks doesn’t exist outside of human 

history, but within it, reflecting visible 
and invisible strata of tradition and 
myth. Cowbells echo over terraced 
slopes. Shepherds roam past cliffs with 
their flocks, tracing the footsteps of their 
ancestors. During the warm months of 
the year, I have to make sure there isn’t 
a chicken under my car before I start to 
drive. A weathered granite plaque reads 
“1779” outside my neighbor’s home. 
Bells ring on the hour from an eleventh-
century church in town. Doorways on 
some of the oldest stone houses rise 
no higher than four feet. Carved into 
cliff sides and trodden onto plateaus, 
remnants of an Ancient Roman road 
still lead toward Italy.

In a 1997 article published in 
Archéologie en Languedoc, Maurizio 
Rossi and Anna Gattiglia describe a 
Bronze Age site, discovered by hunt-
ers, at 2070 meters beside the Glacier 
de l’Homme, which descends from the 
snows of la Meije. There, on a narrow 

flat ledge, just a few centimeters below the grass, 
archaeologists uncovered  engraved rings, axes, 
knives, sickles, and charred barley grains—arti-
facts testifying to human existence in the Haute 
Romanche valley as early as 1000 to 850 BC. It’s 
unclear why these people chose such a precarious 
place. Perhaps it was a strategic decision: there 
is a perfect view of all sides of the valley. The 
hazards of the mountain may have seemed less 
daunting than those of other humans.

The area west of the Alps once formed part 
of Ancient Gaul, inhabited by Celtic peoples. 
The name, “La Grave,” derives from their term 
for the stones and sand of the river used to build 
the town. “Oisans,” the designation for the river 
basin, came from the name of the tribe, Ucenni, 
whose members settled here. After Roman 

armies defeated Gaul, the region of la Meije became temporarily part 
of the Empire. The new rulers ordered a road built between Briançon 
and Grenoble, which allowed for more regular travel, although the 
track remained snow covered for half the year, and even when the 
drifts melted, wayfarers confronted steep and rocky ground. Traces of 
Ucenni culture also resisted assimilation. While the Romans translated 
“Grave” into the Latin word for sand, “Arena,” the residents of La 
Grave held on to their original name.

When I think about the Bronze Age people on that small bench 
on the shoulder of la Meije, illuminated by reflections of light off the 

[Opening Spread] The north face of la Meije (3983m), Dauphiné Alps, France. Mario Colonel  

l  [This Page, Top] The Téléphérique de la Meije, built in 1977, is owned by the community 

of La Grave, and has a hallowed status among skiers in France. Ian Reid  l  [This Page, Bot-

tom] The emblem of the Club Alpin Français on a hotel sign. In The Summits of Modern 

Man, historian Peter H. Hansen notes that, at the end of the nineteenth century, “Alpine 

clubs were established in the name of...newly democratic regimes.” In 1874 the CAF 

was formed "only after the fall of Napoleon III, defeat by Prussia, and coinciding with 

the restoration of popular sovereignty in the French Third Republic.” Yves Ballu
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glacier, I am humbled by my insignificance within the narratives of this 
land. The more I live below la Meije, the more I begin to think about 
what it might mean, not just to climb and work here, but to experience 
the place in a deeper, truer sense—a way of dwelling in harmony with the 
people who still live off the land, the tourists who come for the summits, 
the guides who work here, and the mountainsides that surround us all.

We Are Told They Wrapped Their Heads in Felt

For a long time, many history writers assumed that until the rise of 
Romanticism and the beginnings of mountaineering for scientific and 
recreational purposes, most Europeans viewed the Alps as merely ugly, 
useless, hazardous worlds. In his 2000 book Killing Dragons, Fergus Flem-
ing asserted: “Apart from a few pockets of civilization such as Geneva, 
Berne and other cities which prospered in the mountains’ shadow, and 
apart from the well-trodden passes (which…since the fall of Rome had 
become increasingly ruinous), nobody cared about the rest.” No one, 
that is, except for the early philosophers and artists who associated the 
heights with the heavens—or for the people who actually lived there.

As Dawn Hollis pointed out in a recent article for Alpinist, “The poor 
who dwelt among the peaks left no written record of their impressions, 
but they left evidence of a far more important point: they built their 
livelihoods upon them.” Centuries before alpinists arrived from else-
where, the people of the Romanche and Vénéon valleys learned to climb 
as they sought to survive in a harsh environment: chasing after chamois 
on rocky arêtes, contouring terraces with their sheep, or judging the 
probability of rockfall while collecting crystals from high ledges. Gazing 
at the ridges above small patches of arable farmland, they watched the 
sun, the direction of the wind and the building clouds. Although they 
didn’t document their journeys, legends remain of hunters who followed 
glimpses of wild animals to the tops of peaks. In The Discovery of France, 
Graham Robb evoked their ascents:

They started up the mountain after dark, teetered across the groaning 
glaciers and tried to climb higher than the chamois herds before sun came 
up. Some men were gone for days, with just a pocketful of cheese and some 
bread, drawn further and further into the snowy wastes by the fleeing cham-
ois…. Every year, men fell to their death or perished on the ice.

Villagers risked their lives to guide pilgrims, traders and priests 
through deep ravines and over high passes, confronting the dangers of 
swiftly rising waters, roaring avalanches or falling rocks and ice. Geo-
graphical names such as the Gorges of Hell reflected a sense of permeating 
fear. Only fragments and rumors of their adventures remain in written 
records. In The Alps in Nature and History, the nineteenth-century moun-
taineer William Coolidge recounted some of the oral tradition:

We are told they wrapped their heads in felt as protection against the 
cold, drew coarse mittens over their hands, pulled on their high boots, of 
which the soles were furnished with sharp iron spikes to prevent them from 
slipping on the ice, and carried in their hands long poles wherewith to sound 
for the path through the deep snow.

Referred to as marrons, these men appeared in tales that date back as 
far as 1129. In Au Pays de la Meije, Paul-Louis Rousset, a regional histo-
rian and mountain guide, explains that the term might have come from 

the village of Maronne, whose inhabitants took part in this form of early 
guiding—or else from an old word, marra, for “scree,” since the marrons 
trekked across fields of stones. Claude Gardien, former editor of Verti-
cal, says it might also derive from marre, the tool they used to clear snow 
from the paths. Fourteenth- and fifteenth-century toll records mention 
“the companions and the marrons who cross the mountain of Lautaret 
year round.” The prevailing strong winds in this area create massive snow-
drifts that even modern machines can’t always keep up with: the main 
road often closes during major winter storms. I imagine the marrons 
breaking trail through blowing waist-deep drifts, their mittens encased 

[Photo] The summits of la Meije. During a visit in 1786, Madame Laugier de Grandchamp 

composed a poem about these mountains: “It’s at their feet that storms rumble; / the un-

certain eye mistakes the summits for clouds; / the ice that covers them...this eternal ice 

/ never melts; the breath of winter / covers it again with a new layer.” Mattias Fredriksson
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in ice, as they hurried past wind-loaded slopes, determined to survive.
The people who lived under la Meije had their own terms for the peak. 

Well into the 1800s, residents on the north side used the patois or local 
dialect words “Œuille de la Meidjour,” abbreviated to “Meidjo”—“Aiguille 
de la Mi-Journée” or “Midi” in standardized French, which translates in 
English to “Midday.” Sometimes called the Aiguille du Midi de la Grave, 
it was one of many summits in the Alps named for its position below the 
sun during the middle of its diurnal path. Inhabitants of Saint-Christophe 
and La Bérarde, to the south, called the mountain “Bec des Peignes” (Beak 
of the Combs). From the Étançons Valley, its apex protrudes like a beak in 

the sky, and its east ridge continues like the teeth of a comb.
It might still be written as “Meidje” today, but as nineteenth-century 

cartographers worked on refining the maps, some of them decided to 
“Frenchify” the name by dropping the “d.” This deletion of patois had 
been a regular practice since the Abbé Grégoire’s 1794 report on “The 
Necessity and Means of Exterminating Patois and Universalizing the Use 
of the French Language.” It was part of a mission to exert national control 
over language and territory, an assertion of superiority over the words to 
describe places and the interpretations of their meaning. The nineteenth-
century Larousse Encyclopedia defined the dialect within the Massif des 
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Écrins as “slow, heavy and unfigurative, due to the inhabitants’ physical 
and moral ill health and the nature of the country, which is covered with 
high, barren mountains.” Decades after tourists became enamored with 
these wild peaks, the prejudice toward their human residents lingered.

The Most Original and Wildest Journey

The earliest mountaineering expedition to the Dauphiné took 
place the same year that Columbus sailed to the “New World” of Amer-
ica. About 100 kilometers west of La Grave, in the Vercors Massif, the 
sheer walls of “Mont Inaccessible” (now Mont Aiguille) rise above a sea 
of clouds like the edges of a surreal, unearthly landmass. Sent by King 
Charles VIII to climb the peak in 1492, Antoine de Ville and his ladder-
bearing porters found nothing to confirm some of the local legends about 
strange white sheets that hung above the summit, but they marveled at 
the chamois grazing in Edenic meadows.

Centuries passed before other outsiders arrived to try similar feats. 
In a modern world of instant communications, rapid travel and satellite 
maps, it can be hard to conjure the sense of vast time and unmeasured 
distance that once stretched from town to town, the depth of solitude 
in vast woods and spiny ranges, the rumors of wolves and wild men. “As 
late as 1867,” Graham Robb recounted, “a national census [in France] 
estimated that 43 percent of land that could be cultivated was ‘domi-
nated by the forces of nature.’” Names and locations of summits drifted 
across the work of early European cartographers, who often depended 
on legends and second-hand reports. In 1749, the French geographer 
Pierre-Joseph Bourcet led some of the earliest on-the-ground surveys 
around la Meije, which resulted in a map, Carte Géométrique du Haut-
Dauphiné et de la Frontière Ultérieure, in which the “Aiguille du Midy” 
appears as a dark spire, lost amid forests of similar stone points.

Meanwhile, the Cassini family had started an ambitious project to 
try to determine the exact latitude and longitude of features throughout 
France—using an early scientific method that relied, in part, on when the 
moons of Jupiter could be seen through a telescope from each survey site. 
Generations of their geometers fanned out across the country to carry 

out the initial triangulations and sketch the locations of each landmark. 
Around the same time, writers and artists dreamed up pieces of another 
kind of map—a geography of the imagination that extended its gossamer 
sheen across the high peaks of Europe. In 1761 the Swiss-French philoso-
pher Jean-Jacques Rousseau declared in his bestselling novel La Nouvelle 
Héloïse: “It seems that by rising above the habitation of men one leaves all 
base and earthly sentiments behind, and in proportion as one approaches 
ethereal spaces the soul contracts something of their inalterable purity.”

This poetic intoxication spread as Rousseau’s readers rushed to 
discover the “ethereal regions” for themselves. Colaud de la Salcette, 
member of the Grenoble parliament, became one of the first tourists to 
travel to the Massif des Écrins “to seek pure air, and to forget bad faith 
and corruption,” as he explained in 1784. “Every man curious about the 
great works of nature ought not to seek anything else before he has seen 
the Oisans. It is the most original and wildest journey one can make,” 
he concluded. In 1799 Barthélémy Chaix created the first known paint-
ing of la Meije: its snows rise like watercolor clouds against a translucent 
silhouette. An old hospice for pilgrims and travellers appears built into 
glowing green hillsides. Élie Berthet described the “awe-full” scene of 
cliffs and glaciers with a gothic relish in his 1849 novel La Mine d’Or: 
“Nothing equals the majesty and the sublime horror of this part of the 
French Alps that rises between Grenoble and Briançon.”

Despite the publicity, the Haut-Dauphiné remained too isolated 
to attract many visitors. When the Scottish scientist James D. Forbes 
arrived to study the glaciers around la Meije in 1839 and 1841, he was 
amazed by “the almost fantastical sublimity of its remote and thinly 
peopled glens.”

Signals and Storms 

After many decades of work, the cartographers of the Cassini family 
published the final pieces of their map in 1815. When users placed each 
of the 182 sheets next to each other, they saw a highly detailed image 
of France at a scale of 1:86,400, complete with tiny villages, delicate 
streams and etched castles, across an approximately eleven-meter-by-
twelve-meter rectangle. But the map was expensive and rare, and its 
creators hadn’t solved the problem of how to represent the complex 
shapes of mountains on a two-dimensional surface. Instead of drawing 
contour lines, they relied on hachures, a shading technique that gave 
only a general hint of the angle of slopes. While they laid out the general 
framework of the surrounding valleys, la Meije appears as a crumpled 
ribbon, its prominence scarcely distinguishable from other peaks.

Others continued to try to capture more nuances of the landscape 
on paper. From 1825 to 1836, Élie de Beaumont and Pierre-Armand 
Dufrénoy trekked many thousands of kilometers around the country to 
make a geological map of France. Venturing into the Haut-Dauphiné, 
Beaumont tried to fix some of the elevations of its peaks. He paused to 
admire la Meije, which he described as “a gigantic nut-cracker menacing 
heaven with its open jaws.” In the 1820s, the Dépôt de la Guerre sent 
Captain Adrien Armand Durand to survey southeast France for a more 
accurate map, the Carte d’État-Major. As Durand entered the Massif 

[This Page] Barthélémy Chaix's 1799 watercolor of la Meije. Courtesy of Jean-Marc Bar-

féty  l  [Facing Page] Detail from César-François Cassini de Thury’s map of France (1744), 

showing the area around la Meije. In The Mapmakers, John Noble Wilford notes, “At 

the time of the Cassinis, mapmakers had yet to figure out a satisfactory way to depict 

a third dimension on a two-dimensional map. Earlier cartographers simply drew tiny 

pictures of hills, rows of mounds like molehills or sharp peaks like dragons’ teeth, 

and left it at that.” As John Hessler observes in Alpinist 41, “Cassini’s fernlike ridges 

give [the viewer] no understanding of the mountain’s real shape.” Library of Congress
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des Écrins, he saw the tallest peaks of his nation loom before him. (The 
higher Massif du Mont Blanc, to the north, remained part of the King-
dom of Sardinia until 1860). To carry out his measurements, he needed 
to climb a series of summits where his team could build geodetic signals 
that could be seen from faraway.

At first, Durand considered attempting la Meije, but he felt too 
intimidated by the glaciers that billowed around its base. Instead, in July 
1828, he hired two local chamois hunters, Alexis Liotard and Jacques-
Étienne Mathéoud, to take him up Mont Pelvoux. Although it was their 
first guiding experience, they had a well-developed instinct for route 
finding, and they found the least technical way—though the question of 
whether they reached the highest of its twin peaks later became a subject 
of dispute. Durand returned to climb Pelvoux again with more workers, 
and they spent several days constructing a signal on the 3932-meter 
lower summit, finishing just in time before a blizzard razed their tent.

In the completed Carte d’État-Major, the buttresses of la Meije spread 
out in numerous fine rays from summits marked as 3987 and 3911 
meters. Its glaciers roll in elaborate, sinuous blue lines. The topography 
is still not precise, but much closer than before. Drawn as if seen from 
space, the mountain is a breathtaking image—like two exploding stars. 
Today, perhaps few outside of France remember Durand’s feats, though 
his name has been given to one of the twin summits of Pelvoux. In La 
Saga des Écrins, Labande recounted how Durand, like many of the early 
surveyors, vanished into obscurity. He spent his last days bedridden in a 

hospital, dreaming perhaps of the fifty peaks he’d climbed in France and 
the two hundred nights he’d spent on their summits, with only a thin 
fabric roof between him and the heavens.

Even more forgotten are the names of the local villagers who assisted 
all his ascents.

Professionals of the Void

When I think back to the early Alpine guides, I feel a rooted 
respect for their courage and accomplishments—and a longing to know 
more of their stories. Yet written history has long belonged to those 
with the power or wealth to decide whose voices get recorded. By the 
mid-nineteenth century, crowds of Victorians appeared in the more 
well-known regions of the Alps, lured by the growing popularity of 
mountain tourism. For many of these genteel visitors, whose nation was 
then rising to the height of its political and economic power, a climb-
ing trip meant a world of attentive hotels, bird’s-eye summit views and 
profound thoughts. Above the snow line, they found realms that seemed 
beyond the pollution and disenchantments of industrial cities, where 
they could test their self-mastery and courage, experience a sensation 
of conquest, and admire sublime landscapes of eternal ice—all without 
having to travel too many weeks from home. 

Meanwhile, their local guides had confronted uncertainty and dis-
order in their everyday existence, threatened by the rumbling of seracs 
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and cannon fire. From the end of the French Revolution in 1799 
through the Napoleonic Wars, the Franco-Austrian War of 1859 and 
the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, France experienced waves of turmoil 
and upheaval. In addition to other perils, guides worried about making 
enough money to offset the loss of their summer farm work or hunting. 
Founded in 1821, the Compagnie des Guides de Chamonix had created 
an emergency fund to help their members in the aftermath of accidents. 
Yet life insurance wasn’t available for guides in most regions until the late 
nineteenth century. Bearing the responsibility to support their families, 
they often strove to be more prudent than their clients—who sometimes 
complained of guides’ unwillingness to tackle steep, verglassed rocks or 
to traverse crevassed glaciers in a fog.

The success of each rope team required a deep level of trust and col-
laboration as its members set out into uncertain weather and unfamiliar 
heights—with the limited assistance of hemp ropes, alpenstocks or long 
wooden axes and nailed boots. Social and political differences tended 
to fade somewhat amid calving seracs and gaping crevasses. Back in the 
valleys, class distinctions remained entrenched. In the literature of the 
era, clients generally depicted only each other as alpinists with complex 
motivations and visions. Guides appeared mainly as a means to an end, 
admired as skilled physical laborers or even alpine virtuosos—but not 
understood as rounded, individual characters with fears and aspirations 
that went beyond helping their clients summit peaks.

Nineteenth-century accounts of Dauphiné expeditions remained 
full of depictions of local residents as “primitive peasants” in “flea-rid-
den hovels.” In his 1865 travelogue Outline Sketches in the High Alps of 
Dauphiné, the British climber Thomas George Bonney declared of the 
Massif des Écrins: “Too often there, as in other parts of the Alps, ‘every 

prospect pleases, and only man is vile.’” More sympathetic visitors, such 
as James D. Forbes, praised the hospitability and courteousness of vil-
lagers, though he insisted that they had no feeling for the “picturesque” 
qualities of their own high peaks. In History of the Alps, the Swiss his-
torian Jon Mathieu noted that travellers have long tended to perceive 
mountain regions as refracted images of their own fantasies, failing to 
see the real lives of those who lived there. For visitors, he explained:

The Alps were the opposite pole, a realm of otherness, the incarnation of 
nature…. An important basis for this illusion was the fact that most intellec-
tuals, along with their publics, approached the Alps and its population from 
the outside, to satisfy their own interests…. The time for such approaches 
should be over by now…. Alpine voices and self-interpretations demand a 
hearing in ways that cannot be ignored.

Scrambles around the Inaccessible

In the summer of , a twenty-one-year-old British illustrator, 
Edward Whymper, set out on foot from Bourg d’Oisans toward la Bessée, 
where his new French climbing partner, the district road surveyor Jean 
Reynaud awaited, along with the blankets and rope that Whymper had 
mailed from the port of Le Havre. As he recalled in Scrambles Amongst 
the Alps, Whymper felt drawn to Mont Pelvoux—then believed erro-
neously to be the highest mountain in France—“by those mysterious 
impulses which cause men to peer into the unknown.”

A year prior, Whymper’s publisher had sent him to document what 
was supposed to be the first British ascent of the peak, for the second 
edition of Peaks, Passes and Glaciers. “They came—they saw—but they 
did not conquer,” he recounted. Reynaud, who had accompanied the 

[This Page] La Meije’s south face. British mountaineer R.L.G. Irving said that the south face 

“is a thing to rejoice a climber’s heart,” though he believed the north face “far [more] 

beautiful.”  Vincent Favre  l  [Facing Page] “La Grave,” 1837 illustration, appearing in Joseph-

Hyacinthe Roussillon’s Guide du Voyageur dans L’Oisans Tableau Topographique, His-

torique et Statistique (1854). Roussillon remarks, “Its location, together with the Alpine 

architecture of the houses, combines to make the village of La Grave appear in harmony 

with the landscape.” But to foreigners, as Jim Ring observes in How the English Made 

the Alps (2000), “the region remained a lost world” into the late 1860s.  Victor Cassien
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expedition, persuaded Whymper to return for 
another attempt together. Now lit by the morning 
sun, the mists opened and closed, displaying 
fragmentary vistas like images in “a magic lantern.” 
On his way up the Col de Lautaret, Whymper 
wrote, “every gap in the mountains showed a 
glittering glacier or a soaring peak. The finest view 
was at La Grave, where the Meije rises by a series of 
tremendous precipices 8000 feet above the road.”

He and Reynaud hired a local shoemaker, Jean 
Casimir Giraud, as a porter, and another man, whom Whymper referred 
to with some condescension as “old Sémiond,” for their guide. At the toe 
of the glacier, Giraud announced that he’d like to try step-cutting, and 
“having got hold of the axe,” Whymper recalled, “would not give it up.” 
After starting up the wrong mountain, the team descended, met up with 
another friend, Reginald Macdonald, and continued through waist-deep 
snow to the apex of Pelvoux (despite the fervent protests of Sémiond 
about the likelihood of hidden crevasses). “Not a human habitation 
could be seen,” Whymper said with triumph, “all was rock, snow, or ice; 
and, large as we knew were the snowfields of Dauphiné, we were sur-
prised to find that they very far surpassed our most ardent imagination.”

A few miles away, however, rose another peak, “too steep for snow, 
black as night,” which turned out to be the Barre des Écrins, the true 
highest mountain of the massif. Three years later, intent on “completing 
the task,” Whymper returned with two other British mountaineers—
A.W. Moore and Horace Walker—and two guides from Chamonix and 
Switzerland, Michel Croz and Christian Almer. By then, Croz had already 
taken British clients on two attempts on the Barre des Écrins, one with 
Francis Fox Tuckett and another with William Mathews and T.G. Bonney. 
As a guide, Croz was legendary for his intuitive ability to piece together 
uncharted geography. Moreover, Tuckett had somehow convinced the 
Dépôt de la Guerre to let him have a copy of the latest, unpublished map, 
and after making a few annotations of his own, he shared his information 
with other would-be climbers, thus mitigating some of Whymper’s earlier 
confusion over the names and locations of peaks.

On their way to the first ascent of the Barre des Écrins, Whymper’s 
party crossed the Col de Martignare, where he sought a closer view of 
the mysterious mountain he’d seen from La Grave: la Meije. Although an 
attempt on that summit still seemed unimaginable, he decided to climb 
on its north side to the “Brèche,” a pass on its western shoulder. To the sur-
prise of local residents, his team made a quick first ascent of what appeared 
from a distance to be an extremely steep buttress. Up close, they discov-
ered a relatively easy route, an airy hike over blocky stone with a stretch of 

glacier. In the process, they discovered a direct passage 
between the Romanche and Vénéon valleys—one that 
proved helpful for future expeditions that attempted 
both sides of la Meije.

As they descended the other side into the Étan-
çons Valley, they took a break in the sun. “We lay 
nearly four hours admiring the splendid wall which 
protects the summit of the Meije from assault,” 
Whymper recounted. In a footnote, he added, “The 
cliff is all but perpendicular and appears to be com-
pletely unassailable.” It would take more than a 
decade for most climbers to see past his confident 
assertion and pick out the route up the south face 

that became the line of the first ascent. Though fairly certain the summit 
was “inaccessible,” Whymper believed that any possible ascent had to 
arrive from the north.

Through his published words, drawings, and growing reputation, 
Whymper’s opinions mattered to those who came next seeking la Meije, 
influencing not only their choice of routes, but also their perspectives on 
climbing. In The Mountain: A Political History from the Enlightenment 
to the Present, Swiss geographers Bernard Debarbieux and Gilles Rudaz 
explain that the term montagnard (often rendered as “mountaineer” in 
English) had become common in the eighteenth century as a way to 
refer to people who dwelled in alpine regions:

In the mid-nineteenth century, mountain climbers began to use the term 
to refer to themselves…. Edward Whymper was the embodiment of that 
new generation…achieving a number of firsts and patiently building up the 
legend of a new hero of the mountain peaks…one of the tourist mountain 
climbers who considered themselves better mountaineers than the resident 
populations and who laid claim to that title.

The visitors declared the wonderment of the mountains as a new 
intellectual pursuit of their making; they cast their beliefs into the writ-
ing of history, projecting their discovery of the land and their enlightened 
cultures as more distinguished than that of the longtime inhabitants. By 
designating themselves as mountaineers, they asserted their rights not 
only to the slopes and summits but to a certain identity. For numerous 
armchair readers, the story of the Victorian gentlemen would be the 
story of early European mountaineering. In fact, it was only one thread 
in a much more complicated, interwoven tapestry of mountain cultures.

Gaspard de la Meije

While foreign mountaineers such as Whymper refined their ideas 
of the meaning of alpinism through famous climbs and books, villagers 
explored the range in quiet ways that they had developed over centuries. 
In March 1834, in Saint-Christophe, Gaspard Hugues and Claudine 
Turc had a son who would one day become the most legendary climber 
of the region of la Meije. His name should have been Pierre Gaspard 
Hugues, but the “Hugues” was dropped. According to his biographer, 
perhaps the local official made a mistake on the birth certificate or per-
haps his father, like many shepherds at the time, was only known by 
his first name. “This omission, or rather this event, could be considered 
symbolic,” Roger Canac wrote in Gaspard de la Meije. “Pierre Gaspard 
became, at a single stroke, the founder of a new lineage…a famous 
dynasty of farmer-guides.”

Great mountaineers often develop an intimate connection with 
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their home peaks, a holistic sense 
of the landscape from the grass 
where they crawled as children 
to the sharp arêtes they grew to 
reach. Pierre spent his childhood 
roaming in the alpine air around 
la Meije. As Canac explained in 
his book, the Hugues didn’t own 
much land of their own, but they 
could head into the wild moun-
tains to herd livestock, gather 
berries and hunt chamois. He pic-
tured them scrambling unroped 
over crags and boulders, wearing 
wooden shoes or going barefoot, 
accumulating a close knowledge of the steep landscape that helped them 
survive—along with the instinct and composure of sky runners.

The Vénéon Valley remained more isolated than the neighboring 
Romanche. Stories abounded of rockfall and avalanches that menaced 
trails to the villages. Nonetheless, by the time Gaspard was a boy, two 
innkeepers in La Bérarde, Joseph and Pierre Rodier, had started taking a 
few of the more venturesome tourists up nearby cols. For the most part, 
however, potential clients would show up with their customary guides 
from Chamonix or Switzerland.

Gaspard would have heard tales of such tourists, Canac recounted, 
“boasting about their conquests of summits and ridges, on which he 
had walked, with a rifle on his shoulder, while hunting chamois.” And 
as more would-be climbers arrived, Gaspard saw the new opportu-
nities of a career that he’d been training for, unknowingly, his entire 
life. Over time, his self-transformation from solitary hunter to famous 
guide became a symbol of the changes within his community, which 
was slowly reinventing the region into a wild alpine playground and a 
mountain escape.

Some Enterprising Person

It was another guide who may have made the first serious attempt on 
la Meije. According to the Chamonix guide, Alexandre Tournier, some 
time in the early 1860s, his colleague Michel Croz made his way, alone, 
partway up the south face of la Meije. I picture Croz, now, solo, in the 
pale morning light, gripping hold of cold, sharp edges and wriggling up 
dark stone chimneys, with his heavy boots pressed against icy walls, his 
mind always uncertain of the route ahead, but believing, still, that if he 
could just reach the high pocket glacier spied from faraway, the summit 
might be his. It’s unknown how far Croz might have gotten or what dan-
gers he faced or even if the story is real. He left no trace of his passage on 
the rock or in writing—all that remains is the shadowy image of a small 
figure on a giant mountain.

In the winter of 1867, the local guide Alexandre Pic took A.W. Moore 
along the snow-draped cliffs of the Combe de Malval and across the 
Brèche into the Étançons Valley to examine la Meije from both aspects. 
Like Croz, Moore found the south face more promising, although all 

angles, at least from a distance, 
presented daunting ramparts of 
steep and burnished stone. In the 
Alpine Journal, Moore declared: 
“I hope that some enterprising 
person will, at any rate, go and 
give the mountain a fair trial; if 
successful, he will have the satis-
faction of vanquishing one of the 
noblest and most formidable of 
Alpine peaks.”

Perhaps, he little imagined 
that a forty-five-year-old Ameri-
can woman would be the next 
person to revive the dream of la 

Meije. In June 1870, Marguerite “Meta” Brevoort arrived in La Grave, 
accompanied by her young nephew, William Coolidge; their dog, Tsch-
ingel; and three Swiss guides, Christian Almer, his son Ulrich Almer, 
and Christian Gertsch. Highly ambitious, Brevoort had taken up alpin-
ism during a time of uncertainty: shortly after Whymper completed the 
first ascent of the Matterhorn. Four of his six companions, including 
Michel Croz, had fallen to their deaths after the rope broke during the 
descent. To many climbers, this 4478-meter peak, on the border of Swit-
zerland and Italy, represented the last major objective of the Alps. In The 
Alps in Nature and History, Coolidge later recounted that some British 
climbers spoke of shuttering the Alpine Journal, since it seemed there 
were no more stories to be written. Members of the general public even 
called for such a dangerous pursuit to be banned.

Undaunted, Brevoort hired guides to take her nephew and herself on 
increasingly challenging ascents of their own. When she looked for ways 
to venture beyond familiar approaches, the next steps weren’t imme-
diately obvious. “The heroic age was already dissolving into legend,” 
Coolidge’s biographer Ronald Clark explained in An Eccentric in the  
Alps. “The new and exciting routes later to be opened by the advanced 
rock-climbing methods developed towards the end of the century were 
unknown; and it is, in any case, exceedingly doubtful if Coolidge would 
have been fitted either by physique or by temperament for such work…. 
The solution was provided by the Dauphiné.”

Brevoort and Coolidge became entranced by the scant information 
they could find about the Massif des Écrins. There would be none of the 
luxury lodging that rendered places like Zermatt attractive to members 
of high society, or the ready availability of maps and guidebooks that 
facilitated mass tourism. Before they could even draw near one of the 
peaks, they had to take the train to St. Michel de Maurienne, ride in a 
stagecoach over rough mountain roads, and finally trek to whichever vil-
lages they planned to make their base.

It was as if they’d discovered their own private wonderland. As they 
marveled at the abundant wildflowers and untracked snows, the possibil-
ities felt overwhelming. If the Golden Age had ended in the central Alps, 
it hadn’t even begun in the Massif des Écrins. An unclimbed “Matter-
horn” glittered just as sharp and crystalline in the sky—la Meije. Before 
their expedition, they’d read about the peak in the small collection of 

[Illustration] Engraving of the northern glaciers below la Meije. Meta Brevoort and W.A.B. 

Coolidge’s dog Tschingel was named after a glacier pass that she crossed as a pup with 

Christian Almer. “The constant recurrence of narrow crevasses troubled [her] philosophy 

considerably,” H. Brooke George recalled of the ordeal, “and once or twice [she] had to 

be taken up and flung across some chasm rather wider than usual.” Tschingel eventually 

learned to sniff out glacial crevasses and warn her companions of danger. E. Dardelet
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books by previous visitors, and they’d acquired what additional informa-
tion they could from Tuckett, swearing him to secrecy.

Following in the path of Whymper’s party, the two Americans, their 
dog and their guides traversed the Col d’Arves through a wafting mist. 
Night fell as they lowered themselves and their gear (dog included) down 
a stony couloir. They camped in a high meadow, fumbling with lanterns 
in the dark. The next day, as they crossed the Col de Martignare, Brevoort 
and her companions examined the north face of la Meije. “The appear-
ance of this magnificent peak,” Coolidge noted, “was so unpromising that 
we entertained but slight hopes of succeeding in attaining the summit.”

The inn at La Grave, Brevoort wrote to Coolidge’s mother, lived 
up to their expectations: “The floor of our room black as the ace of 
spades…. No means of washing apparent, flowers spread out to dry on 
the floor, no pillows, sheets like dishcloths!... We made some tea and had 
boiled eggs, but neither milk nor butter as the cows are away. Fleas with-
out end.” While Coolidge and Brevoort rested, the guides set out on a 
reconnaissance toward a col between la Meije and the Bec de l’Homme, 
but they reported only that “the rocks above were too distant to judge 
of their practicability.”

On the night of June 27, the whole group perched on a small rock ledge 
beside the upper Glacier du Tabuchet, at the base of Bec de L’Homme. 
They hoped to reach the apex of la Meije, but from their camp, they 
couldn’t tell which peak was the highest. In the morning, local residents 
gathered in town to watch with binoculars, while the team left Tschingel 
at the bivy site and made their way up the steep, crevassed slope to the 
notch east of the first peak. Faraway, to the north, the snows of Mont 
Blanc shimmered, a reminder of the well-known Alpine centers they had 
left behind. To the south, wild shapes of unfamiliar mountains beckoned.

From the ridge crest, they got a better look at the three main sum-
mits of la Meije. “The central summit we thought rivaled, if it did not 
surpass, the west one,” Coolidge observed, “and after some deliberation 
we decided to attempt it.” And so the guides led up a sheer pane of ice 
studded with rocks to a gap below the Pic Central. Ahead, its summit 
pointed toward the heavens in a dramatic way that recalled its other 
name, the “Finger of God.” Christian Almer told them he thought it 
looked like the sharp crest of the Lion’s Ridge on the Matterhorn, albeit 
without the convenient fixed ropes.

At approximately noon, they made the first recorded steps on that 
leaning tower. “What was our horror,” Coolidge wrote, “to find that the 
west peak slightly overtopped us.” The Grand Pic was just ten meters 
higher, yet the ridge that separated them seemed thinner than the 
knife they carried. Pinnacles tilted this way and that, forming a chaotic 
vision of jagged notches and wind-piled snow. On one side, a rock wall 
dropped vertically into the sunny valley. On the other, a jumble of ice 
gullies and cliffs appeared to guarantee a fall of hundreds of meters onto 
the glaciers below.

“Utterly impossible for any human being,” Almer declared to the 
team. Everyone nodded. “We tried in vain to console ourselves with 
the lines—And the rapture of pursuing / Is the prize the vanquished gains,” 
Coolidge explained. As they descended quietly to camp, Tschingel 
bounded toward them with happiness and relief.

Truly Invincible?

Despite their disappointment, Brevoort and her nephew had fallen in 
love with the massif. “The desolate hamlet of La Bérarde,” Coolidge later 

explained in The Alps in Nature and History, “in the centre of the great 
horseshoe formed by the main mass…is one of the finest mountaineer-
ing headquarters in the Alps—at any rate as regards the number of peaks 
and passes to be visited thence.” Returning summer after summer, they 
left a “forest” on cairns of many other summits, while Brevoort contin-
ued to gaze longingly at la Meije.

In 1872 Brevoort, Coolidge and the Almers made the third traverse of 
the Brèche. Along the way, she inspected the northwest and south faces of 
la Meije, and then the west arête, unable to see a sign of weakness. Four 
years later, she hoped to try the peak again, but Coolidge’s mother had 
died, and Brevoort was now the guardian of her young niece, Lil. Brevoort 
sent Coolidge alone to the Dauphiné with instructions to report back on 
whether conditions were favorable for an ascent. If so, she would find a 
way to join him. Coolidge wrote that neither the weather nor the snow 
had settled, “so dear old duck, I don’t think you need come this summer.”

Meanwhile, Coolidge’s lively tales of their adventures had drawn 
more attention to the region. Other visiting alpinists, both French and 
foreign, converged on la Meije. The local guides were growing stronger 
and more ambitious. That season, for the first time, Coolidge hired Gas-
pard to accompany him and the Almers up the Aiguille du Plat de la 
Selle. Upon their return to Saint-Christophe, Coolidge marveled at the 
climbing ability of this “chamois hunter.”

As Brevoort brooded over the idea that someone might beat her to 
the first ascent of la Meije, her desperation grew. At last, she wrote to 
Coolidge asking him to take charge of his sister, so that she could try the 
peak in August, once the sun hardened the snows and dried the rock. But 
she took back the request, as if unwilling to place her wishes ahead of his.

By then, she’d achieved a certain fame. Henry-Frédéric Faige-Blanc, 
the mayor of Voiron and the founder of the Société des Touristes du 
Dauphiné, later penned a fantastical tale about her under the pseud-
onym “Alpinus.” In it, he described how he’d heard her name “spoken 
in all the valleys of the massif.” Curious to meet a female climber more 
fearless than any man, he pursued rumors of her from glacier to glacier 
until at last he caught up with her at a hotel. Dazzled by the sudden 
appearance of his heroine, he found her “charming and terrifying at 
once.” He claimed that she had graciously invited him to join an attempt 
on la Meije, but he was afraid that she’d find him too weak and fearful.

During the summer of 1876, as Coolidge continued to travel without 
her, a woman recognized him and asked him where he’d left his aunt. A 
young man pleaded for her autograph. French alpinist Henry Duhamel, 
as obsessed with la Meije as Brevoort was, wrote to her and asked for her 
picture. Duhamel’s letter arrived in December, while Brevoort lay ill with 
rheumatic fever. That same day, still fantasizing about the summit she 
coveted so deeply, she died. She was fifty-one. In one of her 1876 letters 
to Coolidge, she had also mused about asking the Royal Geographical 
Society to sponsor them on an expedition to Mt. Everest—decades before 
the first attempt in 1922. 

Throughout her life, her visions had been ahead of her time. Among 
an initial wave of Victorian women who insisted on their right to take 
part in strenuous—and at times dangerous—athletic activities, Brevoort 
helped expand the boundaries of realms where other women could imag-
ine themselves. She was one of the early female mountaineers to climb 
in trousers (albeit, in her case, concealed beneath a skirt)—a change that 
facilitated women’s movement up steeper rock and ice. In addition to 
summiting more than seventy major peaks, she was also one of the earli-
est climbers to explore the Alps during the coldest months of the year, 
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JUNE 28, 1870: META BREVOORT lay 

awake in the dark. Wind battered the 

canvas walls of her tent. Between the 

percussive flaps of fabric, she listened 

for the deep, rhythmic sounds of her dog 

Tschingel’s breathing. In a few hours, 

Brevoort, her nephew and the guides 

Christian and Ulrich Almer and Christian 

Gertsch would wake before dawn to be-

gin their attempt on the grand summit 

of la Meije. Broad sheets of snow and 

ice hung like rumpled taffeta below the 

mountain’s sheer, black face. No one 

had yet stood on the sharp summit dia-

mond. Now Brevoort was a mere day’s 

climb away from being the first. 

The party left camp at 4:20 a.m. A 

dull yellow glow from the hand-lantern 

illuminated only a few meters in front 

of them as they wound their way up 

the crevassed slope. The warming 

snow crunched like meringue under their feet. By 

7:00, they reached the saddle between the Bec de 

l’Homme and la Meije. The wind kept pace with 

the break of dawn, and the party stopped to put 

on jackets and secure their hats. Maintaining Vic-

torian fashion and decorum at altitude, Brevoort 

still wore her toe-skimming skirt over pantaloons 

(though she often abandoned her crinoline pet-

ticoat at difficult, vertical sections). Uncertain 

which of the three prominent peaks was the true 

summit, the party opted for the central spire. They 

cut steps up steep ice. Though the rest of the par-

ty carried newer, short-handled ice tools, Brevoort 

kept to her traditional alpenstock, into which she 

had had burned the names of several of her proud-

est ascents. 

“We had now arrived at a narrow col between 

the two teeth of the highest (as we supposed) sum-

mit,” Brevoort’s nephew later recalled in a letter 

to his mother. “Turning to the right, we proceeded 

to wriggle up rocks so steep and smooth that they 

resembled the rocks of the Matterhorn with the 

exception that the latter have ropes, the former 

none.” They reached the summit just after noon. 

In the distance, the grand peaks of the Aiguille 

du Géant, Mont Blanc and Grandes Jorasses glim-

mered with snow. But to the west, another peak 

rose from the Meije massif, seemingly two stories 

taller. A knife-edged ridge separated their high 

point from the true summit. They hadn’t reached 

the top after all. 

MARGUERITE “META” CLAUDIA BREVOORT WAS 

born in New York in 1825. Raised in Paris, she 

spent summers with her family in Switzerland but 

didn’t begin climbing in the Alps until age thirty-

nine. Brevoort took her young nephew, William 

Coolidge, as her mountaineering companion. Then 

fourteen, he was a delicate child, “weak in health 

and undistinguished in performance,” his biogra-

pher Ronald Clark writes in An Eccentric in the Alps. 

Brevoort thought that perhaps the alpine air would 

improve his health, so in July of 1865 the two of 

them wandered up the gentle slope of the Niesen 

in the Bernese Alps, picking wild strawberries on 

their way. Three days prior, after standing atop the 

coveted summit of the Matterhorn, four climbers 

had fallen to their deaths. In the aftermath, Queen 

Victoria threatened to ban climbing. Mountaineers 

“went about under a sort of dark shade, looked on 

with scarcely disguised contempt by the world of 

ordinary travellers,” Coolidge later recalled in The 

Alps in Nature and History.

Nevertheless, Brevoort committed to join-

ing their ranks. Two months later, Brevoort and 

her nephew headed to attempt the icy Strahlegg 

pass. The night before their climb, Brevoort gave 

up the single bed in the Eismeer chalet to her 

young nephew, and she slept on the floor. At 2:45 

a.m., their guides Peter Bernet, Rudolf Boss and 

Joseph Jossi and an unnamed shepherd began 

cutting steps for them in the steep, glare ice. 

Brevoort later described in a letter how the guides 

lowered their scarves and other bits of clothing 

to help them climb over sheer rocks. At the end 

of the summer, Brevoort and her friend Madame 

Denise Couttet followed two guides to the highest 

summit in Western Europe. Atop Mont Blanc, the 

party drank champagne, danced a quadrille and, at 

Brevoort’s prompting, sang the chorus of the then-

outlawed Marseillaise, the anthem of the French 

Revolution. 

Marguerite “Meta” Claudia Brevoort 
PAULA WRIGHT1825–1876
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Soon the exploits of Brevoort, Coolidge and 

the dog Tschingel began to appear in the Alpine 

Journal, which solidified their reputation as “the 

most famous trio in the Alps,” according to Clark. 

A gift from their frequent guide Christian Almer, 

the beagle pup sniffed out hidden crevasses and 

warned of dangers. Named for one of the glacial 

passes she had crossed early in her mountain 

career, Tschingel wore a collar inscribed with fa-

mous routes she had climbed. In 1875 she had 

the honor of claiming the first canine ascent of 

Mt. Blanc. That same year, Tschingel was elected 

as an honorary Alpine Club member. She was, as 

Brevoort wrote to her sister, “the first lady ever 

admitted into that exclusive body.” Brevoort was 

unable to join her canine companion in this dis-

tinction, as human females were not admitted 

into the Alpine Club until 1975.

Early in her climbing career, Brevoort fixated 

on two ascents: the Meije and the Matterhorn. 

She wanted to become the first woman to climb 

the Matterhorn. Even more so, she wanted to be 

the first climber, male or female, to stand atop 

la Meije. Brevoort lost her chance for the first 

female ascent of the Matterhorn in 1871 when 

Lucy Walker, a young British climber, raced to the 

summit a few days ahead of Brevoort’s sched-

uled attempt. Brevoort settled instead for the 

first female traverse of the Matterhorn, up the 

northeast ridge and down the “Great Beak” of the 

southwest ridge. Only four parties in history had 

achieved this feat—as she recounted with plea-

sure—whereas Walker’s ascent of the mountain 

was the nineteenth overall. After Brevoort’s party 

failed on la Meije in 1870, she endeavored to keep 

their plans for that mountain secret in hopes that 

the climb wouldn’t attract other competitors.  

Other peaks caught Coolidge’s interest, how-

ever, and as he increasingly influenced the trio’s 

climbing schemes, plans for a second attempt on 

la Meije seemed to fade from their schedules. In 

1875, when Coolidge’s mother died, leaving her 

eighteen-year-old daughter, Lil, in her sister’s care, 

Brevoort sensed her mountaineering days were at 

an end. The following summer, Coolidge travelled 

to the region alone, though he promised to write 

to his aunt should a weather window appear for 

la Meije. Just in case, Breevort had arranged for 

Lil to stay with friends. That June, Coolidge wrote, 

“Christian [Almer] will not pronounce the kamm 

[sic] impossible, but would try if…if…if…if---the 

old story, of settled weather, a certain state of the 

snow, a small party…. Of course, none of the ‘ifs’  

exist at present, so dear old duck, I don’t think you 

need to come.” 

As she waited at the hotel in Chamonix, 

Brevoort despaired: not a day passed unmarred 

by “showers and thunder and lightning…[skies] 

black as night and occasionally Mt. Blanc emerg-

ing like a phantom of light.” In broad, swooping 

cursive, she wrote again to her nephew that she 

maintained a “glimmering hope” he would tele-

graph her to come to La Grave. Such a note never 

came. Later that summer, Brevoort proposed that 

Coolidge take care of Lil just long enough that 

she might attempt la Meije with Almer again: 

“You won’t grudge me that,” she entreated, “as 

you’ve often said the Meije was not your wish 

and you know it is emphatically mine.”  But then, 

perhaps feeling guilty, Brevoort wrote to say she 

had changed her mind. Brevoort would not have 

another chance to summit the mountain; that De-

cember, she contracted rheumatic fever and died 

a few days later. 

In August 1877, another party achieved the first 

ascent of the highest peak of the Meije. A year 

later, Coolidge’s party made the second ascent. 

On the summit, as he reflected in Alpine Studies, 

“The pleasure of having attained a long-wished-

for goal was very great, but at the same time my 

thoughts recurred involuntarily to my companion 

(my dear aunt, the late Miss Brevoort, who died 

December 19, 1876) on many expeditions in the 

Dauphiné, one of whose most cherished wishes 

it had been to stand on this lofty pinnacle, a wish 

which was doomed to remain forever unsatisfied.” 

Echoes of Brevoort’s ambitions and desires 

appear throughout early Alpine histories, often 

mediated through the words of her nephew. 

While Brevoort’s personal letters are archived at 

the Zentralbibliothek in Zürich, they have never 

been printed in full. Brevoort left only one pub-

lished record: an article in the 1872 Alpine Journal 

(cleverly disguised under Coolidge’s name, as 

women weren’t allowed to publish in that title 

until 1889). Leaving Tschingel to guard the tent, 

she and her companions ascended toward the 

northern arête of the Bietschhorn. Rays of light 

glimmered between the pines, as though the cool 

air was saturated with golden dust. For a brief 

moment, high above base camp, Brevoort’s heart 

smoldered with wonder. “The brilliant sunshine…

dispelled all the gloom,” she wrote, “but could not 

banish the feeling of quietness and mystery.” 

[Additional thanks to Special Collections at the Zürich 

Central Library for providing scans of Brevoort’s let-

ters—Ed.]

[Facing Page] William Coolidge with his aunt, Meta Brevoort, their guides Christian Almer 

(far left) and Ulrich Almer (Christian's son, second left,) and dog Tschingel, circa 1874.  l  

[This Page, Top] Meta Brevoort. In Alpinus Conteur Dauphinois, Raymond Couche claimed 

that the illustrious “Miss Brewort” invited him on an attempt of la Meije: “Imagine that 

Louis XIV had invited me to dance a minuet at Versailles."  l  [This Page, Bottom] Tschingel, 

who reportedly climbed 66 summits in her lifetime. Courtesy of the Alpine Club  (all)
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with first winter ascents of the Wetterhorn and the Jungfrau. In an 1889 
address, the former Alpine Club president Clinton Dent praised women 
such as Brevoort as part of an “Alpine sisterhood” capable of “first class” 
winter climbs (mentioning some of her feats, though not her name). 
Yet women still weren’t allowed to publish articles in the Alpine Journal 
during Brevoort’s lifetime, and all the printed accounts of her adven-
tures thus appeared with her nephew’s byline. Over the decades after her 
death, many English history writers reduced her to a supporting char-
acter in Coolidge’s famous career—an eccentric sidekick, a lady spinster 
with an intrepid dog. What seemed often forgotten was that she was the 
one who introduced him to climbing. 

Today, more than 150 years later, Brevoort is largely an icon of wom-
en’s mountaineering, though her accomplishments were significant by any 
standard. Her story is moving, yet also saddening for me. There’s some-
thing all too familiar about the idea that a mountaineer who loved the 
uncertainty of true adventure—and who contributed to the evolution of 
alpinism—might be mainly remembered for her gender and for what she 
wore. Online commenters still insist, erroneously, that “women don’t gen-
erally make first ascents” or that “women aren’t innovative.” Meanwhile, 
strong female alpinists such as the late Kei Taniguchi remain under-publi-
cized, though their bold exploratory climbs have continued to prove those 
stereotypes wrong. Role models play a key part in providing future gen-
erations with visions of paths they might follow, and we all need more 
exposure to the variety of protagonists in our pursuits. I hope that 150 
years from now, the great female climbers of our century won’t be recalled 
only as an “alpine sisterhood,” but also as alpinists in their own right.

For the Homeland Through the Mountain

In  a large, axe-bearing expedition marched into Saint-Christophe, 
much to the bewilderment of its residents. At a local inn, a villager informed 
them that climbing wasn’t possible this season: too much snow had fallen. 
“The first part of his observation we proved before we left Dauphiné to 

be incorrect,” F. Gardiner wrote in the Alpine Journal, “but the latter por-
tion…we occasionally found to be most uncomfortably true.”

Despite the deep drifts, he and the other four British climbers—
the Rev. C. Taylor, R. and W.M. Pendlebury, and T. Cox—led by the 
Swiss guides Hans and Peter Baumann, Peter Knubel and J.M. Loch-
matter managed the second ascent of the Pic Central, only to stop, just 
as abruptly, at the sight of the arête between them and the Grand Pic:

The western and highest peak, surpassing the one we were upon only by 
a few feet, looked unspeakably formidable. When Hans Baumann was ques-
tioned about it he gave it as his opinion that one Herr and two guides might 
get up, if they never cared to come down again. Peter Baumann, doubling 
the amount at which he usually declined anything, declared two thousand 
francs an insufficient sum to induce him to make the attempt.

Thus thwarted, the visitors amused themselves piling more stones on 
“Mr. Coolidge’s cairn,” and they headed home. Gardiner reported that 
the Dauphiné had the best “wild rocky weird scenery” of any range he’d 
seen and that the inns really weren’t all that terrible. Perhaps emboldened, 
a year later, another English climber, Oakley Maund, ventured a short 
distance along the ridge between the summit of the Pic Central and the 
Grand Pic, following his guide Jean Martin. They turned around after 
they determined the summit was too far to reach that day. Yet unlike their 
predecessors, they believed the line might be possible, and if a blizzard 
hadn’t arrived the next morning, they would have made another try.

The resistance of the Grand Pic, now widely called “Cervin [Mat-
terhorn] Dauphinois,” contributed to its notoriety and allure. As more 
French alpinists launched attempts, their expeditions took on a patri-
otic aim. Just as the Alpine Club of London was steeped in ideas about 
British imperial valor, the Club Alpin Français, at its founding in 1874, 
reflected hopes of restored French glory after the defeat in the Franco-
Prussian War. They chose the motto “For the Homeland Through the 
Mountain.” For the first edition of the Annuaire du CAF, Ernest Cézanne 
composed a manifesto in which he explained that the fascination with 
cities during the industrial revolution had caused his fellow citizens to 
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ignore the value of the French Alps. Mountains, he insisted, are “the 
ramparts of France…how will we hold on to them if, little by little, the 
population deserts them?”

In August 1874, two members of the CAF made a fateful acquain-
tance on Mont Blanc: Henry Duhamel and Emmanuel Boileau de 
Castelnau. The twenty-one-year-old Duhamel, from a bourgeois family, 
was deeply immersed in a pursuit of mountain exploration and cartogra-
phy. Boileau de Castelnau was a seventeen-year-old student, enthralled 
with adventure books. His father, the Baron de Castelnau, had allowed 
him to travel and climb on his own with guides since age fifteen. “Either 
he did not realize the dangers I had to face,” Boileau de Castelnau later 
speculated in his diary, “or he had great confidence in me.”

It was so cold that day on the Grand Plateau of Mont Blanc that the 
climbers’ tins of sardines and bottles of champagne turned to ice. Gusts 
of wind tore through thick snow, and whirling drifts stung their faces. 
Thrown together among the parties that escaped during a lull in the storm, 
the two men began to talk, and Duhamel confessed his dreams of la Meije.

As Duhamel wrote in the Annuaire, he’d been captivated by the peak 
ever since he read Whymper’s descriptions in Scrambles Amongst the Alps: 

Those few lines of the famous English alpinist were amply sufficient, in 
our opinion, to justify the attraction produced by la Meije on climbers in 
general, and particularly on French alpinists, made jealous by the thought 
that anyone other than one of their compatriots might snatch the conquest of 
their national Matterhorn, la Meije, the Matterhorn of Dauphiné.

Duhamel and a friend, H. Georges Devin, planned to try a “possi-
bly accessible” route that Whymper described as “a long glacier, which 
descends from [the apex of la Meije] towards the N.E. into the valley 
of Arsine.” They intended a slow approach to their quest, practicing on 

nearby mountains to familiarize themselves with the rock. But Devin 
became impatient, and while Duhamel was away on a climbing trip 
to Algeria, the “unfaithful” friend attempted la Meije without him. “It 
was a great disappointment for me,” Duhamel wrote. “But my surprise 
became even greater when, upon my return to France, I learned that 
storms had chased M. Devin from his camp of attack placed at the 
‘Aigle’ rock…and that he had to abandon his project, along with his 
tent, which was buried under several feet of snow.” 

Devin’s party was one of several expeditions defeated by the wintry July 
weather of 1875. The legendary Italian guides J.A. Carrel and J.J. Maquig-
naz of Matterhorn fame and their employer A.E. Martelli also retreated in 
a storm. The same blizzard drove the French climber Henry Cordier and 
the Chamonix guide Jean Tairraz away from their Aigle camp, and the 
British client Lord Wentworth’s party from a reconnaissance of the north 
side. Three Swiss guides, Christian Almer, C. Roth and Rudolf Kaufmann 
inched carefully along the west arête from the Brèche that Brevoort had 
once eyed. According to their client Coolidge (who waited to see how they 
did), they took six and a half hours to cross a few hundred feet, before 
they teetered their way back. Jaun returned with another guide, Andreas 
Maurer, and British clients J. Eccles and T. Middlemore, only to encoun-
ter deep cold and hazardous snow. Meanwhile, R. Pendlebury and the 
Tyrolean guides Gabriel and Josef Spechtenhauser stumbled back down, 
disheartened, from an exploration of the south side.

Devin, perhaps repentant, suggested that Duhamel try the north 
side of la Meije for himself. And thus, Duhamel hired two strong guides 
from Chamonix, Alexandre Tournier and François Simond. After Boi-
leau de Castelnau asked to join their attempt, along with his own guide 
Léon Simond, they made their way to a rock outcrop at 3450 meters on 

[Spread] Fold-out from the Alpine flyer “Excursion in Oisans” (1896), depicting a line of 

summits stretching 100 kilometers across the Alps. Spread out, the pamphlet measures 

more than two meters in length and a meter in height. When English climber Henry 

Gale Gotch attempted to climb la Meije in early 1876, he lamented, “The maps of the 

neighborhood of the Meije are (so far as I am aware, without a single exception) gross-

ly and grotesquely inaccurate.... The eastern arête cannot yet be pronounced imprac-

ticable, for the first of the two attempts of the Meije by the present writer is the only 

really serious and determined attack which has yet been made thereby.” Louis Guéry
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the edge of the Tabuchet Glacier, a campsite 
that Duhamel termed the “hôtel de l’Aigle.” 
With them, they carried a rope that the hap-
less Devin offered as a “present.” 

Recalling the stories of past failures on 
other lines, they headed west to examine a 
mosaic of scattered rock and snowy couloirs. 
Once there, they found only masses of over-
hanging ice and winding crevasses. Their heavy 
axes barely broke the brittle ice and glanced off 
a surface so hard it seemed like metal, while 
their boots skittered on a loose layer of sleet. 
Even today, with modern tools and crampons, 
this area still feels exposed and steep. After 
chopping steps for hours on “les Corridors,” 
their verdict, Duhamel wrote, was unanimous: 
the Corridors could only be climbed during 
a rare winter when enough firm snow might 
accummulate to cover the thin ice—but not so much as to render the 
sheer rocks of the summit impassable.

Not willing to give up, they decided to look at other options. In the 
morning, storm winds swirled through an opaque fog. Tournier and the 
Simonds left camp at 9 a.m. to cut steps in advance. A mere three hours 
later, through a gap in the clouds, their small figures appeared atop the Pic 
Central. When the guides returned, Duhamel asked them to bring him 
and Boileau de Castelnau back up the Pic Central the next day. From the 
summit of Doigt de Dieu, he came to the same conclusion that Brevoort’s 
party had: there was no way to continue along the arête to the Grand Pic. 
But Tournier pointed toward the south face and told him about the late 
Michel Croz’s attempt. Looking through his telescope, Duhamel thought 
he glimpsed a route that could be climbed with the aid of a ladder to a 
small, square-shaped snowfield, later known as the Glacier Carré.

On the way down, Duhamel noticed chamois droppings in the steep 
snow. “Perhaps the first person who will have the pleasure of climbing la 
Meije will find, on the summit, that he has been preceded by a surprise 
of that kind,” he mused. After a few more days of raging wind and pour-
ing rain, he’d become convinced neither the weather nor the topography 
of that mountain would ever be much suited to humankind.

Such a Terrible Place

At the end of the next season, the Annuaire would report the 
now-customary discouraging news: “The West Peak of la Meije has 
undergone once more this year numerous attempts, of which not one 
was crowned with success.” In June 1876, a false rumor flared that the 
guides Jakob Anderegg and Andreas Maurer had succeeded with their 
French client Henry Cordier. After confirming his team’s failure, Cor-
dier wrote to the president of the CAF, “The Grand Pic de la Meije was, 
in its current conditions, impossible.” Still, he noted, Christian Almer 
and another respected guide, Melchior Anderegg, reminded him that 
the Matterhorn was likewise “impossible” for years—until suddenly it 

wasn’t. “Mountains change a lot more than one 
generally thinks.” The Oberland guides Ulrich 
and Christian Lauener, less optimistic, took 
Lord Wentworth on yet another try, before 
declaring that the peak was definitively “cursed.”

That same summer, Tournier, who was 
becoming an expert in la Meije attempts, came 
back with his fellow guide Henri Devouassoud. 
Their British client Henry Gotch had hired 
them for what proved to be one of the most 
thorough—and hazardous—examinations of 
possible routes. Gotch longed for an experience 
that would resemble the earliest days of Alpine 
exploration, when summits were more greatly 
feared. In the Alpine Journal, he lamented:

Goblins and devils have long vanished from the 
Alps; and so many years have passed without any 
well-authenticated account of the discovery of a 

dragon that dragons too may be considered to have migrated…. The moun-
tains themselves are not what they were… Who now pours blood at the ears, 
or fears his breast-bone may give way, in an ascent of Mont Blanc?... The 
ascent of the Matterhorn no longer ranks as the last achievement of presump-
tuous man…. If haply then I might see one of the great Alps still unspoilt, 
I determined to go last year to Dauphiné and to devote myself to the Meije.

After sketching la Meije from various sides, Gotch and the guides 
headed to the Aigle, where their porters hacked through six inches of 
ice to build a cramped tent platform. Deep snow buried the wood that 
Tournier had cached on a previous attempt. Unable to build a fire, they 
lay shivering. Rising before dawn, they tried to traverse the north face to 
join the arête between the Pic Central and the Grand Pic near the apex. 
When the ice proved too sheer, hard and thin, they veered back to the 
Pic Central, and they arrived on its summit by 6:30 a.m.

It was midsummer, and the sky was a bright, still and perfect blue. 
Restless, Gotch told the guides it was time to try to continue along the 
ridge. Tournier and Devouassoud showed no sign of moving. They told 
him that way was still just as “impossible” as ever. Gotch refused to listen. 
“I had previously agreed with Devouassoud that we were only to stop 
when we came actually to a place where we could not pass,” he recounted, 
“so that on my pressing he offered no opposition to trying further.”

A sprinkling of snow covered the delicate crest, and Tournier had to 
stop again and again to trundle loose stones, which tumbled for hundreds 
of meters through the thin air. Fed up, he looked back toward his client. 
“Ma foi!” the guide said, “I don’t like going this way.” Gotch, who consid-
ered himself an experienced rock climber, assured Tournier it was perfectly 
safe for anyone of “ordinary” capability. Ten minutes later, Tournier turned 
once more. “Here, we’re going to dégringoler.” Gotch, unfamiliar with the 
French word, asked what he meant. “Culbuter,” Tournier responded, with 
an emphatic synonym, and his hands depicted the motion of bodies tum-
bling. Gotch asked Devouassoud for his opinion. Devouassoud remained 
taciturn, so Gotch kept the group moving forward.

At the first notch, the wind had piled the drifts into a giant cornice. 

[This Page] Emmanuel Boileau de Castelnau. Although “the siege of the Meije was almost 

as long as that of the Matterhorn,” historian Claire Eliane Engel notes in They came to the 

Hills, “it is strange to realize that, while Whymper became universally known,” the name 

Boileau de Castelnau “has sunk almost completely into oblivion.” Public domain  l  [Facing 

Page] La Meije from the Aigle, where many early would-be ascensionists camped, show-

ing (from left to right) the Pic Oriental, Pic Central and Pic Occidental. The dotted line 

indicates the route Duhamel took during an August 1875 ascent of the Pic Central. The 

cross indicates where the glaciers Tabuchet and de l’Homme intersect. Henry Duhamel 
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Tournier told Gotch, yet again, that they couldn’t continue. Devouas-
soud kept quiet. “He would not give any opinion,” Gotch recounted, 
“or perhaps I might afterward say it was his fault we turned back: I was 
the master, and must decide; but I could see it was impossible to go fur-
ther.” Gotch gave in: there was no hope of chopping though the nearly 
overhanging snow formation.

Back on the Pic Central, Tournier pointed out, once more, the route 
of Croz’s attempt, which he’d written to Gotch about earlier, and Gotch 
agreed to consider it. They descended to La Grave to prepare to move their 
camp to the Étançons Valley. The next morning, however, Gotch became 
struck by another possibility: an immense couloir on the north face that 
sliced through a jagged wall and joined a thin white line of snow and ice. 
This route seemed to lead over the crest to a gap above the Glacier Carré 
that Duhamel had predicted would be the end of the difficulties. So, leav-
ing most of their gear with their porters, they wove through a maze of ice 
and crevasses to test Gotch’s new idea. At noon, as the shadow of the wall 
extended far across the glacier, he began to realize it might be steeper than 
he’d thought. “Me, I won’t lose heart,” Devouassoud said in the lead. “Me 
neither,” Tournier replied. “Not me, either,” Gotch chimed in.

A huge bergschrund rose like a tilted roof, its surface polished and 
hard as mirror. Even Gotch was impressed:

Imagine…that you must hold on with one hand whilst you pick holes 
by means of a three-foot-long ice-axe with the other; that the step you stand 
on…is a mere hole into which you can only poke the toe of one…that instead 
of grasping the round of a ladder with the hand you must encircle the body 
of an icicle with the arm, and you will have some idea of the difficulty 
Devouassoud had...

It was long before the days of modern ice screws, and Devouas-
soud had no way to protect himself as he struggled. Soon his partners 

unroped, aware they could do nothing for him and wanting to let him at 
least move more freely. “I have never been in such a terrible place in my 
life,” Devouassoud said. Then Gotch heard him declare “in a most hor-
ribly plaintive tone—one which I have often heard from boys when they 
are just going to cry, but hope never to hear from a man again—that he 
could move neither forward nor back.”

Tournier commented that Devouassoud could easily crack his head 
open in a fall. Gotch shouted every French word he could muster, urging 
Devouassoud to take a sip of brandy and hold tight until one of them 
could come to his rescue. Devouassoud didn’t have a flask, however, and 
he needed to find a way to move. Slowly,  instead, he took one hand off 
his axe, grabbed his pocketknife and chipped away enough ice to find a 
small foothold. He reached up to a solid rock edge and pulled himself 
over the rim. From there, he looked up at the couloir his client wanted 
to climb, and he shouted down, “There’s no hope at all.”

Gotch decided to clamber up to him, on toprope, if for no other 
reason than to convince the guide to a fix a section of cord for the way 
down. Rappel devices wouldn’t be invented for many more years, and in 
those days most climbers (apart from Whymper) hadn’t yet figured out 
how to retrieve a rope after using it to aid their descent. When he joined 
Devouassoud, Gotch offered him a sip of brandy. With some compo-
sure regained, the two men took turns venturing higher up the slope to 
investigate the couloir, which proved to contain merely a narrow veneer 
of ice over loose stones. “I did not like to give the matter up, and asked 
[Devouassoud] what he thought it best to do,” Gotch recounted. “He 
would not say—he should not like to advise going on, and then that 
there should be an accident; adding presently, it was for me to decide; as 
for him, he had neither wife nor child, but there was his body to work.”

At last, Gotch declared another retreat. After getting his guide to 
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agree to fix the rope for himself, he down climbed while Devouassoud 
held the rope for him. Not wanting to leave anything behind, however, 
when it was his turn to descend, Devouassoud merely looped one end 
of the rope around a small boulder, where it soon slipped off. Somehow, 
he managed to solo down the same moves he’d nearly died climbing up. 
Perhaps fortunately for the trio, a deluge of rain and snow prevented any 
more adventures on la Meije that summer.

Forced to Give Up All Hope

In September , while in Grenoble, Duhamel read in La Durance 
that “an Englishman, Mr. Stewenart, accompanied by the Austrian guide 
Spechtenhauser” had summited la Meije. Duhamel immediately sent a 
telegraph to François Simond and another Chamonix guide, Édouard 
Cupelin, asking them to accompany him to the mountain to check 
the news. Along the way, Duhamel asked each stagecoach driver if he’d 
heard of anyone climbing la Meije—the replies came back No. By the 

time they arrived in Saint-Christophe, a letter to the editor had appeared 
in La Durance, inquiring whether the purported first ascensionists had 
approached the peak from La Bérarde, since no such climbers had been 
seen in La Grave. Gaspard told Duhamel that he didn’t know of any 
ascents, and when the party hurried to La Bérarde, Rodier announced 
that the report was a hoax: la Meije remained unclimbed.

While there, Duhamel wanted to explore the Étançons side of the 
mountain. By then, Rodier was running a small hostel for climbers, under 
the auspices of the Société des Touristes du Dauphiné. After much effort, 
Duhamel persuaded him to allow Simond, Cupelin and Gaspard to sleep 
in one of the beds reserved for members of alpine clubs. On September 
25, they packed seventy meters of manila rope and two small ladders, 
along with blankets and two days’ worth of food. A pale fog swept from 
the heights as they established a camp at the Châtelleret, a large boulder 
at approximately 2300 meters, surrounded by a small oasis of junipers 
and grass. They angled their necks to look at the south face of la Meije. 
Its sheer monoliths of stone seemed nearly impassable. To the west of the 

WHEN, IN THE SMALL HOURS of the morning, still 

half-dreaming and walking with hesitant steps, 

you approach an ascent of the Grand Pic de la 

Meije, you begin to climb up a gentle stone couloir, 

without really seeing it, like a sleepwalker. Your 

wake-up call resounds a little higher: you stumble 

up against a steep wall that seems raised to halt 

the progress of any climbers. After all, that’s what 

happened here on September 27, 1876. French 

alpinist Henry Duhamel and his Chamonix guides 

François Simond and Édouard Cupelin, stopped at 

around 3500 meters. They built a cairn to mark the 

point they’d attained, which came to be known as 

the Pyramide Duhamel.  

Born in Paris, Duhamel had moved to Gières, 

close to Grenoble, after the 

death of his father. Duhamel 

had been a sickly adolescent, 

and his doctors prescribed a 

sojourn in the Alps. By age 

twenty, he had dedicated the 

rest of his life to the moun-

tains. For the young alpinists of 

Grenoble, the nearby Massif du 

Haut-Dauphiné seemed like a 

natural playground. Over there, 

they knew, rose an inaccessible 

peak: the Grand Pic de la Meije.

Transfixed with desire, Duhamel had tried 

to climb it from the east ridge, the north-facing 

Corridors and the west ridge. In 1875, he and 

a teenaged nobleman, Emmanuel Boileau de 

Castelnau, had perched on the central peak of la 

Meije—a lower summit called the Doigt de Dieu 

that pointed toward the heavens like an authorita-

tive finger. From there, Duhamel noticed one area 

on the south face where the angle appeared more 

moderate: the Arête du Promontoire. But he didn’t 

have the audacity, yet, to push his advantage. 

A year later, Duhamel decided just to go and 

see what might happen, without really believing 

in success. He brought two ladders that could 

be stacked one on top of the other. But this 

wall clearly impressed him as much as it did his 

guides. They didn’t even try to go farther. In La 

Meije, Reine de l’Oisans (2000), Pierre Chapoutot 

explains, “They failed because they decided they 

would fail!” After the attempt, Duhamel wrote to 

Adolphe Joanne, the president of the Club Alpin 

Français (CAF): “I will permit myself to state with 

assurance, la Meije cannot be climbed.” 

IN 1877 DUHAMEL was at the village of Vallouise, 

in a sunny open valley on the southeast side of the 

massif. The CAF had moved its annual meeting here 

for the inauguration of the Refuge Cézanne. That 

season, the conditions in the mountains were ideal 

for ascents—the skies were calm, the nights cool 

enough for frost—and the gentlemen of the club, in 

dress coats and ties, went from banquet to banquet, 

lecture to lecture, raising numerous toasts. 

At the time, there were only a few French 

alpinists, and they still weren’t very bold. But 

after France’s defeat in the Franco-Prussian War, 

they counted on raising the pride and morale of 

their nation through their feats, and they chose 

the Club motto: “For the Homeland, Through the 

Mountain.” Duhamel was one of the founders. He 

felt at ease in this crowd, among people from his 
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[Photo] Henry Duhamel. The alpinist illuminated the client/guide relationship in the CAF 

journal, praising the "courageous montagnard [who risks]...his life fearlessly to make up 

for some clumsy mistake due to your inexperience...not knowing whether...he might not 

find himself suddenly dragged into the abyss by one of your false steps.” Public domain 
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Glacier Carré, a long buttress descended, furrowed with chimneys and 
arêtes—the weakness that Tournier had shown him the previous summer.

That afternoon, they hiked to the toe of the buttress. The rock lacked 
the folds and wrinkles that Duhamel had become accustomed to on 
other peaks, yet they discovered just enough in-cut holds for their boots 
to stick. Around 3335 meters, they arrived at a large chimney, but the 
sky was starting to glow with evening, and they descended to camp, 
where they built a fire out of juniper branches. The night was alight with 
stars. Certain of clear weather, Duhamel asked the guides to wake him at 
4 a.m., before he tucked himself into a nook below the boulder. He arose 
to soft rain. Simond told him to go back to sleep. At 7 a.m., the clouds 
lifted, briefly, and they started the climb again, only to find themselves 
enveloped in mist, their feet slipping on light snow and verglas.

After their retreat to La Bérarde, Gaspard learned that his wife was 
ill, and he asked permission to return to Saint-Christophe to take care of 
her. At 3 a.m., the stars blazed once more, and the others retraced their 
way over the rain-glazed rocks. Near the top of the chimney, a large block 

appeared to be a dead end, but they managed to push and pull each other 
up. Back on the ridge crest, they confronted an overhanging “polished 
mass of rocks” that rose for about ten meters. Here, around 3500 meters, 
they built a cairn to mark the spot of their final defeat. Today, this place is 
named the “Pyramide Duhamel.”

After dreaming of la Meije for so long, Duhamel had come painfully 
close to the critical Glacier Carré. In an instant, all his belief vanished. 
Perhaps, if he hadn’t encountered so much verglas that morning, the 
story would have had a different ending. Sometimes, momentary 
changes in weather and conditions can shift your mind and heart about 
which peaks are feasible or not, which obstacles can be overcome or 
not. Maybe it was that act of turning away, so near the goal, that devas-
tated him. Or else, he became aware of dangers and responsibilities that 
he’d kept carefully hidden from his conscious thoughts. For whatever 
reason, this was Duhamel’s last attempt. In a letter to the president of 
the CAF, he rejected each of the most promising routes that climbers 
had tried. He explained that the risks were too great, not just for himself, 

own social class, the upper bourgeoisie. His sta-

tus as an explorer of la Meije bestowed a certain 

aura. He hadn’t succeeded, but he’d gotten close, 

and here he was a celebrity.  

On August 18, Emmanuel Boileau de Castelnau 

burst into the midst of a banquet with his guide, 

Pierre Gaspard. Two days earlier, they had climbed 

the Grand Pic de la Meije, and they had come to pro-

claim the good news. The Club members welcomed 

them with fervor: it was the first time a French team 

had reached the top of a major, difficult unclimbed 

peak. (When local climbers summited Mont Blanc in 

1786, it was not yet part of France.) It was a good 

omen for the future of the CAF, and la Meije would 

become its emblem. 

Without a doubt, Boileau de Castelnau and Gas-

pard’s success was a blow for Duhamel—a lashing 

rebuttal to his peremptory, and imprudent, letter. 

He had spent so much of himself trying to attain 

this first ascent, and now when he heard their an-

nouncement, he said simply, “Ah! So it’s done.” He 

congratulated his rival and took part in the general 

euphoria. It was convenient that this high society 

gathering at Vallouise still had a good stockpile of 

champagne, which the revelers soon put to use. 

 Duhamel would never again attempt his fa-

vorite summit. Instead, he contented himself with 

the first ascent of the Pic Gaspard, a satellite peak 

of la Meije, in 1878, with Gaspard and one of his 

sons. Two years later, once more with the Gas-

pards, he climbed a new route on the south face 

of the Barre des Écrins. Even today, this route is 

one of the most beautiful excursions in the Alps: 

climbers step out onto the highest point of the 

massif amid the dazzling, reflected light of the 

northern glaciers.  

AND THEN, ONLY TWENTY-SEVEN, Duhamel turned 

away from serious, technical alpinism. Nonethe-

less, he stayed interested in the Haut-Dauphiné. He  

created a map at a scale of 1:100,000, published in 

1889 with the Guide du Haut-Dauphiné, co-authored 

by W.A.B. Coolidge and F. Perrin. Colorful and deco-

rative, the “Carte Duhamel” also included precise 

lines that made it an essential tool for alpinists—

decades ahead of its time.  

Meanwhile, Duhamel had begun exploring the 

mountains near Grenoble in winter, and in 1878 

he visited the Universal Exposition at Paris, where 

he hoped to find snowshoes. A Norwegian exhibi-

tor showed him a pair of skis—equipment then 

unknown in France. Duhamel bought the display 

model. It took him ten years to perfect the bind-

ings and to ski in a satisfactory manner. But he 

was more obstinate with this new sport than he 

had been with la Meije, and his dashing silhou-

ette, armed with a single long pole, became a 

familiar image on the slopes of Chamrousse. 

In 1890 Duhamel brought back fourteen pairs 

of skis from Finland and created the first ski club in 

France. With a Swedish instructor, he organized a 

demonstration in the Vercors that generated a lot 

of buzz—so much so that in 1901, members of the 

159th Alpine Infantry Regiment began learning to 

ski at Briançon. Loaded with their packs and rifles, 

their cartridge belts strapped over their shoulders, 

the soldiers glided down the long snowy valleys 

of the Haut-Dauphiné—like transformed figures 

of the chamois hunters of old.  

At the start of World War I in 1914, Duhamel 

was a captain in the reserves, but he had passed 

the age limit. Nonetheless, he obtained a commis-

sion to train units of skiers in the 28th Battalion 

of Alpine Hunters. In December 1916, the great 

mountaineer slipped on some verglas in the court-

yard of the barracks. After such a banal fall, he hid 

his pain. He died from the effects of the injuries at 

the beginning of 1917, at age sixty-four. 

These days, many of the skiers who hurtle 

down the slopes of the Haut-Dauphiné aren’t in-

terested in the history of the pioneers. The “Carte 

Duhamel,” its delicate tints a little faded, has 

been replaced by the anonymous IGN maps—or 

more often, now, by GPS. Even the cairn on the 

south face of la Meije hasn’t survived the rig-

ors of the mountain environment. The Pyramide 

Duhamel is only the name of a place where an 

attempt ended without glory. What remains of 

Duhamel? For those who remember, the image of 

a pleasant man—not particularly brilliant, a little 

plodding—whose influence on the history of al-

pinism remains a faint, but still luminous trace. 

—Translated from the French by Katie Ives 
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but above all, for his guides: “Let me say with 
assurance, la Meije cannot be climbed…. From 
the side of Étançons, several centuries would 
have to pass before anyone could get beyond 
the point where my brave guides built a pyr-
amid.” Duhamel soon came to regret those 
decisive words.

A Sort of Paralysis

The irrepressible Henry Gotch didn’t share 
Duhamel’s opinion. For his lengthy Alpine 
Journal account of the season’s adventures, 
Gotch assessed the previous history, sketched 
a diagram of the topography, and created a 
chart of every attempt since the mysterious 
adventure of Michel Croz, complete with bib-
liography. Full of apparent glee, he concluded:

The Meije can by no means be held to have been exhaustively tried; 
in fact, no single route even has any great weight of evidence against its 
practicability… I have no hesitation in saying that every one of these ought 
to be tried again—a little more or less snow might make all the difference…. 
But the assailant of the Meije should be no ordinary man; he should be able 
to subsist on anything or nothing, he should be flea-proof and fly-proof, he 
should be able to sleep in any posture or go without sleep altogether…and 
above all he should be strong in the power of waiting.

Early in 1877, the next round began. In April, when the mountain 
hadn’t yet emerged from winter, Léon Fayolle and Paul Guillemin slogged 
through wind drifts to the Aigle, realized the snow was too deep, got struck 
by a blizzard and made an abrupt retreat. On June 1, Cordier launched 
his third attempt, with Jakob Anderegg and Andreas Maurer, and once 
more announced la Meije was “impossible.” Only six days afterward, he 
was glissading down a snowfield after a first ascent of the nearby 3563-
meter Le Plaret, when he fell into a hidden chasm and died. The persistent 
Lord Wentworth, with L. Lanier and Émile Rey (who would later become 
known as the “Prince of Guides,” famous for his ability on difficult peaks), 
tried both the Corridors and the west arête from the Brèche. Still mourn-
ing his aunt, Coolidge and the Almers turned back on the same ridge.

In July, Guillemin climbed to the top of the Brèche with a friend, M. 
A. Salvador de Quatrefages and the guides Émile Pic, Eugène Mathonnet 
and Jules Bouillet. There, Guillemin recounted in his Annuaire report, 
they had “a somewhat emotional farewell,” perhaps uncertain that they’d 
ever see each other again. De Quatrefages and two of the guides descended, 
leaving Guillemin and Pic to confront the now terrifying mountain. To 
create a roof over the stone shelter that Pic built, Guillemin draped the 
flag that he was planning to fly from the summit of la Meije. Before set-
tling in, they wandered a little to the south where Guillemin had noticed a 
promising line. Stones fell like “hail,” and the whole side of the mountain 
seemed about to stir and move. They quickly clambered back to their bivy. 
Gusts of wind beat against the Brèche while they watched the reflections 
of the dusk light up the faraway Mont Blanc. They continued brewing tea, 
huddled beneath their single tartan rug, as the full moon rose and turned 

the entire Massif des Écrins to black and silver.
At dawn, they woke to a crystalline sky. 

They planned to climb along the north face 
to the crest between the Épaule and the Doigt 
and descend to the Glacier Carré—that elusive 
point of promise. Pic cleared away crumbling 
rock to find tiny, but somewhat solid holds. 
A little farther, he encountered ice-covered 
cracks and nubbins where neither his hands 
nor Guillemin’s alpenstock could stick for 
long. After hours of precarious movement, 
Pic reported, “Monsieur, I believe the arête is 
here, but there is a wall; come see.” A seemingly 
blank stretch of stone glimmered ahead, with 
no obvious detour. Guillemin got out a tin 
case with the official report that he’d already 
written, and placed it in a fissure in the rock. 
He attached a long strip of his flag so his 

highpoint could be visible from the valley.
Meanwhile, Pic attempted to fix the rope by jamming one end of it 

into a crack and then piling rocks on top. “I descended, while he held on 
to it himself,” Guillemin recounted, “since I didn’t have any confidence 
in the solidity of his construction. At his turn, he dangled from the cord, 
while I watched with terror, unable to be useful to him. But the appara-
tus held.” Back at the Brèche they tried another direction. After twenty 
meters of icy rock that broke like “breadcrumbs,” they gave up. “La 
Meije had never presented such a close defeat as that day,” Guillemin 
recounted with a certain pride.

In his book La Meije, the French historian Henri Isselin countered, 
“The accuracy of those words remains entirely debatable.” Summing up 
the efforts from 1873 to July 1877, he added, “The attempts on la Meije 
multiplied without much evident progress…. Each team turned around 
at the same point more or less as the previous one [on each route]… It 
seemed that an enchanted circle defended the approach of the Grand Pic 
and knocked all its assailants with a sort of paralysis.”

Never So Much Hope

In early August , blue skies shone for days until the summer 
snows began to appear more and more inviting. Although he’d heard the 
stories, Boileau de Castelnau didn’t feel any despair, and the conditions 
seemed better than ever. “I had at my service my two favorite guides,” 
he wrote in the Annuaire, “the Gaspards, father and son.” The trio had 
already made several first ascents of other peaks in the region together. 
“We’d become well-enough acquainted to know what each of us was 
capable of, and we also had one of the best chances for success, a mutual 
trust. I had, moreover, decided firmly not to renounce my attempt until 
I was convinced, myself, of the absolute impossibility.”

On August 3, Boileau de Castelnau and “Père” Gaspard (“Father” 
Gaspard as he was now called) arrived in the Châtelleret camp, which 
Gaspard’s son (also “Pierre”) had stocked with provisions. They slept under 
the stars, and set out again at 4 a.m. to attempt la Meije from the Brèche 

[Facing Page] La Meije. In his biography of the peak’s most famous ascensionist, Gaspard 

de la Meije, Roger Canac wrote: “La Meije...exerts over all who see it from a distance or 

who approach it a veritable ‘magnetism.’ Is it because of that strange marriage of rock 

and sky? Is it because of the transfiguration of light by the minerals that compose its 

stone?... A ray of some mystical essence?” Mario Colonel  l  [This Page] Paul Guillemin, who 

didn't succeed in making the first ascent, went on to join the third Paul Guillemin collection
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by the west ridge. But as dawn lit the glacier, Boileau de Castelnau asked 
Gaspard to show him where Duhamel had reached the previous summer. 
“An exaggerated boldness, perhaps, a certain confidence in myself, and a 
stubbornness pushed me forward,” Boileau de Castelnau recalled.

At first, Gaspard didn’t want to guide him to the Pyramide. He said 
that he hadn’t been there himself and that Duhamel’s talented Chamonix 
guides wouldn’t have turned back if they’d thought there was any chance of 
success. The two men debated for a while. And then Boileau de Castelnau 
promised that he wouldn’t make him attempt the summit, or climb the 
steep part; he just wanted to see Duhamel’s high point up close.

Near 10 a.m. Boileau de Castelnau marveled at the solid edges of 
red granite that allowed them to move over steep crags. Just before 
noon, they stood in front of the Pyramide. The way ahead, to Boileau de 
Castelnau, appeared more promising than he’d thought. “Gaspard had 
been mistaken,” he wrote, “the point he had indicated was higher and 
more inaccessible” than the real location of the cairn. Gaspard contin-
ued exploring until he found a passage that led a little higher. Then they 
reached another impasse:

The granite gave way to a more or less pure schist which was smooth, and 
the nails of our boots couldn’t stick to it. A vertical rock wall, overhung in 
certain places, separated us from the glacier…. Gaspard, despite his boldness, 
refused to try this dangerous climb: he called it impossible….

I was very surprised at his refusal, but I knew his experience. It was 
12:50, the day was advancing, and Gaspard seemed determined to shrink in 
front of this seemingly insurmountable difficulty. I didn’t want to return on 
my tracks without having done all that was possible to reach a higher point.

“I’m going to try it alone,” I said to Gaspard. He endeavored at first 
to restrain me, and then seeing that I would not yield to his reasoning, he 
abruptly cried, “Well! You will not break your head alone. Since it’s your inten-
tion, I won’t leave you!” To be more solid on this slippery rock, we took off our 
shoes, which we abandoned under a rock. “We’ll go up, since you want it, but 
we won’t go down,” Gaspard said. He started up the vertical wall with ardor.

 Gaspard climbed up and down the beginning of the wall a few 
times, unable to commit to the difficult moves. At last, his son and 
Boileau de Castelnau boosted him up so he could reach better holds. By 
the time they joined him, he was in a hurry, so he unroped and soloed 

ahead to get a sense of the rest of the climb. He returned to announce 
that the worst was behind them. But the sky was already dimming, and 
they weren’t prepared to spend the night on the mountain. They decided 
to come back two days later, after a rest day.

On their way down, they strung about ten meters of rope over the 
crux to aid their descent—and to make regaining their highpoint easier 
upon their return. Below the wall, they put their bloodied feet back 
in their shoes. Despite the pain, Boileau de Castelnau was euphoric as 
they hobbled beyond the snow and rock to the meadows of La Bérarde. 
“We’d never had so much hope of success,” he recalled. The mountain 
no longer appeared like an impossible otherworld. What lay beyond the 
fixed rope was a set of challenging, but reasonable problems to be solved.

Not the Foreign Guides

Dark clouds rolled over the mountain. Boileau de Castelnau and 
the Gaspards trekked back up to Châtelleret twice, only to retreat in a 
storm. In the village, they kept quiet about their new high point and the 
rope they’d left—to prevent someone else from taking advantage. While 
recovering from a toothache, Boileau de Castelnau left La Bérarde for 
a few days to join the other French climbers at the annual CAF meet-
ing in Grenoble. In the city, he told some friends about his plans, only 
to realize that his secrecy might not have been necessary. “They seemed 
more likely to believe in a momentary exaltation of my spirit than in the 
accessibility of la Meije,” he recalled. According to a 1923 La Montagne 
article that Henri Isselin found, Castelnau said to Duhamel:

I don’t want to hide from you my feelings on the subject of la Meije; 
I’ve returned from Châtelleret with the impression that, in spite of the great 
difficulties, the peak could be accessible by the wall of the Étançons. I propose 
that you join me on this undertaking. The Gaspards have been hired and are 
awaiting us. I don’t want to launch myself without you on this last assault on 
la Meije. I believe that if we are together, we will vanquish.

In this account, Duhamel thanked him, but said his CAF duties pre-
vented him from accepting the offer. Other versions of the story explain 
that Duhamel declined the invitation because of his certainty that the 
mountain was impossible.

On the night of August 15, Boileau de Castelnau returned to Saint-
Christophe, where Gaspard and his son were getting restless. Another 
French climber had spied Gaspard shaking his ice axe at la Meije and 
shouting “Ah, my lady, this time I have got you!” Too eager to sleep, 
the three men hiked through the dark to La Bérarde. To increase their 
chances of summiting, they hired a third guide, Jean-Baptiste Rodier. 
At 11 p.m., the four climbers began the hike to Châtelleret. Around 2 
a.m., they rested and drank coffee for a few hours around a juniper fire. 
By first light, they were moving again. Carrying only a single pack, they 
arrived at Duhamel’s cairn at 9:15 a.m.

Past their previously fixed line, they slowed down. Joined by the 
rope, each man eight meters apart, they were alone in confronting each 
challenge, and at the same time united in a way that must have felt both 
reassuring and dangerous. The natural fiber ropes of the time weren’t 
strong enough to hold big falls, and the disaster of the Matterhorn 
might have lingered in their minds. Boileau de Castelnau recounted:

[This Page] Boileau de Castelnau visits Pierre Gaspard at La Bérarde. In The Early Alpine 

Guides, Ronald Clark lamented the lack of detail about montagnards in published climb-

ing stories of the nineteenth century: “It appears...that whatever affection and respect the 

Victorian climbers retained for their guides when the mountains were left, they could not 

regard them as human beings whose problems, hopes and desires were matters worth 

recording.” l  [Facing Page] Pierre Gaspard, with the Academic Palms. Public domain (both)  
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ON FEBRUARY 29, 1912, the directors of the Alpine 

Club of Grenoble made their way to Saint-Chris-

tophe, in the Valley of Vénéon that sinks deep into 

the Massif du Haut-Dauphiné. The sky was a pure 

blue. The summits appeared resplendent in their 

snowy robes. In the sun, it was almost warm. It was 

as if the mountains themselves participated in the 

festival. The celebration of Pierre Gaspard. 

The old guide was seventy-eight years old. His 

legs were still strong, his eyes sharp. The previ-

ous summer, he had guided a client up la Meije, 

his Meije. He was famous, but even more, he was 

loved. The Ministry of Education proposed award-

ing him a title in the Order of Academic Palms. It 

was a curious idea—this distinction, created by 

Napoléon I, was usually given to professors. At 

the universities, people wondered: The Academic 

Palms? For a man who barely knows how to read 

and write? The response was: He has traced his 

name on all the rocks of the massif! 

Pierre Gaspard should have been called Pierre 

Hughes. His father, Gaspard Hugues, was a shep-

herd from the southern Alps. Each summer, Hugues 

guided his flock north in search of pastures, across 

the high passes, beneath the tongues of glaciers 

and through the wild heart of the massif to Saint-

Christophe, the last permanent habitation, and La 

Bérarde, the edge of the world, just south of la 

Meije. In 1832 Hughes remained in Vénéon: he had 

married a young woman from Saint-Christophe. 

Two years later, his son was born, Pierre. The lo-

cal registrar, confused, wrote down the father’s first 

name as the baby’s last. 

The young Pierre Gaspard took part in the life 

of the montagnards. The communities of the Haut-

Dauphiné were destitute. Residents supplemented 

their everyday fare by hunting chamois, relying on 

cunning to get close to the beasts without being 

heard or smelled. At times, the animals led them 

across vast, craggy expanses where humans no 

longer had the advantage. Gaspard distinguished 

himself: he was agile and untiring. He might have 

seemed destined, like his peers in Switzerland or 

Chamonix, to become a guide. But the few tourists 

who came to the region rarely hired local guides, 

and the visitors’ words were hardly flattering: 

These peasants are poor, their inns are rudimen-

tary, and their straw mattresses are full of fleas. 

Gaspard didn’t start his alpine career until 1873, 

at age thirty-nine. The next year, with Lord Wen-

tworth, he made the fifth ascent of the Barre des 

Écrins—and he was launched. By then, the massif 

had begun to attract more foreigners, and in 1875 

in the great city of Grenoble, the organizers of the 

Société des Touristes du Dauphiné decided to form 

a guides corps. They confided the responsibility to 

Gaspard, considered the best of all. 

In 1877 Gaspard met a young Languedoc noble-

man, Emmanuel Boileau de Castelnau, who had 

climbed the central peak of la Meije with Henry 

Duhamel in 1875, during an attempt on the prin-

cipal summit. The partnership between Boileau de 

Castelnau and Duhamel only lasted one summer, 

but Boileau de Castelnau and Gaspard proved to 

be perfectly suited for each other: the boldness of 

the client matched the wisdom of the guide. With 

their first ascent of the Grand Pic de la Meije, up 

the Arête du Promontoire, Gaspard proved himself 

the equal of his Swiss and Savoyard colleagues. 

Many young montagnards followed his example. 

Six of his own children became guides: Pierre, 

Maximin, Casimir, Joseph, Alexandre and Devouas-

soud (so named because of Gaspard’s admiration 

for François Devouassoud, the Chamonix guide who 

accompanied Douglas Freshfield to the Caucasus).  

Now Père Gaspard (“Father Gaspard,” as he 

came to be known), he didn’t hang up his axe. He 

went on to summit la Meije fifty times, and to make 

thirty first ascents. In 1885 he headed up the un-

climbed west ridge of his mountain with his sons 

Pierre and Maximin, his son-in-law Jean-Baptiste 

Rodier and his client Claude Verne. Even harder 

than the Arête du Promontoire, this airy route leads 

away from the sun-bathed slopes of the Etançons, 

across several icy detours on the stark north face 

and over steep rock steps. 

In 1913 Boileau de Castelnau, who had quit 

climbing, returned to Saint-Christophe in a car. The 

vehicle caused a sensation: people rarely saw cars 

up there. He inquired after Père Gaspard. He’s up 

high, looking after his herd, the villagers said. Boi-

leau de Castelnau and his children went to look. 

The children later told Henri Isselin, author of La 

Meije (1967): “A little farther along the path, an 

old man arrived, in front of a flock of sheep…. The 

old montagnard observed attentively the group of 

people who stood still, waiting for him. Soon he 

stopped abruptly. Père Gaspard had recognized 

his companion from the old days…. The two men 

threw themselves into each other’s arms. They em-

braced for a long time, jumping around and around 

in circles…. Père Gaspard’s little sheep dog barked 

furiously and ran around them.” 

With a beard that fanned across his chest, a 

vivacity that flickered in his eyes, and an air of be-

nevolence and solidity, Père Gaspard had become 

an icon of the Valley of Vénéon—and of French 

alpinism as a whole. His client Théodore Camus 

described him atop la Meije, at fifty-seven: “On 

that elevated pedestal, where he sat smoking his 

pipe, prouder and happier than a king, he appeared 

like someone only half his age. He laughed a hearty 

laugh that lit up his face like that of a child…. He 

was the perfect archetype of a montagnard: he had 

the rough exterior, but it did good to get to know 

him intimately.” 

When at last he received the Academic Palms, 

Père Gaspard held the medallion carefully in his 

large, rough hands, trembling as if afraid to let it 

drop. With the other local guides, he had helped the 

residents of the high valleys escape their former 

status as impoverished peasants, and their ascents 

had transformed the history of their villages. 

Père Gaspard died peacefully in his village in 

1915, at age eighty-one. 

—Translated from the French by Katie Ives. 

Père Gaspard
CLAUDE GARDIEN 1834–1915
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We found ourselves, over and over, forced to 
retrace our steps after entering some couloir that 
we couldn’t get out of…. It is impossible for me 
to describe in detail the difficulties that we had to 
overcome, and the route that we followed in order 
to climb a 150-meter wall. I will only observe 
that, without granting ourselves a single minute's 
rest, we took 2 hours and 45 minutes….

Jean-Baptiste Rodier wasn’t an experienced 
technical rock climber, and the others had to 
haul him from time to time—a dangerous 
and time-consuming procedure. After Rodier 
dropped Boileau de Castelnau’s axe, which fell 
all the way to the base of the mountain, his 
client decided that enough was enough: he 
needed an axe to cross the glacier, so he took 
Rodier’s axe. Rodier would have to sit on a 
rock and wait for them to come back. 

When the others reached the Glacier Carré, it proved to be what 
everyone had hoped for: a simple, relatively gentle slope with no 
crevasses. On the col above, they looked down a steep couloir: the tiny 
rooftops of La Grave appeared like an image at the end of a telescope. As 
they scampered up the final pyramid of la Meije, Boileau de Castelnau 
recalled their rising excitement:

Our enemy appeared vanquished when, about ten meters from the 
summit, an unexpected obstacle restored our doubts…. The mountain over-
hung on all sides.… Gaspard (the father) tried climbing the section first; he 
managed about three or four meters. Having reached this height, he found 
himself unable to advance or turn back; he shouted to us to help him, which 
I managed to do by hoisting myself on the shoulders of his son.

I arrived just in time because his strength was weakening. I tried my turn, 
without success…. Gaspard (the son) managed to reach a higher point, but he 
put us in such great danger when we helped him back down that I wanted to 
give the signal for retreat. He had so exhausted himself in his efforts that upon 
his return he was unable to move…and he burst into tears….

All three of us were now pale and trembling…. The cold was fairly 
intense, and it paralyzed our strength…. The clouds, chased by a violent 
wind that threatened to make us fall, enveloped us at all times. We descended 
a few meters, ready to retreat…. Gaspard (the father), furious at his failed 
efforts, proposed heading to the north side to see if it was possible.

With great difficulty we made the traverse and got to a very-bad passage, 
but this time we were rewarded for our perseverance, and at 3:30 we set foot 
on the summit... “It is not foreign guides who are the first to arrive!” exclaimed 
Gaspard, with the elation of our triumph.... What gave him the most plea-
sure…was finding enough stones to build a cairn. During the ascent, he’d often 
expressed his fears to me about this point, always repeating that if the rock 
remained blank, the authenticity of our victory would, of course, be denied.

The Gaspards went to work on their cairn. Boileau de Castelnau found 
a sheltered spot to take measurements. His barometer now read 4000 
meters (only about seventeen meters off the current elevation on maps), 
and the temperatures had fallen to minus two degrees. Gaps opened in 
the freezing mist, and scattered vignettes of La Grave flickered. Through 

his telescope, as the clouds parted, he glimpsed 
climbers from the CAF who had gathered in 
front of a hotel on their way to open a new 
alpine hut. They knew nothing of the men 
on top. Perhaps he thought, briefly, about 
Duhamel. “It meant a lot to have reached the 
summit,” Boileau de Castelnau reflected, “but 
we had to go down; this idea had nothing 
agreeable nor reassuring about it.”

It was nearly 4 p.m. The same terrain that 
seemed almost impassable on the way up, 
now felt truly “terrifying” in reverse. They 
fixed another twenty-meter length of rope to 
descend the crux of the summit cone. After 
collecting Rodier, they left a third stretch of 
rope over a steep section of the ridge—“with 
what regrets you might imagine,” Boileau de 
Castelnau wrote, for as the length of their rope 

dwindled, their silent fears increased. Night drifted toward them, and 
they struggled to see their next steps through the dusky air. Some fifteen 
meters above the Pyramide Duhamel, they reached a dead end.

A block, conveniently balanced by Gaspard (the father), served as a para-
pet, and nestled together to resist the cold, we prepared ourselves for a long and 
terrible night. For fear of being carried away by the wind, we tightened the 
rope to which all four of us were attached. We passed another rope around our 
hips…and secured it to our axes set in the rocks.... Thus suspended on a narrow 
space where we could neither sit nor stand, we awaited the dawn…. Snow and 
hail, which soon fell in gusts, caused intense pain in our swollen limbs.

Around 10 o’clock, a rather curious phenomenon of freezing occurred on 
our clothes: the falling snow first melted against the heat of our bodies, and 
then the external temperatures transformed it into ice until it became impos-
sible for us to move our arms. The ice was so encrusted on our clothes that we 
tried in vain to get rid of it with our knives. Of course, none of us thought of 
closing our eyes all night. Gaspard didn’t let go of me even for a minute; we 
remained with our arms or knees entwined…. The strength of the rope that 
held us was doubtful, and we knew that below us opened a deep abyss of 500 
or 600 meters…. From time to time a voice demanded the hour; this was a 
question no one could answer; or one of us begged someone to hold him with 
the rope while he changed his position because he suffered from leg cramps….

Our provisions had long ago been finished; our last drop of brandy had 
been evenly divided at the beginning of the night. Gaspard (the son) wanted 
to smoke, but he found it impossible to stuff his pipe. His hands refused to 
work. My thermometer, which I’d fixed at the beginning of the night a little 
above us, gave us the morning temperature of 11° below zero.

As a faint light returned to the sky, Père Gaspard told the group 
it was time to descend. At first, their bodies were so stiff they could 
scarcely move. “Gaspard gave us the order to crouch down again for two 
hours,” Boileau de Castelnau recalled, “and to huddle close.... We were 
counting on the sunrise. It was the snow that came instead.”

By 6 a.m. a blizzard filled the air and the wind turned into a gale. If 
they were going to survive, they had to get down. A veneer of verglas and 
hailstones now coated the rocks, and their numb hands and feet could 

[This Page] Pierre Gaspard and son. In Professionnel du Vide, René Desmaison wrote: 

“A guide is a professional of the void.... It is incumbent upon him to climb...but always 

with, in some part...the presence of the void. Everything is there.... The apprehension, the 

fear...must be dominated. Courage. Will. An aesthetic, an intoxication, a vision of space. 

The joy of existence. To evolve in a grandiose world of verticality. Of fantastic forms. 

A rigid, mineral universe, where the action pays for itself, immediately.” Public domain
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no longer grasp the slippery holds. With no other choice, they fixed a 
fourth piece of rope to reach the Pyramide. As if symbolically, in his 
Annuaire report, Boileau de Castelnau passed the narrative to Gaspard, 
who recounted the end:

Fortunately, this was the last section that gave us trouble…. As we passed 
in front of M. Duhamel’s Rock, we wished him a big good morning…. The 
weather didn’t improve...but the view of our dear pack that we left there 
the day before filled us with intense joy. We descended with gymnastic steps 
to Châtelleret, and having arrived...at our beautiful hotel…we made a fire 
under the rocks, sheltered from the rain, and we ate with a terrible appetite.

A Wish That Was Doomed to Remain

After sleeping for sixteen hours in La Bérarde, Boileau de Castelnau 
and Gaspard crossed the Col de la Temple to Vallouise, where the CAF 
had gathered for the inauguration of the Refuge Cézanne. There, Boileau 
de Castelnau announced that he and the Gaspards had done the impos-
sible. Duhamel and Guillemin embraced him, and Guillemin gave a toast: 
“La Meije is entering a new phase; after having celebrated the victor, I 
drink to all the alpinists, French and foreign, who have marked their claws 
on this noble virgin peak. I drink to Henry Duhamel…who, the first, 
dared to confront the terrible south wall and prepare the way.”

Duhamel did his best to join the celebrations, but he couldn’t hide his 
disappointment. He continued to explore the Massif des Écrins and com-
plete his detailed map, but he never again approached the Grand Pic that 
turned him away. Instead, with Giraud-Lézin and Florimond Gonet, he 
made the first ascent of the third peak of la Meije, the Pic Oriental, which 
proved to be much less challenging, and with the Gaspards he climbed 
another summit, the Pic Gaspard, which he named in their honor.

When Coolidge received a letter from Guillemin with the news, he 
felt a sharp pang: he’d long dreamed that he could live up to his aunt’s 
dying wish. Although he praised Gaspard and recommended Boileau de 
Castelnau for membership in the Alpine Club of London, a certain bit-
terness lingered. Years later, when Coolidge wrote The Alps in Nature and 
History, he declared, “To English readers, the Dauphiné Alps are espe-
cially interesting because…almost all the other high summits and passes 
have been first climbed by English mountaineers, if the writer (a New 
Yorker by birth) may be reckoned among English climbers. The great 
exception was the Meije, which, in 1877, fell by a kind of accident to a 
young Frenchman, who was a chamois hunter rather than a peak hunter.”

In the immediate aftermath, Coolidge simply focused on achieving 
the second ascent. Too eager to wait for the next printed edition of the 
Annuaire, Coolidge obtained page proofs of Boileau de Castelnau’s report, 
and with those in hand, he left Paris to meet the Almers and race ahead of 
any other aspirants. So much early summer snow had accumulated over la 
Meije that the summit cairn had vanished beneath thick layers of white, 
creating the illusion from a distance that it was still untrodden.

For days, they waited, “mounting guard” at La Bérarde and in the 
Étançons Valley, until the snow melted enough for an attempt. “Never 
have I been in a greater state of nervous excitement on starting for any 
ascent than on this occasion,” Coolidge wrote in the Alpine Journal, “The 
Meije had exercised, and indeed still exercises, the same strange influence 
over me which the Matterhorn had on its early explorers.”

On July 10, Almer led with perfect calm and fluidity, as if the terrain 
were already familiar. Coolidge found the route more challenging than 
any other in his life. Declining to provide a move-by-move description 

of his struggles, Coolidge noted: “One can just get up the rocks, and 
that is about all that can be said for them.” They cached a wine bottle 
at the Pyramide, for what they hoped would be a celebratory return. 
Below the last pinnacle, Almer had trouble finding Gaspard’s fixed rope, 
and for a moment, perhaps, Coolidge hoped that the story of the first 
ascent was just another hoax. Then Almer found the cord buried under 
snowdrifts in a gully where the wind had blown it. On the summit, the 
irrefutable cairn of their predecessors emerged from the mist. Coolidge 
remembered all the years his aunt had imagined herself standing on this 
airy perch, “a wish that was doomed to remain forever unsatisfied.”

Out of shape by his own admission, near-sighted and emotionally 
drained, Coolidge stumbled slowly down the mountain after the guides. 
Night fell before they could reach their wine bottle—and like the first 
ascensionists—they huddled on a tiny ledge. Unable to find anything 
for an anchor, they sang to try to keep from falling asleep and tumbling 
off the mountain. Clouds hid the moon, leaving them in a pitch-black 
fog. Snowflakes fell on their faces, and the wind turned icy.

At dawn, weak with thirst and hunger, they staggered onward. 
Having stopped to drink the entire bottle of wine, they “crawled” to the 
glacier. “The descent of this wall will always remain in my mind as the 
most arduous and terrible piece of climbing that has ever fallen to my lot 
to perform,” Coolidge declared. “As far as my experience goes, [la Meije] 
is the longest continually difficult climb….in the Alps.” Already, however, 
the mountain looked different to him. It was no longer so clear what 
“impossible” meant. Only two years later, the French guide Jean Charlet-
Straton would climb the even steeper granite pinnacle of the Petit Dru 
above Chamonix. On the way down, he’d figure out how to rappel, elimi-
nating the need to abandon sections of a rope. Other climbers would 
continue to focus on ever-rising standards of technical difficulty—paying 
less attention, perhaps, to the Romantic aestheticism of the early Victo-
rians. Coolidge’s biographer, Ronald Clark, would later point out that 
the most impressive achievement on that second ascent of the Grand Pic 
was Almer’s ability to get his overwrought client off the mountain alive.

With a certain humility, Coolidge concluded his tale: “Succeeding 
parties may laugh this whole account to scorn, but the Meije will then 
have lost its strange fascination, though for me it will ever be surrounded 
by a halo of romance.”

The Summits of His Native Land

The first ascent of la Meije marked a turning point in Alpine litera-
ture: the guides received as much, if not more, credit for the achievement 
as their client did, and in the stories that followed, they and their succes-
sors would appear, more often, as protagonists. When most people think 
of the history of la Meije today, the first name that comes to mind is 
Gaspard, not Boileau de Castelnau. “Gaspard’s client was a gentleman,” 
Claude Gardien explains to me. “He didn’t climb to be famous, and he 
felt a real friendship for Gaspard. The ascent was an event for the CAF. 
The story needed a hero, and Gaspard deserved to be this one.” Gaspard 
became one of the most sought-after guides in the Dauphiné, and he 
went on to make many first ascents in the region. At age seventy-seven, 
he stood atop his beloved Meije for the last time. Four years later, he 
died in his hometown of Saint-Christophe.

In the British Alpine Journal, Gaspard was memorialized as an expert 
climber and a French hero. Nonetheless, the sense of class barriers lin-
gered, and one client, Arthur Cust, couldn’t help commenting:
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I was told that [Gaspard] had been spoilt by some of his employers, who 
treated him on terms of equality...which may help to account for the story 
that at a mountain lunch with an English climber, who took him to task 
for familiarity, he was within an ace of pitching the latter over the rocks…. 
Some pride, however, may be allowed to a native who, as he said, step by 
step, and one piece one day, another another, won his way up la Meije.

To those who lived near the mountain, however, Gaspard’s influence 
and legacy went beyond words. In his biography, Roger Canac could 
only hint at how deeply the story of Gaspard de la Meije became part 
of the landscape:

His immense shadow haunts the summits of his native land, the cobble-
stone paths, sanctified by the sweat of farmers, the passage of chamois. He 
haunts the cascades that fall interminably down the walls, the green and tur-
quoise waters of the Vénéon and its rapids...the blue sky and the clouds that 
press up against the cols, these doorways to rain and storm. He haunts the pen-
sive sheep gathered at the edge of the névé while the dawn struggles to break.

The Lingering Halo

Alone, I stood on the balcony of my apartment during the long 
hours of a cold dark evening, still far from daybreak. I felt surrounded 
by la Meije. In the light of the moon, the glaciers glistened as if the sun 
had lingered, and the Grand Pic was illuminated in front of the night 
sky. Snowflakes drifted slowly onto my jacket. The delicate artistry of the 
perfect crystals coming from the stars seemed like a gift from la Meije 
on my last night that first season. She took me in, as the mountain had 
pulled in so many before.

A decade after my first winter in La Grave, I’d returned to climb la 
Meije with my good friend, Nastassia. At 4 a.m. we’d quietly eaten our 
bread with butter and jam, finished our hot coffee, and left the Promon-
toire refuge by the light of our headlamps. The route began just outside 
the door as we climbed over the cold metal railing and onto the perfect 
granite. Behind us, the amber light of the refuge still shone through the 
window. We moved quickly into the dark up small yet perfectly formed 
footholds that felt as if they had been carved into the ruddy stone.

After more than a century of climber traffic, the route finding was 
relatively easy. We had a written description, as well as the dim headlamp 
of a local guide ahead of us to indicate the best way in the last hour of 
darkness. When I considered what it must have been like for Duhamel 
when he reached his final point and for Gaspard when he continued, I 
was entirely unimpressed by my own progress. There is no doubt about 
the strength and the courage of the pioneers of this elusive mountain. 

We soloed up the Glacier Carré to the saddle just before the final 
pyramid. Nastassia, who had already climbed the peak, let me lead the 
final pitches. At the last vertical section, I jammed one hand in a thin 
crack to hold my body in place. My feet kept constant pressure on a 
smooth slab to allow my other hand to reach the upper edge of the rock. 
Once I had a solid grasp on the arête, the work was done. As I swung 
my leg over the narrow fin of red granite, the Cheval Rouge, I thought 
again of Gaspard making those same moves without modern gear, and I 
shook my head with amused bewilderment.

On the summit, we sat next to the statue of the Madonna placed by 

guides from La Grave. After so many seasons of staring at this peak, I 
felt a quiet disbelief that I was there. “I shall, no doubt be asked what 
I saw from the top,” Coolidge had written more than a century before, 
“but I am ashamed to say that I paid but little attention to the view. La 
Meije, in my eyes, had been a mountain to be climbed for its own sake, 
and not for the sake of the view—a fault or merit which I cannot attri-
bute to many other mountains.” Looking down on La Grave, I recalled 
the stories that this place had provided for me: how I’d skied steep cou-
loirs where I had no business venturing and gained the experience I 
required right after I needed it; how I’d danced in ski boots in the Skiers 
Lodge; how I’d cast so many dreams onto the snow, ice and rock of 
the mountain that was now below my feet. La Meije had once been an 
unclimbable mountain for me, too. There’s an unmistakable sense of 
power in the sense of accomplishing what at one point wasn’t possible. 
But there’s also humility in realizing that the mountain eludes all efforts 
to understand or conquer its true nature.

[Facing Page] La Meije. Claude Gardien, the former editor of Vertical, theorizes that the 

first ascent of la Meije ushered in the beginning of what would come to be known as 

the Silver Age. As Gardien points out, la Meije had been almost entirely a sustained 

rock climb, very different from the mainly snowy routes of the Golden Age. Only two 

years later, the French team of J.E. Charlet-Straton, P. Payot and F. Follignet would climb 

the even more challenging, steep granite pinnacle of the Petit Dru. Pascal Tournaire
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It turned out Coolidge was wrong: la Meije never lost its “strange fas-
cination,” no matter how many times it was summited. Its appeal lingers 
in the dense layers of its human history, in the awed gaze of someone 
looking at it for the first or hundredth time, in the sublime beauty of its 
cascading blue ice and shadowed buttresses, in the vibrant life of green 
pastures and dark forests, in the living roar of the Romanche River—
and in some indescribable, never-quite-realized vision that evokes the 
closest we’re able to reach perfection in this complicated world.

Climbing the peak remains a rite of passage. La Meije has trans-
formed, as Gaston Rébuffat once said, into the “mountain where you 
become an alpinist.” There’s more to that objective, I’d learned, than 
acquiring technical skills and confidence. Here, by the time you can 
reach a summit, Rébuffat explained, you feel like a “montagnard, a 
brother of the rock, of the snow and of the winds.” 

It’s hard to translate what he means by montagnard into modern 
English. Since Whymper’s day, the twenty-first-century meaning of 
mountaineer has evolved to imply too exclusive a focus on the act of 
climbing peaks. Mountain man now seems too interwoven with the his-
tory of the American West, not to mention too closely associated with a 
single gender. The current Larousse dictionary defines the significance of 

montagnard as “specific to the mountains or to their inhabitants,” “those 
who are of the mountains, who live there.” Gardien explains it thus:

It is not only about people who are living in the mountains. But people 
who are living in the mountains with a special behavior… I remember the 
very first sentence written by [the French climber and guide] Lionel Terray 
at the beginning of Conquistadors of the Useless: “I consecrated all my 
life to the mountains.... If that word has a meaning, I am a montagnard.”

In the last sentences of the same book, he writes, “If truly no rock, no 
serac, no crevasse awaits me somewhere in the world to stop my course, the 
day will come when, old and weary, I will know how to find peace amid the 
animals and flowers. The circle will be closed, and at last I will become the 
simple shepherd that, as a child, I dreamed of becoming.” Lionel, as well as 
Pierre Gaspard, were “montagnards” and “mountain guides”: both are a way 
of life, of thinking. To be a guide is not only a job. To be an alpinist is not 
only to be a sportsman. It’s much more than to climb mountains. 

When you reach that state, as Rébuffat describes it, you begin to 
see everything, more truly, from grand pinnacles to tiny snow crystals, 
from the flight of birds to clouds of butterflies, to the countless intricate 
grains of rock—and the sense of some light shining behind all the trans-
lucent surfaces of the world. 
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UELI STECK (1976-2017)

BY KATIE IVES

In the early morning hours of April 30, 2017, the great 

Swiss alpinist Ueli Steck started up Nuptse in the Nepal 

Himalaya. Alone, somewhere high on the face, he fell, and 

he was found dead in the Western Cwm. He left behind 

a legacy of both solitary mystery and warm humanity.
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At times, he liked to climb after nightfall, when the world disap-
peared beyond the next few meters, and he felt as if he were ascending 
the mountain in a circle of light, accompanied only by sounds of wind 
and snow, axes and crampons, by the thunk of metal on ice and the 
klang on stone. His mind cleared of everything except the glow of a 
headlamp, a scattering of stars, the shifting crystalline structures of the 
slope before him. In Alpinist 45, Ueli Steck described this experience of 
moving through the darkness by himself on Annapurna as an entry into 
a private and incommunicable world:

In that high, exposed place…every action had to be perfect…everything 
was completely up to me alone. I couldn’t explain it, and I probably never 
will, but I also don’t need to: you have to encounter those kinds of impressions 
for yourself to comprehend them. There are intense thoughts and private 
memories that must always remain unwritten and unshared.

During the 1980s, Voytek Kurtyka defined this style of alpinism as 
“night-naked.” It meant more than just forgoing the reliance on supple-
mental oxygen and high-altitude support staff. The practitioners climbed 
quickly up 8000-meter peaks, often between dusk and dawn, with no 
ropes and little gear. In the cool and solitude of night, they found less 
danger of avalanches and fewer distractions from 
the quiet rhythms of breath, body and mind.

“Few people have the mind for it,” Jean 
Troillet told me in 2013, when we spoke of 
Ueli’s rapid, minimalist ascents in the Himalaya. 
Troillet had climbed with one of Ueli’s men-
tors, Erhard Loretan, on immense nocturnal 
journeys such as the 1986 ropeless forty-three-
hour round-trip climb of the Supercouloir on 
the North Face of Chomolungma (Everest). To 
move as Ueli did, Troillet explained, “It takes 
years of experience, of pushing limits a little 
more even in extreme conditions. At night there’s not much to see, but 
when you do see, there are a lot of different lights. Your mind is differ-
ent. Everything is bigger and farther. You concentrate more on every 
movement. There’s less sound.”

Ueli once mentioned a quotation from Walter Bonatti’s The 
Mountains of My Life that capturd a shadow of the experience: “As long 
as my lonely adventure lasted, I lived as if on another planet, intruding 
into an unknown dimension, into a secretive, visionary state, in which 
nothing is impossible and anything can work out.” To those, such as 
his friend Dan Patitucci, who watched him climb, Ueli’s fast and fluid 
pace seemed to shrink the scale of vertical landscapes: the North Face 
of the Eiger in the Alps transformed from a dark, fearsome wall to a 
backyard crag where Ueli felt at ease, climbing above the familiar notes 
of cowbells and the green shimmer of meadows far below; the 6145-
meter peak Lobuche in Nepal turned into a small frozen hill where Ueli 
would run in only running shoes, leaving light prints in the snow.

This May, about a month after Ueli’s death, David Göttler and 
Hervé Barmasse completed a thirteen-hour alpine-style ascent of the 
south face of 8027-meter Shishapangma, a climb they had trained for 
with Ueli. And as they stood on the summit, two tiny figures amid the 

vastness of mountain and sky, David recalled feeling Ueli’s presence. 
“His perspective changed what it is possible to try,” David told me. “You 
feel an intensity and an exposure which can be overwhelming…. You 
feel small and vulnerable; but at the same time, you feel a purity and 
an incredible strength from that. It’s a difficult sentiment to articulate.”

During the months since Ueli’s death, I’ve found myself thinking, 
most often, of one of his greatest speed ascents, carried out, not for any 
desire to break records, but in an effort to save another human life. In 
May 2008, he and Simon Anthamatten set up the East Ridge of Anna-
purna wearing only their trekking boots and summer clothing (they had 
cached their high-altitude equipment on the South Face) to reach Iñaki 
Ochoa de Olza, who was ill and trapped at 7500 meters. At Camp III, 
Ueli encountered Alexey Bolotov, borrowed his climbing boots, and 
continued alone. Ueli reached Iñaki after an intense eleven-hour push 
through new-fallen snow. Although Iñaki didn’t survive, Ueli remained 
with him, offering medicine, water and solace, to the end.

Ueli knew, all too well, the dangers of letting himself become so vul-
nerable in high, wild places. Robert Bösch, another friend, recalled that 
Ueli felt he’d crossed a threshold too far on his own 2013 climb of the 

south face of Annapurna, “My opinion is that 
he felt in this moment that he can risk it…. He 
had the feeling that he’s strong enough and fast 
enough to do it.” Having dropped his camera in 
2013, Ueli brought back no tangible evidence 
to prove the astonishing feat, although Tenji 
Sherpa and Nima Dawa, far below, later said 
that they had seen a tiny light flicker near the 
summit. Some members of the climbing com-
munity came to doubt that Ueli reached the 
top. Others, who knew him well and believed 
him, saw the story partly as an example of his 

desire, even as an internationally famous alpinist, to have moments in the 
mountains that remained unwitnessed, belonging to him alone.

Pieced together, the events of Ueli’s life made him seem like a 
character in a superhero narrative, Dan explained, and yet his friends 
think of him as a humble and hard-working man, thoughtful toward his 
companions, protective of his personal life, cautious about risks and full 
of childlike excitement. In his eulogy for Ueli, Jonathan Griffith said, 
“Let Ueli’s legacy be one not only of his climbing, but a reminder as to 
how we should treat our athletes, as human beings….” He urged us to 
remember Ueli also as “a carpenter from Emmental, who still builds 
wooden shelters for his wife’s tomato plants.”

Dan recalled descending a peak with Ueli on a perfect day, at the half-
way point of Ueli’s ascent of eighty-two Alpine summits in sixty-two days: 
“He threw me in the snow, and then we just lay there and laughed…. He 
said, ‘This is so much fun.’ And it was because he was in the mountains. 
He wanted to be in the mountains, and he wanted to be moving in the 
mountains.” In the cadence of his journeys into the heights, Ueli found 
something like the essence of life itself—a way of being both transitory 
and immeasurable, one that he sought again and again, as he stretched out 
those nights and days of joy and lightness for as long as he still could. 

“In the mountains, I’m 

where I want to be.... I 

can live life to the full 

and play like a child.... 

I feel free....” 

—Ueli Steck, April 2017

[Opening Spread] Ueli Steck on the North Face of the Grandes Jorasses, December 2008. l  

[Facing Page] Steck climbs the Ginat Route (ED: V M4+ 85°, 1000m) on the north face of Les 

Droites. In his eulogy for Steck, his friend Jonathan Griffith recalled: “Ueli, in his quiet 

and humble self, attracted people because they could connect to him. Even though he 

was an inspirational athlete they could connect to his warm smile and quiet demeanor. 

He didn’t seem so superhero when he talked.... I’ll miss our endless discussions about 

life and work, but most of all I’ll miss his presence and energy; a man who could install 

a sense of ‘anything is possible’ just by spending time with him.” Jonathan Griffith (both) 



A  MOUNTAIN
THE FIRST ASCENT OF THE COMPLETE SOUTH RIDGE OF MT. HUNTINGTON 

CLINT HELANDER



OF  SHADOWS
The rappel into the dark notch seems to go infinitely beyond 

seventy meters. Snow and vapor whirl through the air. Through 

brief gaps in the mist, the Tokositna Glacier appears: a dim sinkhole 

of converging ice—so far below us, the view makes me unsteady. 

With each downward step, blocks of fractured stone shift beneath 

my crampons. “Don’t knock anything on me,” my partner Jess 

Roskelley says from the anchor below. His voice fills with dread. 

“I’m right in the fall line and only attached to one bad piece.”
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Many people consider Huntington to be Alaska’s most beautiful 
peak. Four walls of upheaved granite strata bend and crack beneath a 
summit leadened with millennia-old ice. Eons of freeze-thaw cycles have 
etched subtle arching fissures in otherwise impenetrable stone. The wind 
covers ridgelines in ever-changing amalgamations of cornices and flut-
ings. For more than fifty years, climbers have come here searching for 
something—a place to test their inner strength against an epitome of 
wild nature, perhaps. Some traces of their experiences remain as physi-
cal relics: a rusted ring piton mossed over in a distant crack, a thread 
of bleached rope stretched taut across an icy gully, or a corpse trapped, 
unseen, beneath the slow procession of glaciers.

Other traces are intangible, though present all the same: legacies of 
triumph overshadowed by grief, stories written on now-yellowed pages 
or shared in anxious murmurs. Memories of past climbers resurface as 
fears induced by a sudden change in clouds or the echo of rockfall. Ever 
since I first imagined climbing Huntington, these traces have hovered in 
the darkness of my mind. With each day, here, the wind resounds in a 
louder and more guttural moan. Another layer of iron-hard ice armors 
the steepening faces. Ridges spike like a mess of bent nails. It is then that 
I see Huntington for what it really is: a mountain of shadows.

In May , I stood on the summit of Mt. Hunter while the light 
dimmed. From here, Mt. Huntington loomed as the tallest peak to the 
east against a distant horizon. Dusk turned its west face to a glowing 
pink. The flutings of the final ice field deepened to purple and poured 
into a resonating dark. My partners laughed a few feet behind me, but I 
remained apart, mesmerized. The stark contrast reminded me of a black 
and white aerial photo that the great mountaineer Bradford Washburn 
had taken more than three decades ago. The wind stung my eyes in the 
chilled blue air. A cyclone blew near the summit of Huntington and 
swirled snow across the sky. A sudden gust caused me to stumble. Even 
from far away, Huntington made me afraid.

I wondered whether the indomitable Fred Beckey felt similar pre-
monitions when he retreated from Huntington in 1957. “We just were 
not ready for what looked like a long and serious and difficult commit-
ment,” he explained, decades later, to the climbing route cartographer 
Clay Wadman. Seven years passed before a team of Frenchmen, lured 
by Washburn’s photo and led by the famous Lionel Terray, completed 
the first ascent—up that glorious northwest arc of cornices that Terry 
described as “carved with all the delicacy of lace.” Did he, Marc Marti-
netti and Jacques Batkin consider that Huntington might be their final 

success? “On this proud and beau-
tiful mountain we had spent many 
ardent and noble hours in brother-
hood,” Terray declared, euphoric, 
in his memoir Conquistadors of the 
Useless. By the end of 1967, all three 
had died in climbing accidents: Ter-
ray and Martinetti on a rock route 
in France and Batkin during the 
first winter climb of Denali.

I pictured a lingering shadow 
figure of Johnny Waterman glaring 
at me from atop Huntington. Of 
all my idols in Alaskan climbing 
history, he was the most compelling: instead of searching for the path 
of least resistance, he’d looked for the hardest and most uncertain way. 
In 1972 his team had celebrated the first ascent of the East Ridge, a 
string of monstrous seracs and ice blades. On the summit, he’d stood 
by himself, staring down what he called his “nemesis,” Mt. Hunter. Two 
years before, on a trip plagued by storms, his expedition had reached 
only 1,500 feet on Hunter’s unclimbed south face. In 1973, with 
another team, he toiled up the talon-like cornices of the south ridge, 
unable to place any anchors as thousands of feet of air dropped away on 
either side. Caught in a blizzard, they mistook a gendarme for the south 
summit. After realizing they’d stopped 200 feet below the top, Waterman 
decided the climb was a failure. In the American Alpine Journal report, 
his partner Dean Rau noted, “My moderate ability and instinct stronger 
for survival than for a summit clashed almost immediately with John.”

Waterman went to Hunter a third time in 1978 to complete his 
maniacal masterpiece: a 145-day solo first ascent of the southeast spur—
a pointed rock buttress that culminated in house-sized cornices and 
needle-sharp ridgelines. “The only mountain I can truly respect,” he 
told Glenn Randall, “is the one that denies me the glory of its summit 
and punishes me for the hubris of my aspiration…. Living through it 
would mean that Hunter wasn’t the mountain I thought it was. It was 
a lot less.” In 1981 Waterman skied alone toward his vision of a nature 
superior to humanity—the unclimbed east face of Denali. He carried 
no sleeping bag, no tent and only minimal food. Countless seracs had 
bombarded the icefalls until they resembled broken glass. He vanished 
into the most heavily crevassed section of the northwest fork of the Ruth 
Glacier, never to be seen again.

wenty meters above me, the ropes rake across an 
overhanging assemblage of loose fragments. There’s no 

way we could ever re-climb that if we had to bail. My gaze 
shifts toward Jess, and then back up to the ropes. It’s not 
too late to turn around. I still want to continue climbing the 
south ridge of Mt. Huntington, yet behind the veil of clouds 
I sense a fear more expansive than any I have ever known.

T
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When I first heard the story, I doubted Waterman really wanted to 
die; it was more that he wanted to find something at the edges of life, to 
revel in fierce struggles for survival. I imagined him most at peace when 
the winds nearly bowled him over, when a crevasse bridge settled while 
he skied over it or when snow buried his small tent faster than he could 
dig it out. His eccentricities aside, it was Waterman’s obsessive dedica-
tion to a mountain that I related to the most. I, too, had found myself, 
at times, more accepting of risk than my partners were. I had waffled 
through the University of Anchorage, strayed from numerous relation-
ships and sacrificed a stable career after merely spying a sheen of sunlit 
ice. I pictured our two figures and those two peaks, Hunter and Hun-
tington, like images cast in an old mirror—distorted by ripples in dark 
glass, reversed, but also in some ways, eerily similar.

As my technical skills and my appreciation for Alaska’s climbing 
history progressed, I knew I wanted to explore routes that weren’t laced 
with fixed anchors or softened by decades of accumulated knowledge—
lines with more questions than answers. I scanned maps and photos, 
searching for some unknown ideal. In 2013 Kurt Hicks and I set our 
sights on a forgotten route that wove through black-streaked granite 
and blue flutings on Huntington’s southwest face. “The ‘Phantom 
Wall,’” wrote first ascensionist Jay Smith, “due to its hidden nature 
in the confines of a lower fork of the Tokositna, had been overlooked 
completely…. But most likely, its immense size and committing nature 

had been the greatest deterrent. The 6,000-foot funnel-like face would 
be a death trap if you were caught in its belly during a storm.” Since 
then, only one other team had made an ascent.

Kurt and I scratched up black, frozen corners when an unexpected 
storm arrived. Our daypacks held a single canister of gas and only a few 
bars. We raced up the ice field as the blizzard engulfed us. Believing that 
we’d reached the top, we staggered along a ridge through an indiscernible 
gray. Spindrift washed over us during the second rappel, and then the 
true summit briefly emerged: we’d missed it by fewer than 100 feet. 
With numb hands and snow-filled clothes, we continued our downward 
struggle back to the living.

Two weeks later, I stood once more atop Mt. Hunter after climbing 
the 6,000-foot ice-webbed North Buttress. Huntington’s apex burned 
a radiant orange. The rest of the mountain was deadened in shadow. I 
stared into the darkness and replayed our fight through spindrift on the 
Phantom Wall. I looked at the illuminated summit cap and brooded over 
the reminder that we’d failed to stand on the highest point. I thought I 
now understood at least part of what Waterman must have felt.

Several months after our retreat down the Phantom Wall, I took 
my family on a tour of the Alaska Range. I convinced the pilot to 
land us on the west fork of the Tokositna Glacier. Huntington glistened 
through heat waves. To my family, I traced aloud the route Kurt and 

[Opening Spread] Jess Roskelley follows a traverse on Idiot Peak (10,700'). Mt. Hunter   

(14,573') sits in the background. Will Mayo and Chris Thomas named the south sub-peak 

on Huntington “Idiot Peak” after completing a first ascent of an ice couloir to the sum-

mit. In the 2006 American Alpine Journal, Mayo notes, “We named [Idiot Peak]...to con-

tinue the longstanding tradition of naming mountains after Presidents.”  l  [This Page] Ro-

skelley on the first tower (Peak 9,460') on the second day of the climb. Clint Helander (both)
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I had taken through diagonal traces of ice. I didn’t tell 
them about the fear I’d felt.

While their interest shifted to different views, I 
remained captivated by Huntington’s sunlit mass. Every 
tendril of ice and snow I saw plastered to the west face 
had been climbed long ago. I had almost given up look-
ing for a new route when I focused on the series of four 
sub-peaks that extended south from the summit of Hun-
tington, forming the most massive of the mountain’s 
ridges. In the blazing August light, the contorted gen-
darmes and knife-edges appeared almost welcoming. I 
imagined two minuscule dots scurrying along that airy, 
erratic line of rock and snow. Could this south ridge really 
be unclimbed? Had I found the path to pit myself against an 
ultimate nature?

The south ridge of Huntington appeared nearly 
equal in length to Waterman’s climb of the southeast 
spur of Hunter. I wanted to explore the emotions that 
arose from that sense of total commitment, to accept the 
ever-presence of fear. It could overtake me as I climbed 
far above a tied-off piton, but I would turn my vision 
upward and swing harder into metallic ice. Each time 
the wind threatened to pull me from that ridge, I wanted 
to prove to myself that I’d bear its blasts and kick deeper 
into the dissolving snow. When I was at my weakest 
state, after starving for days, I wanted to believe that I 
would find untapped reserves of energy to fight for even 
a few more seconds of life.

After the plane landed in Talkeetna, I raced home to 
Anchorage to scour my shelves stacked high with moun-
taineering literature. I uncovered only vague mentions of 
the south ridge. “An attempt in early July to climb the 
entire south ridge was an utter failure,” Jeb Schenck wrote 
in the 1973 American Alpine Journal. “Avalanching was 
considerable.” In 1978 thirteen Japanese alpinists spent 
a month sieging the route, only to retreat from the sec-
ond tower. To the American climber and journalist Angus 
Thuermer, they reported “good” rock, but “bad” snow.

In 1979 Jay Kerr, Jeff Thomas, Dave Jay and Scott 
Woolums followed the upper south ridge to the summit 
of Huntington, bypassing the four sub-peaks via a couloir 
to the east. “To climb the entire ridge was enticing,” 
Thomas wrote in the AAJ, “but it would be terribly 
difficult.” His words echoed those of David Roberts in 
the classic 1968 book The Mountain of My Fear: “It was 
not so much a ridge as five separate, serrated peaks, each 
increasingly higher. To traverse them all would involve 
gaining perhaps three times as much altitude as the east 
ridge would require, and the necessity of cutting oneself 
off from the base camp might be unavoidable.”

On a late October evening, my friend Conor flew me 
near the south ridge for a reconnaissance. Purple light 
intensified the stale-grey winter shadows. I realized why 
no one had attempted it in nearly forty years. Simply to 
reach the base of the route, a partner and I would have to 

spend a day post-holing across avalanche slopes, under 
colossal seracs and through a latticework of crevasses. 
There would be more than 8,500 feet of elevation gain 
and loss to ascend and descend each peak. I shuddered 
to consider our options if we reached an unclimbable 
barrier, broke a crampon, became injured or got stuck 
in a storm. It would require too much luck to retreat 
safely down the hanging glaciers and endless icefalls to 
the east. The idea of re-climbing an overhanging notch 
beneath the first tower seemed impossible. If we pulled 
those ropes, the summit of Huntington—nearly two 
miles away—would be the only sure descent.

Most Alaskan climbs require a weather window of two 
or three days. The south ridge would demand a week or 
more. Furthermore, we’d need a long spell of dry weather 
beforehand. New snow would threaten the approach, and 
at best, make the climbing furiously slow. I was afraid of 
replicating Glenn Randall, Peter Athans and Peter Met-
calf ’s second ascent of the southeast spur of Hunter in 
1980. Thirteen days into their planned six-day alpine-
style climb, they stumbled into base camp—emaciated 
and frostbitten effigies of their former selves.

For four years, I called different partners and waited 
for a weather window that never arrived. At night, I was 
haunted by recurring dreams of rappelling on tattered 
ropes into an endless darkness. With every bad forecast, a 
part of me felt relieved.

April , . The Knik Arm shimmered as the sun 
reflected off the wrinkled glacial silt. The shadow of 
Conor’s plane rippled over the Susitna River. Soon, the 
dazzling white walls of Denali filled the entirety of our 
vision. Jess Roskelley shifted on his seat of duffel bags 
and smirked while reading a National Geographic maga-
zine. We’d met in Patagonia in 2015, and although we’d 
climbed Fitz Roy at the same time, we’d never shared a 
rope. For years, I’d tracked his forays up rime-covered 
towers in Patagonia and first ascents of frozen passages in 
Alaska’s Kichatna Spires. Without even seeing a photo, 
Jess had committed to Huntington. “Just let me run it 
by the boss,” he said, speaking about Allison, his wife. 
She encouraged him to join me. Now, I felt a pang of 
guilt: it was one thing to risk my own life on this possi-
bly mad quest; I didn’t want to endanger their happiness.

As Conor flew within a few meters of the south 
ridge, I gave Jess a thumbs-up: I’d never seen the west 
face so bare of snow. The size of the gigantic cornices 
gave me hope, since normally they were really gigan-
tic. A prominent arête, known as the Harvard Route, 
cleaved the golden granite. Over forty days in 1965, 
David Roberts, Matt Hale, Don Jensen and Ed Bernd 
established what was then the hardest climb in Alaska. 
Through raging storms, they’d strung lines across spines 
of snow, chopped steps up funnels of ice and aided 
100-degree cracks. I failed to grasp how four college stu-
dents in 1965 could see possibility on such a daunting 
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face. “What can be more appalling than the sovereign power of nature 
directed by no mind, spirited by no will, indifferent, dwarfing?” Roberts 
wrote in The Mountain of My Fear. “What vision of malignity can equal 
the darkness of that of a universe that is running down, of a cosmos that 
neither orders nor obeys man’s yearnings, but blindly collapses toward a 
final motionlessness? Death, our only glimpse of that entropic end, has 
its seductive fascination.”

Conor buzzed the snow-drooped Stegosaur feature near the bottom 
of their route. I shivered as I remembered how Bernd had fallen on the 
way down from their successful ascent, while rappelling terrain that he’d 
descended numerous times before. I thought of his body still encapsu-
lated in the frozen tomb, and I felt nauseated.

An hour after we landed, Jess and I plunge-stepped down the east fork 
of the Tokositna Glacier, bypassing the twisted wreckage of an icefall. 
What would other climbers think when they saw tracks heading this way? 
As we weaved around deep crevasses and giant ice blocks, Jess described 
the yard work he promised Allison he’d finish when he returned home. 
We exchanged morbid jokes and quickened our pace under the seracs. 
“Don’t tell Mugs about this,” Jess yelled. He was referring to his English 
bulldog named for Mugs Stump, the legendary alpinist who died in a 
crevasse fall on Denali’s south buttress. “Allison could find someone else, 
but he’d be screwed.”

This small fork of the Tokositna Glacier was called Death Valley. Its 
propensity for cataclysm appeared amid the giant shards of ice, freshly 
fallen boulders and overlapping avalanche debris. Above a deep couloir, 
Jess and I pondered whether we should keep going. From here, we could 
easily scamper back to base camp, where we could conceal our failure 
to everyone except ourselves. “Let’s just rappel this step instead of down 
climbing it,” Jess said, and with that concession to safety, we continued, 
descending into the inky shadows of the cirque.

Dusk light turned the harsh red glow of the Phantom Wall to a soft 
cinder. An inexorable draw overrode my instinct to flee. Was the poten-
tial of fatal risk part of my desires? Did I need to confront for myself 
what Roberts had called the uncaring, sovereign power of nature? Or 
was I looking for a gateway to some other, mysterious inner exploration? 
In 2005 Johnny Soderstrom had attempted the first winter ascent of 
Huntington, encountering the peak at its darkest. My stomach churned 
when I recalled the avalanche that swept him into a crevasse below the 
west face. I had no doubt that we’d walked right over his body.

The stone bastions of the south ridge towered over us, and I under-
stood why Waterman described the giant snow features on Hunter as a 
panel of condemning judges. By attributing sentient qualities of logic 
and rationality to the chaos of nature, I could pretend that I could rea-
son with it. And yet, as long as I chose to be there, I knew I was helpless 
against the random acts of an unthinking mountain. This nameless 
branch of the Tokositna broke around the lower south ridge in a laby-
rinthine crevasse field. If any of the hazards above us cut loose, we would 
be swept into a chasm.

Shadows faded, and the indentations covering the crevasses became 
harder to detect. Roped together, Jess and I balanced across narrow 
ribs as chunks of snow echoed down bottomless voids. Near dark, the 
ground gave way. Cold rushed over my face. My feet kicked into air. 

Jess threw himself onto the glacier to stop my fall. In the dull midnight 
gloom, we pitched our tent among the gaping holes. I lay awake, won-
dering whether we were clear of the fall line of the seracs. Jess turned 
over, and I bolted upright as the sudden crinkling of his sleeping pad 
convinced me the glacier was opening up beneath us. Hours of stillness 
in the black night gave my imagination free reign. I concocted storylines 
of rope-length falls, picturing the slow dimming of the world as I suc-
cumbed to injuries. If a siege-expedition couldn’t climb the south ridge in a 
month, what makes me think we can do it in five days?

In the morning, we escaped Death Valley. Rays of light seared us as we 
rounded the south side of Peak 9,460'. At 3,700 feet, I peered up a series 
of deep troughs where the whole 3,300-foot face had emptied during an 
avalanche. “It hasn’t snowed for weeks,” Jess said. “I think it’s fine.” My 
legs trembled under my heavy pack. I searched for relics from the 1978 
Japanese attempt, but I didn’t find so much as a fleck of sun-faded line. 

Slowly, we joined the heights of the unnamed 8,000- and 9,000-foot 
summits to the southwest. We made camp well after midnight as a snow 
bunting sang. In its melodic trill, I felt a momentary connection to the 
living world.

As I thought about the first and second towers ahead, however, I saw 
only images of overhanging black rock. We can retreat in the morning. 
Everyone will be surprised we made it this far. I concealed my doubts from 
Jess, making small talk until he began to snore. All too soon, the alarm 
chimed again. Outside the tent, Waterman’s nemesis smoldered in a 
brightening pink. How many times during his 145-day confinement on that 
mountain had he stared toward the spot where I now sat? He’d set off on his 
climb knowing he’d encounter hunger, cold, big falls, exhaustion, jubila-
tion and fear—with only the demons in his mind and in the landscape 
to keep him company. Jess hadn’t stirred, but I was glad for his presence.

The morning light cast a shadowed profile of Huntington’s south 
ridge across the east face of Hunter like a projected map of obstacles. 
We’d need to sprint over them all before our mountain returned to its 
normal state of storm and chaos. In a few hours, we balanced on the 

[Previous Page] Jess Roskelley rappels the north side of the third tower (Peak 10,100') 

en route to Idiot Peak. Jack Tackle and Jay Smith climbed a new route on the third 

tower in 2009. In the 2010 AAJ, Tackle reported that the day after their 39-hour ascent of 

the route they named Prizefight, “It snowed…but that didn’t matter. We were toasted, 

and we just slept, made margaritas, and rested some more—perfect timing, for once.”  

l  [Facing Page] The aurora borealis on the third night of the climb. Clint Helander (both)

Was the potential of fatal risk 
part of my desires? Did I need to 

confront for myself what Roberts 
had called the uncaring, sovereign 
power of nature? Or was I looking 

for a gateway to some other, 
mysterious inner exploration? 
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micro-summit of Peak 9,460'. We studied the notch of shattered black 
rocks beneath us. The possibility of traversing under sharp stone roofs 
and hanging snow blobs appeared as unlikely from above as it had from 
4,000 feet below. A storm brooded. I checked the weather to find that 
our ten-day high-pressure window had shrunk to five. “I didn’t see any 
precipitation on the forecast for today,” Jess said. “Do you think this is 
only a localized storm?” he asked.

“Yeah,” I said. Snowdrifts began to pile higher. “I hope.” Jess disap-
peared from view, leaving me to question our decision. Through the 
flurries, I glimpsed crisscrossing gendarmes and endless cornices, and 
even a few seconds of solitude felt difficult to bear.

I called to Jess, but the only reply was the sound of my jacket flap-
ping in the breeze. I yelled again. Had Jess been hit by a falling rock? Was 
he hanging unconscious? Finally, his voice resounded, weak and faraway: 
“Off belay.” Bile stung my throat as I clipped my rappel device to the 
ropes. I thought of the promise I’d made my dad: not to die in the moun-

tains. The faces of everyone I cared about flickered in my mind, one 
by one, as I lowered into the shadows. My dreams of growing old with 
someone depended upon the judgment I made in the next few moments. 
Will the weather hold for another five days? The snow fell even harder.

“ROCK!” I yell. A stone ricochets down the dark notch between the 
shattered first tower and a black decomposing gendarme. Jess shrinks 
under his backpack as it careens past. “Dammit! I’m sorry, Jess,” I shout. 
“I’m being as careful as I can.” Waves of snow wash down the ridge. The 
rope hangs far from the wall, and I spin in space. With a swift motion, 
Jess reaches toward me and clips my tether to a single cam in an icy crack. 
Spindrift rushes over us again. I lose my balance and fall on the anchor. 
We dig through the snow and smash two small pitons behind a frozen 
block. Jess yells against my hood, “This is only a passing storm, right?” 
Fragments of Hunter’s distant rock buttresses appear through flakes that 
glow auric in a ray of light. I make a quick, nervous nod. We pull the rope. 
After two rappels, a quarter of our pitons are gone. What have we done?

Another rappel leads to a solid ice anchor. I traverse over flutings 
that course downward to a distant vanishing point in the clouds. Spread 
like a starfish, I wrap myself around a triangle of ice. Already, the picks 
of my axes are blunt from striking snow-covered rocks. I rake them 
through new snow until they catch on indiscernible features. Jess begs 

me to find an anchor. I look back: long droops in the rope accentuate 
the scarcity of my gear placements. I imagine a gruesome pendulum fall, 
my body swinging against blades of rock.

My stomach growls, but I doubt I have food to spare. Jess leads on 
beneath roofs of golden granite and black schist. Sunlight scuttles the 
clouds to reveal the air under our feet. Night falls as I chop through a 
snow-dolloped cornice. I jam my tools into fluffy snow and move my 
feet up carefully—only to sink right back. Straddling double-cornices, I 
kick forward to a broad arête.

At the belay, Jess says, “I don’t know how you would ever down 
climb that.” He’s still wearing his sunglasses although the sun has been 
gone for hours. Perhaps he was too focused or too tired to notice the 
dimming of the sky. “I can’t wait to eat some hot food,” he says. He 
smiles. “Whenever that is.”

Crimson light turns purple and then black. In search of a bivouac 
spot, I head toward an overhanging rock. There, as I shine my headlamp, 
I can’t believe what I see: two ancient pitons poke out of an icy crack. 
The first sign of the 1978 Japanese expedition! We expose more relics as we 
chop out the ledge: aluminum aid ladders, thirty-five pitons and a gal-
lon of gas. A faint moon colors the ridge a haunting yellow. “I’d rather 
sit here for a week than go back that way,” Jess says. I stir my freeze-dried 
meal. “Let’s hope we don’t have to do either one.”

Early morning sunbeams warm the tent. I sit up, awash in grogginess 
and fatigue. We supplement our rack with fifteen Japanese pitons, but 
I wonder if we should take more. Beyond a ridge that juts like a bent 
saw blade, I reach the summit of the second tower, clip the last web of 
Japanese gear and climb down icy folds. Jess chooses a slanting funnel, 
but it dead-ends in a gendarme. We make numerous rappels only to 
climb back up, traverse, descend, rappel and ascend past an overhanging 
wall of snow gargoyles.

The sun drops behind Hunter. Shadows engulf me, and I feel as 
alone as Waterman, even though Jess is fewer than seventy meters away. 
Our only protection is a single picket in loose snow. When David 
Roberts and Matt Hale came to Alaska for the Harvard Route’s fiftieth 
anniversary, we spent several days swapping stories. I wish they hadn’t 
told me about their fall near the top of Huntington. While leading, 
Matt had lost his footing and crashed into David. The snow ledge 
beneath them broke, the one-piton anchor ripped out, and they began 
to tumble out of control. Abruptly, the rope snagged on a knuckle-sized 
rock, saving them from a fatal plunge.

My own foot slips, and I curse my wandering mind. I tighten my 
grip around my tools and remind Jess to be methodical. Below the third 
tower, we kick out a ledge. Half of the tent balances over a cornice, and 
we sleep tied-in. The aurora borealis flows across the sky, illuminating 
the ice and snow with aqueous colors.

In the morning, while we rappel past a blocky headwall, I gaze 
down: far below, amid the shadows of Death Valley, serac debris covers 
our footprints across the crevasse field. The glacier churns like frozen 
whitewater, and I wonder how far Ed Bernd’s body has traveled in fifty-
two years. We’re still simul-climbing when the sun dips again to the 
west. My crampons screech against cold walls, and I fall on one tool. By 
the time I stand on the ridge crest, I’m gasping.

Jess is silent when he reaches me. “I’m sorry,” I say.
“Damn, dude,” he says. “That was sketchy.”
A plane circles the ridge. After dozens of flights with Paul Roderick, 
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I can tell by his serpentine pattern that he’s the one checking out our 
tracks. It’s comforting to know we’re in his thoughts. In my mind, every 
gentle cloud morphs into an unpredicted ten-day blizzard.

As Jess finds the way up the third peak, I revel in the warm light, but 
a halo shimmers around the sun—an almost sure sign of an incoming 
storm. On the top, we rappel off the last Japanese piton. Far below, our 
tent is an insignificant orange blemish, no bigger than a speck of dust  
upon a vast scale of grey. Farther up glacier, I spot the tents of two teams 
that have arrived since we left more than four days ago. “I bet no one has 
been gone from there for more than four days since the Harvard Route 
was established,” I say. “I hope they don’t call in a rescue.”

“Yeah.” Jess flops over the summit cornice. “I’d tell them to get the 
hell out of here.”

I trace our footsteps across the mile of coiling ridge behind us. The 
evening sun casts a red tint over the claws of snow and crinkling ice. 
From this vantage point, I think, it seems irrational to have even considered 
attempting this route. Out loud, I help plot a route up the craggy, 
unclimbed south face of Idiot Peak. We see no rocks or ice on the top. 
I visualize taking a last breath before making a free-hanging rappel over 
cornices, placing all my trust in an anchor set in aerated snow.

Partway up Idiot Peak, Jess investigates a turret of jagged pinnacles. 
“The line is fixed,” he yells from far above. It feels good to relax my 
mind as I prussik up the rope. I’m close to Jess when the rope slips off a 
large boulder that it had snagged on. I fall, and my life flashes in frames. 
In those thousandths of a second, I’m an infant, once more, staring 
into my mom’s face as she smiles and picks me up. Farther. I’m waving 
goodbye to friends as I depart for college. Faster. I caress my girlfriend 

and whisper, “I love you” for the first time. Losing control. I feel my dad’s 
strong embrace before I leave for Huntington. Tumbling backward. This 
must be what Ed Bernd felt. I hit the rock, and my hands tear at the slope. 
Just then, the rope comes tight. The anchor holds. I’m alive. I rest my 
head on the snow and breathe deep.

Light fades as we trundle rocks off a sloping ledge too small for the 
tent. Sometime later in the night, I open my eyes. Purples and greens, 
more vivid than before, flash across the sky like wind over water. I try to 
wake Jess, but he grumbles and rolls over.

On the fifth morning, cirrus clouds stretch toward us from the south-
west—signs of approaching weather. We slump, exhausted, even under 
light packs. I dump out excess food, confident we’ll be in base camp by 
nightfall. Jess moves thirty, forty feet across the cornices of Idiot Peak 
without finding any protection. I glance at the south ridge of Hunter, and 
I remember how Waterman fell after a large cornice broke. Of his survival, 
he commented simply, “I was surprised to be held by my belay system.”

Grey wisps surround us. Jess is now fifty feet from the two-nut anchor 
with no gear. If he slips or a cornice collapses, his fall might rip us both 
over the edge. Instead, he excavates a screw placement and belays me to 
the meringue-like summit. I crawl over boxcar-sized cornices, relieved 
to make a V-thread in the ancient ice that Terray described as “smooth 
as a mirror and as hard as glass.” We use the last of our 120 feet of rappel 
cord and start leaving slings. The rope snags on the third rappel. Jess 
stares calmly while I shout a litany of expletives.

At the col between Idiot Peak and Huntington, we rest amid an 
outcrop of shattered pinnacles. A thick ocean of dark cumulus rises. 

[Photo]  Mt. Huntington (12,240'), showing Gauntlet Ridge (Alaska Grade 6 A0 M6 

95°, ca. 8,500', Helander-Roskelley, 2017).   Idiot Peak (10,700').  Peak 10,100'. 

 Peak 9,800’.  Peak 9,460'. In an interview with Alpinist about the first ascent of  

Mt. Huntington’s complete south ridge, Jess Roskelley recounted, “People handle 

stress in different ways, and it was comforting to climb with a solid climber with a 

great sense of humor. Laughter takes the edge off of stressful situations.” Clint Helander
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During two more rappels to the east, we sacrifice another cam and all 
our remaining pitons. With the last of my energy, I lead through decay-
ing granite and deep snow. Idiot Peak disappears under ash-colored 
stratus. Wind whips across the summit of Huntington. The serac above 
us seems ready to release.

Shivering under all my layers of clothes, I try to match Jess’s pace 
as I follow. Our rounded picks and crampons barely penetrate the ice. 
He vanishes into a dark lenticular cloud, but the rope still inches along. 
When I take over the lead, he shouts something indiscernible through 
cutting wind. Terrain and air blend into a similar whiteness. I move in 
what David Roberts called “a ghostly walk in the sky.” I probe five times 
for every step—somewhere nearby the thin snow extends into an abyss. 
A momentary beam of dull light outlines the cornices on the north face, 
and I veer away. We stumble across Huntington’s summit in a gale, too 
cold, tired and scared to celebrate. Frost covers Jess’s face. Sharp sleet 
welds my eyes shut, and our fingers turn numb.

We erect the tent just below the top and go to sleep without even 
melting snow for water. My body has been consuming muscle, and the 
stench of ammonia lingers in my nostrils. The next morning, we search 
for a key rock at the top of the Harvard Route that marks our intended 
descent. I lower off a picket and pendulum across identical blue flutings 
and swirling mist. After swinging for an hour without seeing anything, 
I ascend the rope again. We col-
lapse in the tent, a mere 100 feet 
from where we camped the night 
before. I envision blindly traips-
ing off the ridge. I imagine the 
cornices breaking away. Ghostly 
figures beckon me toward the 
shadows. I have never wanted to 
live so badly.

Whenever we open the tent 
door, snow and wind hiss across the walls, so we cook inside, and the 
carbon monoxide gives us raging headaches. Jess jokes about the satiat-
ing properties of his last two boullion cubes. Emptiness wrenches my 
stomach. We press against each other. I have no significant other to 
think of, now, but I wonder if Jess is questioning whether he’ll see Alli-
son again. Our bags are useless clumps of down. I understand how easy 
it would be to drift to sleep and never wake up. In a whiteout, I listen 
for any minute change of shifting wind or snow.

I think about Jack Roberts and Simon McCartney on the north face 
of Huntington in 1978. They climbed beneath glistening rows of seracs 
and ducked for cover while the avalanches razed around them. After 
days of listening to the mountain, they learned to gauge its sounds to 
know when to make their next upward dash. “Somewhere up above, 
the sound of an object fluttering through space could be heard but not 
seen,” Jack Roberts wrote in the AAJ. “It was only a sound. The absence 
of sight made it easy to imagine as unreal, more like a fairy tale.” I’d met 
him on the Kahiltna Glacier in 2011, a year before he died on an ice 
route he’d climbed dozens of times. I remembered the light in his blue-
green eyes, his insatiable desire for wildness and life.

During our second night on the summit, I dream of a search plane 
flying over us. In my nightmare, our shredded tent flaps in the wind, 
exposing our corpses drifted over with snow.

On the eighth morning, a lull appears in the storm, and a faint out-

line of a spiky snow arête appears through dense fog—the lower Harvard 
Route. We have to descend now or we never will.

A snow slough knocks us off our feet as we make fifteen rappels 
down the west face couloir. I use every sling and leave rounded screws 
whenever the spindrift plugs the V-thread holes. A mistake feels inevi-
table in an unchanging grey dusk. The same image continues to haunt 
my mind: Bernd’s shocked expression as his rappel anchor fails and he 
falls backward into the void. I obsessively check my rappel device. Near 
the bottom, Jess is slow to start a rappel. When he reaches me, his face 
is gaunt, his expression blank.

While he was fumbling with frozen gloves, a carabiner connect-
ing the anchor sling somehow came unclipped. He leaned back and 
watched it pull through the V-thread hole. He barely rocked forward 
before plummeting backward. I play through the scene of a terminal 
sound above, like the sudden opening of a parachute, followed by a 
dark figure flailing past me. I’m alone on a vertical shield, in shock and 
without ropes. I’m dead, but I just haven’t died, yet. I scream uselessly 
into the wind before I return from the memories of Roberts and Bernd 
to my own reality. “Fuck,” I say as I grab his shoulder. “Let’s keep it 
together. We’re almost down.” Five rappels later, I fall over the bergschr-
und and land in deep snow. We stumble into base camp, past two parties 
of climbers who have given us up for dead.

Two more feet of snow fall 
soon after. In the darkness, a 
5.2-magnitude earthquake shakes 
the seracs around our basin. I lie 
awake, terrified that an avalanche 
will bury us. Jess turns back and 
forth, but he says nothing. My 
tension eases only when Paul Rod-
erick lands a few days later. On the 
flight out, I survey an unfamiliar 
landscape: new cornices extend far 

over the south ridge. Large slides have left swaths of debris where Jess 
and I lagged only days before. Any trace of our passage has been erased. 
I allow my mind to carry out scenarios with alternative endings:

An unforeseen ten-day storm materializes on the third day. Inches 
become feet of snow, and spindrift pushes the tent off the ledge. Hypothermia 
numbs my body and mind. I hold Jess as he shivers against me, and I drift 
into my final sleep. Or maybe, in a last-ditch effort to survive, we rappel into 
the unknown whiteness below. Monumental avalanches roar all around us. 
I build an anchor high on the face with the last of our rock gear, wonder-
ing if it’s going to be this avalanche or the next one that will end our lives.

A loud rumble shakes the mountain, and I return to the present 
moment. I try to clear the images of Huntington’s dead from my mind. 
I only wanted to be a tourist in Waterman’s dark realm, not to follow 
him all the way into that valley of thundering avalanches and hidden 
crevasses. The plane weaves east, and the serrated line of the south ridge 
cleaves the azure sky. Heavy snow covers every aspect in white, but it’s 
the shadow below that holds me. As the silhouette of Huntington proj-
ects westward, the sharp features of the ridge elongate and contort. The 
darkness transcends the plain, stretching high upon the icy flanks of 
Hunter. At last, the snows melt into blue moraine, green muskeg and 
sunlit forests, yet I feel as though we escaped with a debt unpaid. Even 
as the mountain vanishes in the distance, I feel as though I will never 
escape Huntington’s shadow. 

I envision blindly traipsing off 
the ridge. I imagine the cornices 
breaking away. Ghostly figures 

beckon me toward the shadows. I 
have never wanted to live so badly.
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Contraindications

My lungs bellowed. Eventually, Anna tossed her bike next to 
a larch tree and began running up the narrowing path. Stuffed 
under the lid of her pack, the rope trailed its tail end in the snow. I 
ditched my bike and took off after her. It was the first time we had 
ice climbed together, and I think we both had something to prove: 
speed, efficiency, strength, hilarity—but that day, mostly speed. 

We arrived at the base of the mottled turquoise waterfall, 
and I got ready to climb as fast as possible while Anna uncoiled 
the rope, her blue helmet half-cocked over her right eye where it 
would remain all day. We climbed quickly, rappelled quickly, had 
a quick sip of whisky and bolted out on foot and wheel as fast as 
we’d gone in. It was too early for lunch when we made it back to 
Canmore, and I wondered if I’d be able to keep up with her on 
bigger adventures. As the sun streamed through the windshield, 
I caught Anna’s unrelenting smile out of the corner of my eye.

Alison Criscitiello

°
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The morning of our flight to India, September 20, 2016, Anna sent me 
a text message: “I think I’m having a total nervous meltdown right now.”

I replied right away. “Listen to me and believe me when I tell you 
I got ya. I will guard your life like my own sisters’. If all we have is an 
adventure with no summits, I’d still be happy.”

Anna responded quickly. “Oh, I’ll get over it.”
Rein it in Criscitiello, rein it in, I thought. This gal does not need taking 

care of. I recalled our exchange during the next couple of weeks, mostly 
because it was a microcosm of the two of us: we were opposites in almost 
every way imaginable, end members constantly bringing one another 
closer to an elusive center. Her longing for wildness balanced my need 
for order. Her boldness quickened my tempered strides. As a scientist, I 
couldn’t turn off the analytical, hyper-organized side of my mind. Anna, 
who had recently left her Parks Canada job to climb full time, was wholly 
dedicated to unhindered and often spontaneous exploration. There were 
many moments when we had to make hard decisions, and at all cost I 
defaulted to what I told her I would do: guard her like a sister.

After our arrival in India, Anna and I confronted almost immediately 
the number one axiom of all expeditions: Plan on shit not going as 
planned. On my previous trip to India in 2010, my climbing partners 
and I had skirted the monsoon landslides by getting high on the Nun 
Kun massif quickly. This time, however, our main objective was in the 
Garhwal region, where the monsoon had already arrived. Across the line 
of our approach, muddied earth and rock slipped into the black torrent 
of the Bhilangna River. For a year, I had fixated on grainy photos: the 
granitic teeth of the Brahmasar peaks, the illuminated repose of the 
west ridge, the plummeting shadows on the cold face. I had mapped 
the landscape in ink and mind, planned the route with backups and 
backups to the backups. There was so much inertia hurtling us toward 
the Garhwal, and then suddenly it was gone.

Anna cracked two beers with a lighter, and we clinked bottles, mak-
ing a promise to return to the Garhwal together next autumn. Then we 
started poring over our photos of the Miyar Valley: Plan B. Sheltered 
from the monsoon, deep in the Himachal Pradesh, moraines winded 
toward glinting spires. The promise of frozen brittle worlds loomed 
high and hidden in the back corners of each side valley. I emailed New 
Hampshire climber Freddie Wilkinson to ask for advice, since he had 

established some daring routes there in 2007. “If you 
want a more exploratory endeavor,” he advised, “check 
out the side valleys on the left (west)…alpine gnar galore.”

Without any time to feel prepared, Anna and I 
stepped out into a realm truly unknown to us. Perhaps 
we would walk a few kilometers up the main valley, 
and I would see a heaving, incandescent-blue glacier I 
couldn’t resist. Or perhaps after days of trekking, Anna 
would glimpse a rise of rock so sublime she would 
dream of dancing up its flutes. We decided to let the 
mountain pick us.

For months, I had been buzzing with thoughts of all that Anna and 
I could accomplish together. In many ways, our dichotomy made us 
a perfect team. The mountaineer and the climber, the slogger and the 
technical sharpshooter. She told me she was thankful for my speed and 
endurance, my ability to carry huge loads, my body’s disregard for alti-
tude and cold. I was grateful for her unmatched strength, her ability to 
lead what I never will: overhanging ice, bare pitches of unprotectable 
Rockies rock, and everything in between the frozen and unfrozen verti-
cal realms.

Earlier that year, in July, after storms forced us out of the Bugaboos, 
Anna and I had driven to Skaha, British Columbia, with two friends for 
some relaxed sport climbing. I had just returned from a long run through 
the dusty trails when I watched her walk over to a tree where she had 
hung a bag of red wine. She took a swig, tossed her cap on the ground, 
and wiped the wine off her hands onto her fluorescent blue pants before 
starting up an almost featureless, overhanging route. Again and again, 
she reached high for tiny handholds, stretching her arms leisurely and 
methodically, holding her legs close to the wall without effort. As she 
glanced at the route above, she appeared to be in friendly conversation 
with the rock. No way I’m going up that, I thought. Instead, I ran and ran 
and ran, unable to remain still; I was bursting with so much admiration. 

Months afterward, without her presence, I would feel as if I had 
poised myself at the top of a steep couloir, only to look down and find 
my skis were shattered.

All day, as the road ascended out of Manali, I felt as though I were 
rising through layers of dreams. Flashes of home life—turning on the 
kettle for coffee, watering the jade plant that sits on my pine desk—
came vibrantly to mind, then faded away. One shade of green surged 
into another, from rich river lands to lush ribbons of planted earth, 
evoking the vast quantity of life in a bucketful of ocean. Weathered 
bridges stitched together small towns split by the cleaving Chenab River. 
At the crest of Rohtang Pass, our truck hurtled along an impossible 
narrow boundary where the crush of warm green and cold white 
somehow coexisted, and the fertile and the frozen fell off below in all 
directions. I held onto a feeling that sparked just after descending to 
where the Leh-Manali road turns northwest and careens into the Tandi-
Kishtwar. A sense of emergence, of surfacing.

[Opening Spread] Anna Smith climbs High Plains Drifter (5.11c, 2 

pitches; (P1) Beckham, 1990; (P2) Sauco, 2003) on the granitic Third 

Peak of the Stawamus Chief, Squamish, British Columbia. John Price  

l  [This Page] Smith rappels off Professor Falls (III WI4), Banff,  Janu-

ary 2016. According to Barry Blanchard’s The Calling, the route got 

its name from Professor Eckhard Grassman, one of the first ascen-

sionists, who fell while climbing the route in 1974. Alison Criscitiello
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Anna and I stepped out of the truck at Shukto, in the far north of 
India, where the dirt road ends. Prayer flags dotted the verdant terraces 
of cultivated land between the peaks. Pakistan and Tibet were close, 
now, flanking us on my mind’s map, across invisible political lines. The 
low hum of a distant chant rose as we unloaded our gear beneath a wan-
ing, three-quarter moon.

The next morning, we started our two-day walk up the Miyar Val-
ley with six horses; two horsemen; our local guide, Bhagwan Thakur; 
two cooks, Janga Gurung and Bharat Shahi Bahadur; and five plump, 
unpredictable chickens to be dished up at base camp. Bhagwan led the 
menagerie, glancing behind him every few minutes with a smile, as if 
to make sure that his pace was OK. I studied the clouds for pending 
weather. The fragmented cirrostratus hinted only at a weak front.

When we stopped by the river to rest, Anna found a wet, silt-slath-
ered rock that perfectly held her resting silhouette. She lit a smoke and 
closed her eyes. “Don’t want to get muddy, do you,” she said to me, in 
a mocking, loving voice, as she relaxed into the contours of the rock. 
She looked so content, the tips of her hair tinged with mud and a sleepy 
smile on her face. My gaze drifted from her repose to the bend in the 
river up ahead, where it curved beyond my view.

Deeper into the valley, the shattered, crumbling rock cliffs turned 
into impenetrable pinnacles, the green, tended terraces into pulverized 
moraine. The Miyar River became increasingly turbulent, its rolling 
tumbled gurgles transforming into a sharp roar. The rounded, eroded 
stones of the outwash plains gave way to newer, jagged rocks hidden 
under the constricted torrent between the incised banks. Isn’t this always 
the case? The younger and the more contained, the more furious? A baby 
gasping instinctively for her first breath: a subglacial surge crashing out of a 
terminus into its narrow and precipitous birth canyon. As we followed the 
braids of the Miyar River toward its source, the current seemed to be 
fighting something always just up-river and out of sight.

Earlier in the winter of 2016 in the Canadian Rockies, at the 
base of the second approach pitch to Whiteman Falls, Anna and our 
friend Ben and I stared at the ice that covered a deeply eroded waterfall 
pool. “I wonder if we can step on that,” Ben said. It looked thin. I saw 
dark shadows around the edges, spindrift caught in the mayhem of 
a previous freeze-thaw cycle. The sound of moving water lapped too 
close to the surface for my comfort. In the split second it took me to 
think to myself, Dammit we’ll have to climb this mixed garbage around 
the sidewalls to get around it, I watched as Anna, ahead of Ben on the 

rope, walked directly across the center of the ice. One step, two steps, 
and Anna was gone.

She plunged into the bottomless chasm of water. Though this all 
happened quickly and without a word, I could sense that Ben and I 
defaulted to the same plan. We hauled hard on the rope, and Anna sur-
faced. Ben grabbed her arm and pulled her to firm ground in one strong 
movement. She stood for a moment, her breath still held. The water 
dripping off her turned to ice. She laughed and said, “Well, this is as far 
as I’ll go today!” As I rummaged through my pack for insulated pants 
that she could change into, and Ben finished packing for us to descend, 
Anna swiftly began down climbing. “Give ’er,” she shouted, already out 
of sight. “See you later today at the car after you climb Whitemans!”

Once again, Anna was gone. Ben and I weren’t sure what to do. 
“Should we follow her out?” I asked Ben. Temperatures were in the -20s 
°C: what if she got hypothermia on the five-kilometer ski to the car? 
“Well, she made her decision I guess,” Ben said. This girl is nails. What 
history etched across years has made such toughness? Late in the day, after 
we climbed the falls, we found Anna snoozing peacefully in the back of 
my car under a nest of blankets. She woke and looked up at us, patient 
and smiling, wondering how good the ice was.

The metamorphosed Paleozoic gneiss and amphibolite of the Miyar 
shear zone ceded to dark, intrusive rock. The Zanskar fault folded layers 
of earth like putty, foisting the older strata above the young, toying 
with age. The provenance of such an altered landscape remains hidden, 
except to those who know how to read rocks. And what of our own 
metamorphosed beginnings? The collusion of age and environment with 
genetics and epigenetics? Practically encased in ice, how did Anna know she 
could make it alone out from the Whiteman Falls canyon? Her own history 
taught her that, and gave rise to her daring.

I wondered if I would let her down on this climb. I had learned to 
have a higher aversion to risk than she had, somehow. Southwest-dipping, 
sheared rock layers passed underfoot. Strike slip, strike slip. The Miyar 
and the abutting Gianbul valleys ascended to their domed junction. Two 
deformation events lay recorded in the stratigraphy. The intrusion of 
young rock arched the landscape and created the regional-scale anticline, 
the opportunity to walk up a valley and tread through slices of time 
tilted 20° toward our feet. The old had been exhumed, exposed again to 
sunlight after a long senescence. Crystal orientation offered evidence of 
paleo-stresses. Mineral deformation hinted at the direction of previous 
struggle. Ask Anna about her scars. Tell her about mine. 

Later, I wondered: Can we ever fully read the mystery of another 
person’s life?

We set up a luxurious base camp at 12,950 feet on the east side of the 
Miyar River between the Chhudong and Takdung valleys. Janga used a 
small, clear stream as a fridge, building a retaining berm with pebbles 
and then submerging our vegetables in the crisp lagoon. The chickens 
grazed on dry, low grass. My gaze flitted between two unclimbed lines 
on Rachu Tangmu, a mountain across the river and up a drainage on 
the west side: a steep, thin drip of ice that led to a col and a sharp 
half-hidden ridgeline that arced to the corniced summit knife; a broad 
north-facing couloir that thinned about 1,500 feet from the top into an 
impossibly overhanging rimed rock corner.
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“You know that I’m looking at the route with more rock. And I 
know you’re looking at the ice,” Anna said. She wasn’t asking. And in 
the end, I wanted to follow her into the un-oxygenated unknown by 
whatever route she found irresistible. Saying what she likely already 
knew, I replied, “The rock corner line. That top section is all you.”

Early the next morning, I dunked my unruly curls in the river, trying 
to maintain at least a semblance of hygienic order. Anna emerged from 
her side of the tent with her black Batman cap atop her dusty mess of 
hair, a breakfast cigarette dangling from her lip beneath the dark brim. 
Dammit, she is infinitely cooler than I’ll ever be. We packed a load and 
crossed the Miyar River to peer into the alpine world above.

Anna, in her usual way, stripped down to nothing and waltzed 
through the water before I had even changed into my designated 
river-crossing shoes and pants. We began ascending what I dubbed 
“Mt. Chosserton,” and Anna fondly termed “the shitpile from hell”: 
more than 3,000 vertical feet of loose moraine. Its upper half overlaid 
detached glacial ice. My hope was to carry to an advanced base camp at 
an altitude of at least 16,500 feet, but by the time we reached 15,500 
feet, Anna’s pace slowed. I turned around: she was resting heavily on a 
rock, the weight of her pack lopsided as she tried to shift its heft from 

hips to granite. She was short of breath. Her lips had blanched. Before I 
could speak, she threw up.

My heart thumped against the stillness. Shit, she has AMS. “We’re going 
down,” I said. “Are you OK to go down with me?” I kneeled and looked 
straight into her searching eyes, but I was unable to focus her attention. 
She mumbled something that didn’t make sense, and I smelled a distinct 
fruity, acetone scent. My heart and mind accelerated. Fuck fuck fuck. This 
isn’t AMS. We both knew it was ketoacidosis. I held her for a minute, 
feeling her rapid breathing, trying to remember everything I knew about 
insulin and blood sugar. I knew she had sporadic issues with her blood 
sugar, but I didn’t find out how serious it was until long afterward.

During the descent, she stumbled even as I gripped her arm. “Thank 
you for being so patient with me. I’m thirsty. I’m so thirsty,” she said, 
though she had drunk all our remaining water. I heard the trust in her 
voice. I let her arm go, and she continued meandering down down down 

as I ran toward any depression, any chasm, any hint at a water source 
still within view of her. What do I do in a world where water does not 
hydrate? I envisioned a stream, flowing over a landscape and sucking it 
dry, desiccating the land it wove through instead of bringing life.

For the next three days, Anna shuffled around slowly in a thirty-foot 
radius of our base camp tent. The first night, I lay awake, listening to her 
breathe. “Go explore,” she said to me early in the morning, before she 
disappeared again into her sleeping bag.

A faint breeze whispered across the dry grasses. A thin, dreamlike 
haze hung low to the valley bottom. How is she asking me for time to get 
stronger? She is the strongest person I know. While I seek gentle updrafts, rising 
slowly with the current of the wind, she rides the shearing offshore katabatics 
for fun. She is katabatic. I saw her committed force in the commanding 
spine of that Himalayan skyline, in all its sheer and jutting authority. 

At night, my mind drifted compulsively to thoughts of what would 
happen if she got sick again. What are the contraindications between indi-
vidual memory and shared ambition? Between unbreakable determination 
and the body’s preexisting trajectory? The questions proliferated, hurled 
into the vastness of the hollow sky, shattered against brittle stars and 
returned to me, in silence.

I was scared and I wanted her near a hospital because I didn’t under-
stand what was going on with her body. She wanted to wait it out at 
base camp to monitor her blood glucose level and see if she got better. 
We never came to a resolution. Ultimately, I told her I knew that we 
could only make decisions for ourselves and our own bodies. I said that 
I respected her decision despite how incongruous the world felt to me at 
that point. All I could do, in climbing as in life, was to trust her. 

While she rested, I hiked into the three valleys on the east side of 
the main basin: Takdung, Chhudong, and Dali. There are details to a 
landscape that are impossible to delineate with words. I walked alone 
through fields of wild oregano, memories of my Italian grandmother’s 
kitchen whispering through the low brush. Fractals of burnt-orange 
lichen spilled across boulder fields; creek water lapped against glinting 
mountain passes; ten thousand feet of impossible, foreshortened relief 
existed in one frame. There were countless almost-flawless moments 

[This Page] The author and Anna Smith in the Miyar Valley. Alison Criscitiello  l  [Facing 

Page, Left] Smith on the South Buttress of Mt. Loki (5.10+, 650m), Baffin Island. Smith and 

Michelle Kadatz made the first all-female ascent of the route in 2015. Michelle Kadatz  l  

[Facing Page, Middle] Criscitiello and Smith in Jasper, July 2016. Lauren Peritz  l  [Facing Page, 

Right] Smith seconds Cyber Pasty Memorial (WI5+ M7+), Icefields Parkway. The photog-

rapher recalls, “[Smith] took a bit of ice to the lip, but was still smiling all day.” John Price   
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during those three days—imperfect because I wasn’t sharing them with 
my climbing partner. I felt the weakening of my lifeline, my strong 
connection to Anna. I wanted her roaming those hills by my side. 

Each day, I returned to base camp with photos of frozen lines. In the 
evenings, Anna and I ogled images on my tiny camera screen. We quickly 
determined our second objective: a buttress hidden in the Chhudong 
Valley that we dubbed “Brahmasar of the Miyar” because of its striking 
resemblance to that rise of shadow deep in the Garhwal. 

One evening, Bhagwan, Janga and Bharat tried to set up a Tyrolean 
across the Miyar River so Anna and I wouldn’t have to ford it again. 
On the near side, they used a bolt I’d placed the previous afternoon on 
a fifteen-foot boulder, during my obsessive practice with a new hand 
drill. With no decent high anchor point on the far side of the river, they 
eventually quit the impossible task, and they took turns encouraging 
each other to the top of the boulder. Bharat went last, nimbly picking his 
way up a crack in his flip-flops. I felt relaxed watching them, enveloped 
by the warm normalcy and joy of the moment. While they walked back 
to camp, I kneeled at the clear stream next to the cook tent, my sleeves 
rolled up neatly as I washed our bowls. Anna joined me after a few 
minutes, laughing at the way her dog-chewed merino cuffs dragged 
through the water.

By the third night Anna reported feeling 100 percent, and she 
seemed it. She said she was checking her blood sugar levels regularly with 
a blood-glucose monitor. A shallow wind drifted in from the south, and 
my mind felt at ease. Her personality was back, her audacious humor, her 
booming laugh. She was there again with me in the Miyar. I wasn’t alone. 
We decided we would try to reach an advanced base camp the following 
morning, with my stipulation: we move at half pace, take regular stops 
and check in honestly with one another, and truly, truly set out with the 
expectation of turning around. We shook on it, ate one of the chickens 
(we named that one Sweet Chili) and had a rowdy, perfect night.

We woke up early when the river would be low. On the moraine, I set a 
slow enough pace to listen to Anna step and breathe behind me, and to 
talk together in the thinning air about love and home and what might 
lie ahead for each of us in the next few years. When we stopped to drink 
water, she handed me my favorite snack from her pocket. I took them 
from her with a “Oh hell, yeah!” and she winked back. She knew they 
were my favorite. We moved past our 15,500-foot cache to 16,200 feet 
where a large glacial erratic offered an island in a moving landscape of 

ice on rock, rock on ice, forever shifting.
After we shuttled our cached load up, I filled water from a frozen 

supraglacial lake while Anna cooked dinner, and then we sat on our 
perch to eat. As the sun swung west of the cold-horned summit, the 
light played tricks on the north face of Rachu Tangmu, creating illu-
sions of gravity-defying overhangs where we knew there were none. 
Side-lit, the summit cornice looked as if it were rising. Its shadows 
hinted at the true depth of its undercut. The bulging terminus of the 
glacier appeared defiant too, rebelling against its cirque, heading will-
fully skyward. To the south, the three forged prongs of the southwest 
face of Mahindra dominated a sea of ice-studded peaks. Our whole 
world, emanating in every infinitesimal direction from our quiet epi-
center, was magic. Are my eyes seeing what yours are seeing? Will you 
remember this forever? I will.

While darkness devoured the skyline peak by peak, Anna set herself 
up to sleep atop the rock pedestal in her tiny tent. It was a windless and 
relatively warm night, so I decided to sleep under my tarp, which was all 
we would bring on the climb. Anna said I’d have to come into the tent 
with her at some point, so we could take a photo for the manufacturer. 
She found it endlessly entertaining that two petite climbers couldn’t fit 
into the allegedly two-person tent she brought.

“When we get off that summit and back down here, two girls one 
tent!” I hollered. The echo of her thunderous laugh seemed to magnify 
in the cirque above and reverberate back to me. I saw the flash of her 
mischievous grin as she settled into the tent. I blew her a fist-bump, 
and crunched over to my bivy spot. My down booties gripped onto 
the hoar frost that had begun to form. As I turned out my headlamp, 
the illuminated circumference of my world vanished into vacuity. It 
was probably around 10 p.m. when I fell asleep listening to her almost 
comforting little snores. Farther away, the low locomotive rumble of 
an avalanche rose and fell. The last thing that passed between us wasn’t 
words, but wonder and laughter.

Around  a.m., I got up to smash the surface of our little lake so I could 
turn an icy half-liter of it into coffee. In retrospect, I think some part of 
me already felt something was wrong. She had been as excited as I was to 
scout the route that day, and there was no way my intentional banging 
about wouldn’t have woken her. It took all the courage I had to unzip 
her tent door at 7 a.m. I covered the rock beneath me in tears and beat 
it with my fists. The word No echoed off the cold and shadowed face of 
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Rachu Tangmu. In less than a minute, I unleashed the emotions that I 
knew I would lock down for weeks, until I got us home. I closed my 
eyes and wiped my face. Calm and even, I did CPR for an hour despite 
the obvious signs that she had passed away. It is what you do, so I did it.

I wrapped her in her sleeping bag. Some irrational part of me wanted 
to keep her warm, unable to let go of the idea that she would suddenly 
wake up. I forced myself to eat a bar, and I sent a satellite message to 
Kaushal Desai, my friend and logistics contact in Manali, requesting 
evacuation assistance. I didn’t want to leave Anna even though she wasn’t 
alive, but knew I had to alert the three at base camp immediately. I 
began sprinting down down down. 

I remember tearing through the river. I remember Bhagwan, Janga 
and Bharat running toward me when they saw me. I remember that when 
I dropped to my knees, Janga knelt with me, offering me his hand to 
hold. I made myself eat and drink water before I crossed the river again 
and ran back to Anna in a blur. Stay strong, stay strong, stay strong. In the 
end, I returned to her in four hours—the only four hours after she died 
and before I got back to Canada that she was not within arms reach of 
me. Eventually, I did the single hardest thing I have done in my thirty-five 
years: I sent two messages—one to Anna’s mother and one to her part-
ner—telling them. It took a long time to find the words.

Memories of home flooded my mind. I saw myself reading on my 
twin sister’s white couch while the warm sun streamed through the open 
barn doors facing the Pacific. I heard my mom calling us in from the 
swings for dinner on a cool summer evening; we were six years old with 
mud crusted between our toes beneath faded sundresses. I saw Anna 
proudly playing the French horn as a youngster. I saw her sitting on her 

kitchen floor in Canmore making ice cream for her mom. I glimpsed 
her hand held in the palm of someone she loves. What, really, was con-
traindicated? Oxygen-starved alpine objectives and a family and community 
at home held close? Climbing and falling in love?

I received a message from Kaushal saying a team was on the way in on 
foot, and I should descend again to base camp to wait. There was no prac-
tical reason to stay up high—there was nothing that could harm Anna. 
I knew she would have told me to go down to base camp and have a 
damn drink. But I couldn’t move. I didn’t want to leave her alone. I didn’t 
feel brave. I didn’t feel strong. Seeds of convoluted phantasmagorias had 
already taken residence in my unconscious mind. For two nights and 
three days, I fragmented into memories and hallucinations: I thought 
of the crisp lines on her hands, the cracked skin of her right thumb; I 
pictured her feet lying close together, magnified and illuminated as if by 
candlelight; I saw a woman in a seaside bed and breakfast cooking scram-
bled eggs as I sat at an old French farm table and drank coffee, listening 
to a crashing tide; and just as I tried to focus on the calm and the detail, 
the scene suddenly dissolved into the spiral of a yellow tent door flailing 
in a windstorm, the grin of a cat flashing before it attacked.

I made lists of what to do. I obsessively checked the angle of the sun, 
adjusting my solar panel and charging everything that had a battery. I 
packed our equipment into large, one-person loads—the motions of 
maintaining order and control, the motions of distraction. My family, 
twelve hours off my time zone, switched the schedules of their lives to 
message me. Their words were my tether to another world. 

At night, I shattered into the landscape. Images of Anna—skipping 
across the river ahead of me, watching tennis and eating sesame bagels in 

[This Page, Left] Anna Smith at the belay on Cyber Pasty Memorial (WI5+ M7+), Icefields 

Parkway, Alberta. Smith described finding her own “personal truth to climbing” on 

ventures to “the high and wild places” in an episode of El Cap Bridge. What makes 

“climbing worthwhile,” she explains, is that it provides opportunities where “all of a 

sudden, you’re reduced to your most basic and elemental self.” John Price  l  [This Page, 

Top Right] Smith and Criscitiello, at the moment when they switched their plans to the 

Miyar Valley. Anna Smith Collection  l  [This Page, Bottom Right] Jeff Shapiro, Criscitiello and 

Chris Gibisch in Manali, the morning before Smith’s cremation ceremony. Chris Gibisch
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Canmore, shaking the tent on Mt. Robson with laughter, run-
ning and climbing and drinking whisky in Skaha—suddenly 
lost shape and faded, and I descended into murky, bogged 
woods where a shape-shifting threat waited behind an oak 
tree at night, hiding something behind its back. Terrified of 
getting out of my sleeping bag, I talked to Anna and clenched 
tiny prayer flags in my fist. I repeated Om mani padme hum 
for hours until the sun rose, dim auburn on the horizon. My 
only true belief is in science. It is absolutely absurd and out 
of character that I was chanting. I did anything I could to 
distract my mind.

By the third morning, I felt less alone. The international mountain-
eering community inundated me with messages of support. I imagined 
each of those writers standing behind me. “It’s a loose belay from a long 
distance, but we are here, holding your rope,” wrote Matt, a climber I 
had never met. I cried not from fear but gratefulness. If not for you, I 
would still be sitting in thin air with my friend, waiting for a dim light to 
grow brighter. I owe you everything.

On that third afternoon, six men showed up and helped me get Anna 
from 16,200 back to 12,950 feet. I was moved by their strength and 
agility as they took turns carrying a makeshift stretcher down ice and 
moraine. After I crossed the Miyar River for the sixth and final time, I 
turned around and thought, Anna would have just been so pleased. She was 
held high above their heads—six men and zero pants. Back at base camp, 
I sensed a storm on the horizon: the wind swelled and changed direction 
as the sun dimmed. Thirteen policemen trekked into the Miyar to ques-
tion me, their voices muted by the reverberating tent walls. I sat like a 
statue in front of Anna, guarding her. The wind was relentless—a roar 
that seemed to emanate from the molten outer core of the earth.

The following evening, the police finally allowed us to walk to the 
road with our horses and Anna, also on a horse. Bhagwan and I took off, 
followed by Janga and Bharat who held the reins of Anna’s horse, all of 
us trailed in the distance by the police. A couple hours down the valley, 
Bhagwan and I noticed we were walking in bear tracks. We followed 
them for an hour in disbelief. As the southerly winds picked up, we had, 
I felt, an entire conversation without speaking. Look how deep that paw 
print is. We took a break from the wind behind a large granite boulder as 
the clouds blazed overhead, and he told me he had never seen or heard 
of bears in this place. There is nothing for them to eat here—no animals, 
no foliage. Eventually the bear tracks veered from our course, crossing 
the river to the west and trailing out of sight. It’s Anna. It’s Anna. Look 
how she crossed the river.

We walked on through waxen, deep red autumn leaves and reached 
Shukto just before nightfall. The dusky evening sun filtered through 
high clouds, casting a glowing sidelight upon the small village. There, at 
the road head, I had to wait for the police to allow me to begin the next 
part of my journey out—toward Manali, toward repatriation. By the 
following morning, I was in Udaipur, where I hoped to get the autopsy 
completed, but the local officials explained that I would have to travel to 
Keylong, instead, with Anna. Bhagwan, his hands in his pockets and his 
shoulders stooped low, shook his head. He looked down at the ground, 
mouthing, “I’m sorry,” to me. I would adapt in a few minutes, but right 
at that moment, the sense of fragmentation began anew.

Just then, Jeff Shapiro and Chris Gibisch walked into the little chai 
hut where I was sitting. Fresh from a new line on the south face of Bram-
mah II, Jeff and Chris were also en route to Manali. Chris sat right down 
across from me, his arms resting on the table, his face sunburnt and 
inquisitive. Jeff sidled up next to me on the bench. I told them briefly 
what I was going through. Jeff rested the weight of his hand on my back. 
A pulse, finally, added to my own. His arms then rested by his side, but 
in the periphery of my view, they appeared as wings. I knew he’d lived 
through similar stories of loss in the mountains, but he sat, whole and 
unruffled, next to me. Chris’s kind eyes looked directly into mine. The 
wind ripped down the center of the dirt road outside, whirling eddies of 
dust and whistling against the open wood door.

Through the doorway, a mountain loomed. The shifting light and 
weather altered its appearance, changing the height of the clouds that 
danced above its summit, the trajectory of the blowing snow that 
streamed off its lee side, the forms of the new shadows on the clean 
face, but not the essence of the mountain itself. The landscape in view 
appeared profoundly adiabatic—no heat entered or left the system—
yet great change occurred within. I thought of the word migmatization, 
which in geology describes the process whereby a rock undergoes par-
tial melting during a period of extreme metamorphism, disintegrating 
because of imposed change. I will smash my eroded edges back to their 
former jagged shapes. If I can discern the inscribed memory of the Miyar’s 
garnet-rich foliated gneiss, reading its history with eyes and hands, I will 
embrace my own migmatization, resulting in a new being that is the mirac-
ulous sum of what came before, and all the processes of change that have 
occurred since. I will absorb this experience into my own fabric. I will climb 
again. I will love others, and the wild unknown, again.

After I went on to Keylong to have the autopsy performed, I rejoined 
Jeff and Chris in Manali. I stepped out of the truck into the calm of 
the night. They were waiting up for me, a third glass of whisky on the 
balcony table beside theirs. I saw their kind faces, and I knew I had 
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lost a sister, but gained two brothers. They symbolized why I 
climb: that sense of a rope that stretched, invisible, between 
me and another human being. From the moment that I no 
longer had Anna tethered to me, I felt the profound loss of 
those woven fibers between us that were so much more than 
nylon filaments held tightly in their protective sheathe. Now my 
rope was, once again, attached from my heart to someone else’s.

On a cloudless afternoon, along the shores of the Beas 
River in the heart of Manali, we cremated her. Wrapped in clean 
bright cloth, Anna lay surrounded by the rushing sounds of the 
clear water that sparkled faint blue in the full sun of the day. It 
was a simple ceremony: keep the bonfire going until everything 
merged with water, sky and earth. A stranger walked up to me 
and asked if Anna was my family. Yes, she is my family. He told 
me that she must have a big heart: this was an auspicious day 
according to the Buddhist calendar. 

Leaning against a grey cement wall, dressed in deep red robes 
with golden sashes, five monks hypnotically drummed for hours, 
hands rhythmically matching their chanting. I could feel the 
ritual penetrate my marrow. It took eight hours for the pyre to 
burn. One by one, Chris, Jeff and I threw wood into the blaze 
and closed our eyes. I stood still with the heat for as long as 
I could. I wrapped my arms tight around Jeff, and his rooted 
being seemed to ground me to something larger. I wished that 
her parents, her partner, our entire Canmore community, her 
Golden, British Columbia friends, could have been there next to 
me. Flanked by Jeff and Chris, I left finally as the early evening 
shadows began their lengthening, and the sky turned to quiet, 
intangible dusk.

Jeff offered to keep Anna’s ashes in the room he shared with 
Chris; he said he hoped I might be able to sleep with a little 
distance. I did sleep a few hours those nights, knowing she was 
safe and still within feet of me, but not my burden to bear alone. 
Each morning, I emerged to find Chris and Jeff already sitting 
on the wicker chairs on the porch, soaking in the cool, ethereal 
vista. We drank coffee together. Most afternoons, when I took 
breaks from sorting out Anna’s repatriation paperwork, we wan-
dered through Manali together, winding down ancient leaning 
streets in the oldest parts of the city where temples drew us in 
with their heavy, numinous carved doors. In the evenings, we 
returned to the porch to share ciders. These rituals that formed 
between us, almost unknowingly, brought a sense of calm, of 
familiar routine, of family.

As I connected to the outside world again, I learned that the 
drive for people to know and understand one another’s stories 
is a veritable force. “Climbers imagine themselves in that space 
and want to know how they might avoid a similar circumstance,” 

my friend Wayne Merry wrote to me. In retrospect, I know this 
impulse stems, in part, from sympathy. At the time, reading news 
reports about me and Anna—when I had told the full story to no 
one, and when the unfolding narrative was far from over—felt 
deeply violating. While I was throwing wood into a funeral pyre, 
how was someone else composing our story? It felt like the burn-
ing of the top of a page, before the bottom was written.

On the morning of October 14, two weeks after Anna died, 
I slipped the last of the paperwork and the ashes into my back-
pack. On the plane home, I pictured myself sinking, again and 
again, into my bivy nest. I felt, once more, the cold power of 
the north face of Rachu Tangmu rise next to me, the anticipated 
refuge of oncoming sleep and warmth; the awareness of my place 
in space profoundly juxtaposed against my unawareness of my 
place in time.

Two months later, I wonder what we are each left with when 
the roar of the media dies down, the crowds disperse, the wind 
shutters through our thoughts again, and the autumn leaves lie 
trampled underfoot without the hum of friends above them. In 
our own way, I suppose we are each left with the adiabatic work 
of living with a memory, of deciding what is contraindicated 
within our own lives. I’ve become determined to trust my own 
migmatization, my own deformation.

The effort of deciphering the past currents of our own his-
tories—the braided paths they took, the oxbow lakes that were 
severed from the main flow during the iterations of their land-
scape—tells little about their future topography. Like the glacial 
outflow whipping off the flanks of Rachu Tangmu, which finds 
its path miles down valley only in the exact instant of wetting an 
upturned dry stone, my own change comes just as unexpectedly, 
during the exact circumstance of a moment’s least resistance.

Back at home, I keep the woodstove burning hot. I wake up 
in the middle of the night, sleep coming only in short bursts, and 
tend the flames like my life depends on their glow. I see Anna in 
that elemental blaze. Pushing herself so persistently, she was bet-
ter, perhaps, at surviving than at living. A boring life, a prescribed 
life, a defined life were the enemy. I found her rebellion exquisite, 
feminist: she bucked any system that tried to define her neatly 
and cleanly with words. Her strength emanated from her core; 
her spark set my aspirations afire. I watched her convince herself 
through doing. The moment of becoming convinced occurred 
precisely on the sharp knife-edge between rising and falling. 

[Facing Page] Anna Smith and Ian Greant on The Sorcerer, Alberta. In an episode of El Cap Bridge, Smith describes how 

other climbers have influenced her: “[There are] people who climb really quietly, and really confidently, and there are 

people who just  throw themselves into it, with everything they have. And both of those... [have] brought something 

new to the way I live my life.” John Price  l  [This Page] Buddhist monks during Smith’s cremation ceremony. Chris Gibisch
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Protect Bears Ears

Metolius Climbing was founded by climbers, for climbers, and places like Bears Ears National Monument 
(and the affected climbing areas of Indian Creek, Valley of the Gods, Arch/Texas Canyon, and Lockhart 
Basin, among others) are vital to our passion and the future of our sport. We stand with climbers and outdoor 
enthusiasts everywhere in support of Bears Ears!

Photos Paul Gagner



F U L L  V A L U E
DAVID ROBERTS   I   ILLUSTRATIONS BY ANDREAS SCHMIDT

Auden in the Brooks Range 

We got off the subway in the East Village 
and walked to St. Mark’s Place. An hour and a 
half early, we strolled the surrounding blocks. 
I wore my only suit, a white shirt, and a tie, 
Sharon one of her best dresses. Grad students 
at the University of Denver, we had been mar-
ried for a year and a half.

I should have been excited, but now, the 
dread that had built up for weeks rose like bile 
in the back of my throat. What if I make a fool 
of myself? I agonized. What if he’s so disappointed 
he asks us to leave after forty-five minutes?

It was March 1969. I was twenty-five, 
Sharon the same age. I’d met several famous 
people in my life, but none of whom I was 
in such awe. For years, I’d considered W. H. 
Auden the greatest living poet. I knew hun-
dreds of lines of his verses by heart. Poems 

such as “September 1, 1939” and “The Shield 
of Achilles” spoke to me of some transcen-
dent understanding of human fate. Their 
sheer range was dazzling, from the plain and 
oracular—

There is no such thing as the State
And no one exists alone;
Hunger allows no choice
To the citizen or the police;
We must love one another or die.

to the lyrical and erudite—

  Thetis of the shining breasts
    Cried out in dismay
 At what the god had wrought
    To please her son, the strong
 Iron-hearted man-slaying Achilles
    Who would not live long.

The previous year, Vanguard Press had 
published my first book, The Mountain of My 
Fear, an account of the first ascent of the West 
Face of Mt. Huntington in Alaska, which four 
of us had pulled off in the summer of 1965. 
Only hours after we reached the summit, on 
the thirty-second day of the expedition, a 
rappel anchor had failed, and Ed Bernd had 
fallen 4,000 feet to his death.

My title was taken from “Two Climbs,” a 
love sonnet of Auden’s written in the 1930s. 
The crucial lines: “Upon the mountains of 
my fear I climb: / Above, a breakneck scorch-
ing rock; no caves, / No col, no water.” In the 
Vanguard offices the previous spring, my edi-
tors had urged me to write little messages in 
copies of my book to send to dignitaries who 
we presumed had some interest in mountain-
eering, in hopes of eliciting blurbs: Bobby 
Kennedy (who had been dragged up Mt. 
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Kennedy in the Yukon by Jim Whittaker and 
others), Secretary of Defense Robert McNa-
mara (who had recently climbed the Matter-
horn), and the like. 

Only Auden responded. His brief note 
left me in a state of disbelief short-circuited 
by elation.

Dear Mr. Roberts:
I have seldom, if ever, felt so honored as I do 

since receiving The Mountain of My Fear with 
your inscription.

     I have read a good deal of mountain-
climbing literature ever since, as a boy, I was 
enthralled by Whymper’s account of the ascent 
of the Matterhorn, and I have no hesitation in 
saying that your book is one of the finest of its 
genre I have ever come across. 

I wrote back an effusive thank-you letter, 
and to my surprise, Auden wrote again. After 
a few exchanges, he added, “Do you ever get 
to New York in the winter? If you do, I hope 
we can arrange to meet.”

I knew that over the years Auden had 
become disenchanted with “September 1, 
1939,” and he had omitted it from his col-
lected poems. Yet he had never explained why 
that stirring affirmation on the threshold of 
World War II—some had called it the great-
est poem of the twentieth century—had fallen 
into his disfavor. In one letter I asked why. 

He wrote back, “How good or bad the 
poem is I don’t know and don’t care. What I 
do know, is that I should not have written it. 
In general I am always worried when I find 
I can immediately wow an audience with a 
poem; it makes me feel as if I were a Hitler.” 

A few days before Sharon and I were due 
to arrive in New York, I sent a postcard to tell 
Auden the dates of our visit to the city. He 
answered, “Since I assume your ‘our’ is not 
regal, I shall expect both of you for lunch at 
12:30 on Tuesday, March 25th.” 

At last, the appointed hour arrived. Sharon 
and I had expected a famous poet to live in 
a luxury penthouse, but 77 St. Mark’s Place 
looked as dingy as the adjoining brownstones. 
Inside the door, my dread mounted with 
my exhilaration as I searched for the apart-
ment buzzer. One card read “I COME TAX 
RETURNS.” Near it, a scrap of paper had 
been wedged into the name-slot. Smudged 
letters in blue pencil read simply “AUDEN.” 
I pushed the buzzer.  

He greeted us from the second-floor 

landing. Climbing the stairs, I instantly 
recognized the remarkable face, which I had 
seen in so many photos—lined, furrowed, 
shopworn yet somehow exuberant. Many had 
tried to describe that visage, but Auden’s own 
caricature was the most apt: “like a wedding 
cake left out in the rain.” As he ushered us 
into his apartment, Sharon and I felt boorishly 
overdressed. Auden had thrown on a wrinkled 
blue tie and a threadbare jacket, but his shirt 
was spotted with food stains. In lieu of shoes, 
he wore carpet slippers.

 The high-ceilinged garret was dimly lit 
and strewn with clutter: books and old 78 rpm 
records piled on every surface, including the 
floor. One nook had been cleared for guests, 
where a low coffee table faced a pair of couches 
and a pair of end-chairs. As soon as we sat 
down, Auden poured dry vermouth into ill-
washed juice glasses, which he refilled as soon 
as they got half-empty. Sharon and I had never 
before drunk vermouth, and mistaking it for 
an innocent wine, we were soon alarmingly 
smashed. But the drink allowed me to relax.

A certain awkwardness nonetheless pre-
vailed. Auden kept jumping up to go into the 
kitchen to fix our lunch, leaving Sharon and 
me to stare at each other and murmur inani-
ties. Sharon later said she got so drunk so fast 
that she was afraid she’d spent the whole three 
hours with Auden without uttering a word.

After half an hour, he asked us to adjourn 
to the dining room. By now, it came as no 
surprise that the table was covered with bread 
crumbs. Auden laid bowls of soup in front of 
us, and then apologized for taking his own 
soup in the kitchen so he could finish cooking. 
The awkwardness intensified. “It’s quite good, 
isn’t it?” one of us ventured after a spoonful of 
Campbell’s-variety vegetable broth. 

The meal Auden served consisted of eggs 
fried sunny-side-up, Polish sausage, and 
canned baby peas. “What a strange lunch!” 
I wrote later in a note to myself—but of 
course Auden had simply laid out a traditional 
English midday repast. All through the lunch 
he told stories, talking with his mouth full, 
while he poured Italian red wine into yet 
more unwashed juice glasses. At one point he 
gestured at Sharon and me and said, “That’s 
right where Tom and Valerie used to sit, 
holding hands throughout lunch.” It took me 
a moment to realize that he was referring to 
the great poet T. S. Eliot and his second wife.

Auden cleared the dishes, and we moved 
back to the living room, where we took our 

assigned seats around the coffee table. In the 
forty-eight years that have passed since that 
encounter, I have never again witnessed such 
a dazzling flow of wit and erudition and sheer 
verbal pyrotechnics. Auden laughed at his 
own jokes, but was as attentive to my earnest 
remarks as he was happy to call upon his limit-
less storehouse of aperçus. Though some of the 
stories he told us had appeared in others’ mem-
oirs of chats with Auden, I never had the sense 
that he was delivering a performance. Every 
twist of conversation provoked a new anecdote. 

Throughout the early afternoon, Auden 
drank steadily, almost compulsively. And by 
Sharon’s reckoning, he smoked a pack and 
a half of cigarettes during the time we spent 
together. Yet nothing impaired the flow of 
speech, not a single slurred word or “where-
was-I?” lapse. I knew that Auden detested 
talking about his own poetry, but it was hard 
to restrain myself, for that was what I most 
longed to ask him about. Instead, we got 
to talking about Iceland, where Auden had 
spent the summer of 1936, and which he had 
praised as possessing “the most magical light 
of anywhere on earth.” Then to my surprise, 
he asked me about The Mountain of My Fear. 
How was the book selling? What was I work-
ing on next? Elaborating on his own interest 
in mountaineering, he mentioned that his 
brother John had been a member of a Hima-
layan expedition with Shipton and Tilman 
in the 1930s, though he couldn’t remember 
exactly where. 

I was ignorant then of that foray into the 
uncharted Karakoram north and west of K2, 
though soon enough I would read Shipton’s 
rhapsodic account of the great reconnaissance 
in Blank on the Map. The team’s geologist John 
Auden played a vital role, nursing the ailing 
Tilman back to health during the early stages 
of an expedition that Shipton recalled as “an 
experience of real freedom rounded off with 
the peace and content of an arduous job of 
work completed and enjoyed.”

Our conversation veered to the aftermath 
of Huntington, when I faced the duty of visit-
ing Ed Bernd’s parents in Philadelphia to try 
to explain to them how and why their son had 
died. My account prompted Auden to mention 
what he called the two hardest tasks he’d ever 
undertaken. One was to tape-record for the 
BBC an obituary of T. S. Eliot in December 
1964, just weeks before his lifelong friend died 
of emphysema. The other had come shortly 
after the end of World War II. While collecting 





survey information for the US government, 
Auden was stationed at an empty house in Ger-
many. The homeowners, ardent Nazis, had fled, 
leaving their two children in the care of their 
grandparents. During the parents’ absence, the 
grandparents had poisoned themselves and the 
children. It fell to Auden to deliver the news to 
the parents upon their return.

Throughout our tête-à-tête, I was nursing 
a secret agenda, waiting for the right moment 
to spring it on the poet. Starting in 1963, I’d 
gone on Alaskan expeditions for six straight 
summers. During the first five, on unclimbed 
routes and peaks in the Alaska Range, I’d done 
battle with five-day storms, unpredictable ava-
lanches, and barrages of falling rock. But in 
August 1968, with five teammates, includ-
ing Sharon, I had ventured into the western 
Brooks Range. There, during an idyllic month 
of blueberry-picking and tundra-lounging, 
three of us had made the first ascent of Mt. 
Igikpak, the highest summit for 285 miles in 
any direction. After the Kichatna Spires and 
the Revelation Mountains, the Brooks Range 
seemed so benign, so gentle, so lovely, that it 
seduced me into undervaluing its challenges. 
For 1969, only five months hence, I’d orga-
nized another expedition, to the Arrigetch, 
thirty miles east of Igikpak, where all the finest 
peaks remained unattempted.

My secret agenda was to invite Auden 
to join us in the Arrigetch. I fantasized that 
my comrades and I would go off each day 
to climb, while Auden puttered around base 
camp. Some days I would reserve for strolls 
with the poet across the tundra or into side 
valleys. If he thought Icelandic light was mag-
ical, wait till he basked in the 24-hour days 
of the Brooks Range. I imagined endless eve-
nings in front of willow-twig campfires as we 
discussed poetry and life. 

About two hours into our visit, I popped 
the invitation. Auden looked startled. At once 
he thanked me, but protested that Alaska was 
out of the question. 

As we chatted on, I struggled to suppress 
my disappointment, while Auden voiced his 
skepticism about modern science: “There are 
certain ideas I refuse to accept. Like the notion 
that a solid object”—he banged his fist on the 
coffee table for emphasis—“is a collection of 
vibrating molecules that are partly somewhere 
else.” Or that seasonal change was due solely to 
the tilt of the earth’s axis as it wheeled around 
the sun. “Perhaps the earth simply wants to 
change seasons,” he offered.

I told Auden I thought he would have 
made a good novelist. He vehemently dis-
agreed. “There have been very few good poet-
novelists,” he pronounced. “Chiefly D. H. 
Lawrence.”

“What about Thomas Hardy?” I inter-
jected, determined to keep up my end of the 
literary conversation.

Auden smiled. “Hardy was a good influ-
ence on me, because it was reassuring to see 
how much bad poetry he wrote.” At once he 
quoted a quatrain to illustrate. (I wish I could 
retrieve it now.) 

There was no way I could keep up with 
Auden, even as my vermouth-and-wine 
miasma wore off. But when would I ever again 
be in the presence of such genius?

Sharon and I must have overstayed our 
welcome, for abruptly our host announced 
that he had to go out “to buy stamps.” Sheep-
ishly we put on our coats, and Auden escorted 
us down the staircase.

On the corner of St. Mark’s and Third, 
Auden pointed us to the nearest subway stop. 
I said, “Thank you so much for the lunch,” but 
he seemed impatient to get away. We shook 
hands, and then he turned and strode off up 
Third. He was still wearing his carpet slippers.

As heady as our long séance with the poet had 
been, I came away from it with a vague dismay 
that had clouded my spirit during the last hour, 
after Auden had turned down my invitation to 
the Brooks Range. In some notes I jotted down 
about a week later, as I tried and failed to recap-
ture the brilliance of Auden’s conversation, I 
wrote, “I had a sense of faint disappointment 
when it was all over, which I find hard to pin 
down. Was it that I felt I hadn’t learned any-
thing new about Auden? That I hadn’t made 
any real impression on him, that I was one of a 
dozen encounters for him each week? That he 
may even have been disappointed in me?”

What was I thinking? According to his 
biographer, Humphrey Carpenter, by 1969 
Auden’s daily intake of alcohol included at 
least “several strong vodka martinis before 
dinner” and more than a bottle of wine after. 
And “he was still a very heavy smoker, and 
more than once nearly set fire to himself in 
bed.” For years, Auden had awakened in the 
middle of the night, and, unable to get back 
to sleep, had dosed himself with more vodka. 
In the mornings, to rouse himself for work, he 
popped uppers such as benzedrine.

By any standard, Auden was in terrible 
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physical shape by the time we met. On the 
landing as he greeted us, he had seemed out 
of breath. On the sidewalk afterward, he 
wheezed as he walked with us down the block. 
The wonder was that all the booze and ciga-
rettes seemed to take no toll on his creative 
output, for he would continue to write mem-
orable poems and mordant essays during the 
remaining years of his life.

Had Auden joined us in the Arrigetch, our 
team would have faced a medical crisis on the 
first or second day. That August a Super Cub 
landed the five of us on a gravel bar on the 
Alatna River, seven miles from the base camp 
we planned at the junction of Arrigetch Creek 
and a nameless side valley. It took us two 
hard days (four of us carrying seventy-pound 
packs) to reach that camp, as we bashed our 
way through dense alder thickets and waded 
the bone-chilling torrent of Arrigetch Creek. 
The whole month of August turned out to be 
unseasonably cold, with five snowstorms and 
temps often in the 30s. We made five first 
ascents, but Sharon’s rambles were confined to 
hikes up the valleys.

If by some miracle Auden had made it to 
base camp, he would have been utterly mis-
erable there. My three fellow climbers were 
guys in their early twenties, not exactly littéra-
teurs. Indeed, the ambiance of camp inclined 
closer to frat-boy hijinks than to an artists’ 
salon. What they would have made of Auden, 
or he of them, seems unimaginable today. 
And, as Sharon pointed out, without a drop 
of vermouth on hand (let alone vodka mar-
tinis), Auden would have been decidedly out 
of sorts. During our month in the Arctic, we 
quaffed not a single ounce of alcohol. 

 All this seems far clearer after decades 
of retrospect than it did in 1969. In my first 
letter to Auden after our New York luncheon, 
I had the gall to voice the disappointment that 
had nagged at me toward the end of our meet-
ing. The grievance I clung to came down to 
the petulant complaint, Auden didn’t take my 
invitation seriously. He didn’t take me seriously. 

Auden replied: “I am sorry you were disap-
pointed at our meeting (I wasn’t). I was, actu-
ally, enormously flattered by your invitation 
to join you on your Brooks Range Expedi-
tion. If I seemed not to take it seriously, it was 
because, for me, it was not a serious possibility 
a) because I am 62 and b) because I have to be 
in Europe in the summer and in New York in 
the winter.” 

That gracious rejoinder must have 

straightened my rudder, for I seem to have 
fired back an apology as abject as my first salvo 
had been impudent. In July Auden wrote: “Of 
course we’re going to be friends. The truth is 
we are both rather shy, a trait of which, on the 
whole, especially in these days, I approve.”

Auden may have been, as he claimed in his 
first note to me, a lifelong devotee of moun-
taineering literature, but his attitude toward 
climbers, even toward mountains themselves, 
was a distinctly ambivalent one. Had I paid 
more attention in 1969, I might have realized 
as much—and learned something valuable 
from what he wrote. 

Probably the most serious outdoor adven-
ture of Auden’s life came during that summer 
of 1936 in Iceland, when he and his fellow poet 
Louis MacNeice tagged along on an eight-day 
circuit by pony around the Langjökull ice-
field, organized by a schoolmaster friend who 
brought along four eager students. In Letters 
from Iceland, one of the wackiest travel books 
ever written, MacNeice narrates the jour-
ney in a campy, mock-heroic epistle “Hetty 
to Nancy,” in which he turns the boys into 
schoolgirls and Auden and himself into fuss-
budget maidens who are out of their element 
camping in the wilderness. 

The same year, Auden collaborated with 
Christopher Isherwood on a play they called 
The Ascent of F6. Every bit as outré and her-
metic as Letters from Iceland, F6 is a pastiche 
satirizing the British attempts on Everest, the 
fascism nascent in Europe, and the cult of 
heroic manliness in general. The principal char-
acter, Michael Ransom, is a famous mountain-
eer modeled on Lawrence of Arabia and George 
Leigh Mallory. (As a schoolboy, Auden had 
attended one of Mallory’s lectures on Everest.) 

Less farcically, Auden addresses climbing 
in “Mountains,” one of a set of seven “Bucol-
ics” written in 1952-53. Here the ambivalence 
becomes manifest: 

              ...Those unsmiling parties,
Clumping off at dawn in the gear of their mystery

     For points up, are a bit alarming;
         They have the balance, nerve,
     And habit of the Spiritual, but what God
         Does their Order serve?

Auden’s critique of climbing—of wilder-
ness adventure in general—would fully reso-
nate with me only some fifteen years after we 
met. In my late thirties, as my own climbing 

tailed off, I began to write in earnest about 
exploration, and I realized that in my “hard” 
years I had lavished an unexamined romanti-
cism on the deeds of rope and ice axe. My own 
nagging doubts—What good does mountain-
eering do anyone else? What sort of egomania 
lies beneath the passion to be first to plunge 
into terra incognita?—matured into a healthy 
skepticism. Indeed, Auden had been saying as 
much all along: What god does our order serve? 

In my twenty-five-year-old vanity, I had 
taken Auden’s dismissal of my invitation to 
the Brooks Range as a personal rejection. But 
I needed only a couple of months to regain 
my equilibrium and realize how kind to me 
the great poet had been. Even before we met, 
he asked my permission to include an excerpt 
from The Mountain of My Fear in a “common-
place book” he was compiling—an anthology 
of quotations that had had special meaning for 
him across the years. The book appeared in 
1970 as A Certain World, where the passage was 
paired with an account by Coleridge of an epic 
in the Lake District, under the twin rubrics of 
“Climber, An Amateur” and “Climber, A Pro-
fessional.” The Coleridge excerpt recounts an 
ill-advised solo descent of Broad-crag, during 
which the poet contemplated a nearly twelve-
foot drop to a ledge “so exceedingly narrow 
...that...I must of necessity have fallen back-
wards & of course killed myself.” My own pas-
sage was a lyrical account of our reaching the 
summit at 3:30 a.m: “Nothing stirred, only we 
lived; even the wind had forgotten us.”

When he learned that I was writing a 
second mountaineering book (Deborah: A 
Wilderness Narrative), Auden insisted on 
reviewing it for The New York Times. Deborah 
is about the collapse of an idealized friend-
ship—mine with Don Jensen—during a 
nightmarish forty-two-day failure on one of 
Alaska’s most daunting mountains. But what 
Auden found in the book were the traces of 
love between comrades, a fragile intimacy that 
had deep personal meaning for him, recurring 
in his poems with a haunting sense of loss. 
In “First Things First,” for instance, Auden 
evokes waking alone on a stormy winter night, 
as unbidden memory “reconstructed a day of 
peculiar silence” that

...had me walking
On a headland of lava beside you, the occa-

sion as ageless
As the stare of any rose, your presence exactly
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So once, so valuable, so there, so 
now.

Auden ended the review, “As 
[Roberts] gratefully acknowledges, 
there were many good moments of 
warmth, joy and brotherhood. The 
difficulty for a writer about such 
moments is that it seems to be a 
law of language that happiness, like 
goodness, is almost impossible to 
describe, while conflict, like evil, is 
all too easy to depict.”

What, after all, had I hoped to 
achieve by inviting Auden to the 
Brooks Range? Why wasn’t chatting 
about life and poetry in his New York 
garret as satisfying as the promise 
embedded in my fantasy of a collo-
quy around an Arctic campfire? 

During those grad-school years, 
I was struggling with an existential 
dilemma. Since childhood I had been 
a dyed-in-the-wool atheist, thanks in part to 
my Unitarian mother and astronomer father. 
Auden himself had been an agnostic through 
his blazing twenties and early thirties, only to 
undergo a sudden and irreversible conversion 
to the Church of England around 1939.

One day during the winter in Sharon’s and 
my own garret in Denver, I had a lightning 
insight. My three favorite living writers were 
Auden, C. S. Lewis, and Graham Greene. The 
first two were staunch Anglicans, the last a 
confirmed Catholic. Clearly those three men 
were far smarter than I was. What did they 
know that I had never learned?

Through the rest of 1969, I kept up my 
correspondence with Auden, and in December 
we met again in his New York apartment, this 
time without Sharon. Instead of lunch, Auden 
served coffee, followed by martinis. I came 
to that second meeting with a very different 
agenda from the Brooks Range invitation. I 
wanted Auden not merely to be my friend, but 
to serve as my spiritual guide. (That inchoate 
longing, I later realized, had lain beneath my 
daydream of our base camp séance on Arrigetch 
Creek.) Toward the end of our second get-
together, I summoned up the nerve to unload 
my dilemma on the chain-smoking poet sitting 
opposite me at the coffee table. Haltingly, I 
trotted out my confusion. My rational atheism 
had come to seem smug and thin. The mystic 
world of belief and redemption gleamed faint 
but tantalizing on the horizon.

Auden seemed interested. “The trouble is,” 

I said, “I just can’t make the leap of faith.” 
What had I hoped for? That he would 

murmur, Come, my son, let me show you the way? 
Instead, Auden abruptly laughed. “I’m 

afraid I can’t help you with that!” he said. I 
laughed myself, but I was stunned by his 
rebuke—and in the next instant, by my own 
naiveté. 

With that exchange, the gleam on the 
horizon flickered out for good. Almost five 
decades later, I remain the intransigent atheist 
I prided myself on being at age eight. 

I had thought Auden felt comfortably and 
permanently installed at 77 St. Mark’s Place. 
After all, in “On the Circuit,” a funny poem 
about traveling around the US giving poetry 
readings, he wrote, “Spirit is willing to repeat 
/ Without a qualm the same old talk, / But 
Flesh is homesick for our snug / Apartment in 
New York.” Little did I know that Auden had 
grown bitterly tired of his winter ménage. In 
a letter to his longtime companion, Chester 
Kallman, he complained, “New York is hell.” 

In 1972 Auden left New York City for 
good, returning to England after thirty-three 
years, having departed his native country with 
Isherwood in 1939. In America, Auden rein-
vented his poetic style, repudiating the engagé 
prophetic stance that had won him so many 
admirers back home, and eventually disown-
ing such works as “September 1, 1939”—the 
poem, he became convinced, that “I should 
not have written.” Ensconced now in borrowed 

rooms at Oxford, he was not happy. 
Only the months he spent in his 
summer home in Kirchstetten, Aus-
tria, guaranteed him solace and joy.

On September 28, 1973, Auden 
gave a poetry reading in Vienna, 
then, declining a dinner in his 
honor, returned to his hotel. The 
next morning Kallman found him 
“turning icy-blue on a hotel bed,” as 
he wrote in a rather banal poem. The 
official cause of death was a heart 
attack. Auden was sixty-six.

In the letters he sent me after our 
second meeting, Auden sometimes 
enclosed the most recent poem he 
had written, weeks before its pub-
lication. In an age before Xerox 
machines, he typed out each word on 
the piece of stationery he sent me.

I learned about Auden’s death 
in The New York Times. Despite all the indica-
tions of his poor health, the news came as a 
shock. Somehow I had imagined that he and 
I would meet occasionally over vodka mar-
tinis into the indefinite future. Thirty years 
old when Auden died, I had still never been 
to Europe, but if I had known that I would 
never get another chance, I would have flown 
to Vienna, rented a car, and driven to Kirch-
stetten to spend an afternoon with him in the 
domicile whose glories he had sung in the col-
lection About the House. In “Thanksgiving for 
a Habitat,” for instance, he had written: 

         ...what I dared not hope or fight for
is, in my fifties, mine, a toft-and-croft 
 where I needn’t, ever, be at home to

those I am not at home with, not a cradle,
 a magic Eden without clocks, 
and not a windowless grave, but a place
 I may go both in and out of.

After his death, Auden’s literary executor, 
Edward Mendelson, published Auden’s plea 
that all the correspondents he had written to 
during his prolific life destroy his letters “when 
they’re done with them.” Forty-four years later, 
I doubt that very many of the thousands of 
epistles Auden wrote to his friends have been 
put to the torch. 

I still have mine. 
[Letters from W. H. Auden are quoted with the permis-

sion of his Estate.—Ed.]
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L O C A L  H E R O
ANDREW SZALAY on BOB A. SCHELFHOUT AUBERTIJN  

[This Page] Andrew Szalay. Natalie Stern  I  [Facing Page] Bob A. Schelfhout Aubertijn in his 

library. The top shelves contain some of his K2 collection, mostly from 1902–1954. The bot-

tom shelf holds part of what he refers to as his “Messneriana,” including over 100 signed 

editions by Reinhold Messner. He adds, “I need more shelf space.” Mariëlle Aubertijn

For the last eight years, a mysterious Facebook user with an avatar of “the wickedest man 
in the world,” Aleister Crowley, has issued brief, tantalizing notes about climbing history. 
Most of the almost-daily posts start in matter-of-fact ways: “Event on this day, 1975.05.16; 
Japanese climber Junko Tabei is the first woman who ascended Everest.” Using few 
embellishing details, the writer conceals his individual voice, allowing the stories to signal 
their own meanings. A carefully chosen photo suggests the humanity of these iconic figures: 
a telltale posture of the shoulders, the subtle flash of eyes behind goggles.

Behind the mask of Crowley is my friend Bob A. Schelfhout Auber-
tijn, a mountaineer who now lives amid the white sand dunes, Frisian 
farmhouses, and the tall, red lighthouse of Texel Island, buffeted by 
the ever-shifting winds of the North and Wadden seas. In a house that 
endured through some of the last battles of World War II, he surrounds 
himself with shelves of climbing books. His admiration for Crowley has 
nothing to do with dark magic, but rather with 
the gravitas that enabled Crowley to be part of 
a 1902 attempt on K2, back when a climb of 
that magnitude could scarcely be imagined.

Bob has synthesized decades of his own 
climbing and reading with the lifelong work of 
record keepers such as Eberhard Jurgalski and 
Elizabeth Hawley to create what he calls simply 
“the project”—a celebration of mountaineer-
ing history with protagonists of different cul-
tural backgrounds, nationalities and genders. 
Damien Gildea, the author of Mountaineering 
in Antarctica: Climbing in the Frozen South, 
argues that Bob, whether intentionally or 
not, has accomplished something no climbing 
magazine has successfully done: created a tire-
less, persistent flow of knowledge between the 
climbers of the past and those of the present and the digital generation.

Though most people know Bob through his project, his contribu-
tions extend beyond social media in often-silent ways. Relying on his 
extensive knowledge, he has provided research assistance for magazine 
contributors and award-winning authors such as Bernadette McDon-
ald. (Bob played a supporting role for several of McDonald’s books, 
including her latest, The Art of Freedom.) McDonald says Bob is like 
“a terrier at times, chasing down a fact, a photo, an opinion, a spell-
ing. He is indefatigable.” Last year, quiet reflections of Bob’s meticulous 
efforts appeared in the extensive footnotes of the first widely available 

English-language edition of Sherpa: The Memoir of Ang Tharkay.
Bob’s passion for the mysteries inside maps and the journeys of 

explorers ignited when he discovered the classic adventures of Sven 
Hedin on his grandmother’s shelves. As a boy, Bob yearned to join 
Hedin’s long wandering journey from Sweden to Turkey and Persia and 
into the heart of Asia, where the explorer “fossicked around a bit,” as 

Bob now puts it, “and by the time he got back 
seven years had passed.” Today, after years of 
collecting, Bob is no longer sure how many 
volumes he owns, but he knows there have 
been 500 books on Mount Everest since 1996. 
At one time, he could have shown them to you. 
(He’s only kept about ten.) Then there are the 
multiple editions in different languages—most 
of which he can read. He even has one of Sven 
Hedin’s titles in Schwiizerdütsch-braille. “A 
massive thing,” he explains, “so I can at least 
read one book whenever I happen to go blind 
because I read too much, or get really old.”

Underlying Bob’s posts are some unwrit-
ten beliefs: facts and accuracy are the basis for 
integrity. Self-promotion taints everything. 
Climbing is an intensely personal experience. 

And “mountaineer” is a title that can only be earned along an arduous 
path that takes years to follow, where attempts at shortcuts merely delay 
or erase the goal. 

In theory, all the content of Bob’s project could be found elsewhere 
if you knew where to look. To Bob, that’s part of his point: there are 
many books to read and mountains to climb; there are infinite things 
unrepresented on any map that we can only discover if we head out on 
our own across the vast expanses of written pages and pristine snows. As 
mysterious as Bob may be, the mystery is not about him, rather what we 
have to seek for ourselves. 







When I was in college in Boulder, Colorado, I fell into an obsession 

with free soloing. My first ropeless forays in Eldorado Canyon felt like 

space walking: the familiar ground shrank into a ball beneath me, 

and I sensed the vastness of a universe close enough to touch, but not 

near enough to grasp. Swallows sliced the air, darting through the first 

rays of sun. Spray from the rumbling creek cast rainbows at my feet. 

A decade later, after too many near misses, I no longer 

soloed—surely a good thing. But one day I noticed that while 

my body had grown strong from sport climbing, I was losing 

something else—the memory of a particular inner stillness that 

had crystallized like the rainbows in that empty canyon. 

When a self-belay device came into my hands, it seemed like the 

perfect compromise: I could go back to climbing alone, but I probably 

wouldn’t die if I slipped. I practiced using it until I no longer hesitated 

to fall on steep, bolted routes. I became accustomed to the way the 

rope whizzed through the device before stopping with a nice, soft 

catch. But my imagination still reached for the ether I longed to grip.

Why not see how hard I could climb without having to fumble 

with tying backup knots? I thought. Partway up a familiar sport 

climb, however, I noticed the self-belay device wasn’t feeding 

well, and I struggled to clip some of the bolts. And so, just before 

the pocketed limestone bulged, I added a single backup knot.

A hundred feet above the ground, I stared at the crux moves. It was 

an unseasonably hot February day. Sweat dripped from under my 

helmet. The rock shimmered in the white light. I had to squint to 

find tiny divots for my hands and feet. I pressed into a small tooth 

of rock and felt the skin on my finger split. Blood oozed onto stone 

as I crossed one hand to a greasy, sloping, diagonal edge. My 

quickdraws dangled overhead against a dizzy backdrop of blue sky.

The cliff was empty, and my dog lazed in the sun next 

to my rope bag, oblivious to the drama above.

With six fingertips and a point of toe rubber holding me to 

the wall, I swung a foot over to a high rail. I stared at the 

distant hold I needed to grab. Everything felt sweaty. Angry. 

I thrutched for the hold and dropped into the sky. 

“DAMN IT!”

A sickening, metallic DOINK, like a piano wire that breaks 

in a cartoon: a pin on the Silent Partner belay device 

snapped off in front of my eyes, and I continued falling.

At last, the device caught me. For a moment I hung in numb 

bewilderment. A thirty-foot loop of slack trailed from my backup 

knot—if the Silent Partner had completely failed, I would have lived, 

but the ground would have been very, very close. I’d lost sight of 

what I was doing and why. In my haste to accomplish an arbitrary 

goal that had seemed so much more important than it was, I’d 

loaded the clove-hitch into the device upside down. All the warning 

signs were there, but I’d chosen to ignore the voice tickling down 

my neck. Suddenly I was awake, and the whispered words—felt 

more than heard—sent a shiver through me: Pay more attention.

The adventure wasn’t over as I dangled, marooned in space. I still had to 

puzzle a way to get up and off the steep wall without leaving gear behind, 

and to do so with a broken belay device. Two hooks, a Grigri, ascenders 

and a few slings were just enough, but it took some improvising. I 

had a long time to think about how I got in that spot. And there, not 

on the gleaming panel of some diamond-plated wall in Yosemite, but 

on a scruffy bluff above a highway, I found what I was looking for. 

That place was where the real learning began, as it 

usually does once the ego is put out of the way.
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Camp in the portaledge, sleep in your car or couch 
surf: Our new 19-degree 850 Down Sleeping Bag 
does it all. Inspired by the bag Yvon Chouinard 
built for himself 45 years ago, today’s version is 
an elegant real-world design that’s exceptionally 
warm, ultracompressible and holds up to season 
after season of use. Also available in 30-degree and 
Hybrid options. patagonia.com/sleepingbags

This sleeping bag contains only Traceable Down, 
traced from farm to factory to help ensure the birds 
that supply it are not force-fed or live-plucked.

The 
Patagonia 

Sleeping 
Bag

I N T R O D U C I N G

850 Down 
Sleeping Bag
19°F / -7°C



The single layer alpine solution: high 
output cold weather insulation with 

GORE-TEX® waterproof performance saves 
weight over mid and outer layering. 

An evolution in alpine layering.

ALPHA IS JACKET

ALPHA IS JACKET - MAGMA


